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Faim, Garden, and Household, 
( «»M>U< TE1> BY IT IN AM SI MON TON. 
Our iricnds who m ly have communications, ob- 
vatious, facts, suggestions, or anything of interest, 
t.iiniug to t!iis T jnrtment, are requested to commu- 
.1 to tht* same to Dr. l’utuain simonton, S»*.u>i *rt, who 
prepare the same for publication, it of sufficient im- 
•rtanev. 
ioim ua m Hint, fob 101 so 
MKS. 
In all human life aud history, few Ihiugs are 
pimps harder and more difficult than fora 
u11_r man, just starting out tor Himself, to de- 
•rmiuc what to do, whither to go, what calling 
pursue. Inexperienced in business, unused 
comparing the relative profits of the differ-1 
aiiiugs, and seeing some persons success- 
in certain avocations, as trades aud thepro- 
ssions, they naturally turu to these, and 
finding no room there, too often sink back into 
-gust and despair, and so waste the most pre- 
us years of life, never to return, in fitful 
unavailing endeavors, .or, worse,—in idly 
\ .. a a “for something lo turn up.” 
i.. neb, we desire to point out the way 
!,. ur judgment, will lead them to suc- 
,s and brume, as it has all those, cvery- 
s'lie re. whose condition seems so prosperous 
i, l enviable. 
\ml the first step in the right direction is, 
have right \ iews as to the nature and prof- 
,ts cf the various callings of men. For there 
is no m ■•re erroneous idea, and one more harm- 
ful, —is end ring people dissatisfied with their 
loess, and tending to over do certain 
ii. Is. -t> an the belief that some occupations 
r, greatly more profitable, and, therefore, 
more de.-irable than others. 
\ :tlv retlectiou will show that, taking all 
c;rcuinsia:,'o s into account, all the dillt-r- 
trades and occupations must pay. in the 
ng rut), e-S' iitiallv the same profits. For 
iiiipeutiou is a great natural leveller-ul'' ;)rofii, 
as radiation of heat from hot to cold bodies 
gives equal temperature to the whole. Sup- 
rose. from the loice of temporary dream- 
-1unecs, one branch of business, as farming, 
de, shiiibuilding, or the professions, ts real- 
better than another in its paying aspects, 
i! happens '.- X’euple will as certainly leave 
poorer to enter the better paying one, as 
will leave a hot rock to enter a cold one 
Its side, till, in both cases, the cqilibrium i< 
io-torcd. The fact that in Some occupations 
wanes are coiiMaii'ly high, t limn in others, 
may seem to oppose this view, and leads 
mans into erroneous idiots aud ruinous acts. 
Wages is the prici paid for any personal scr- 
and the corparative prices for all such 
si rv ires arc governed liy a great natural law— 
,V cost. 
Hence trade s whit-li have little or no cost of 
nn ir money in the learning of them, will pay 
as well at lower wages, as others costing, as 
lieu happens, hundreds and thousands ol dol- | 
.is to learn, will at much larger wages. The j 
former is simply labor to be paid for; the lat- | 
r both labor and capital put with it, to be 
paid for. 
\gain fizL is a great element in determining 
the profit of occupations. Those with small 
wages, and but little danger to health and life, 
pay as well as those with far larger wages 
where sickness and shoitencd life deduct so 
heavily from the sum. Thus needle-grinders, 
where the steel dust kills in a short time, and 
soldier- Tom the perils of war, while receiv- 
ing ]■ iui times tin wages <1 oidinary trades, 
m iaig.-r ;ban these. Kor soldier’s 
nn pem-Ions arc only an element in j 
their wages, demanded by this consideration j 
•,)! danger. 
lienee we see tii.u it metier- very little, <n 
ie M ore ol piolit., wiiat the occupation is; 
a hav ing something in its favor, and ihe op- ; 
posite. In them all, if we take all the circum- J 
'ai.ee- into account, tile average of accumu- ! 
-ailou will not be very dilleient. What seems | 
to dispute this statemeut, and leads, by its er- 
r uieou-iic--, to the ruin of thousands, is see 
ing Ihe vast fortunes some men make incei- 
taiu kinds of business -tin* Stewarts in trade, 
the O'Briens in shipbuilding, ir. So, also, in 
lie humide trade.- ol rag-picking, and seeking 
lost valuables .11 the filthy sewers which un- 
derdrain great cities, laige fortunes have been 
made! The true test is, not extreme, but the 
average ol eases, if you take the mercantile 
pursuit—all who are directly ami indirectly 
connected with it; the merchants, nine tenths 
ol whom tail.—a very large portion remaining 
forever hopelessly bankrupt; the myriad clerks, 
agents, porters, tie., who just live along from 
hand to mouth not possessed ol a cent, and 
never will tie.— and divide all the property ac- 
■fiiired in that pursuit by the Lumber ol those 
ptr.-ous, and the av rage will not be above that 
In the ordinary ami despised callings. 
In tlie profession.-', it is precisely the same, 
(■•'i- every Lawyer, Clergyman, ami Doctor, 
who has made a fortune by their work, or who 
an live just above board even, there are hun- 
dreds with nothing, wailing for clients, par- 
t-lies, and patients,—only consoled by the 
thought that their great. Mssti r, too, ‘“had not 
where to lay his head." 
if you turn to that apparently desirable em- 
ployment—authorship,—the average of its 
prutHs will be found not above those of wood- 
sawing. It. has, indeed, its Stewarts in a few 
wealthy Dickenses, Longfellows, Mrs. Stowes, 
&c.; but who does not weep over the long line 
of uuthots, who like great Ilomer, Goldsmith, 
Dryden, Butler, Burns, Poe, who died, as they 
lived, iu poverty and want! 
And as to the plant where Fortune has her 
home, she is about equally kind to all places 
alike, ll to torrid climes Nature freely gives 
llieir luscious fruits and spontaneous food, and 
man, too, of feeble powers; to colder ones site 
as freely gives no less a bounty in the noble 
grains and meats which make the blood, and 
bones, and brain of a nobler race. If the 
heap and fertile lands of our Great West, 
four limes as productive us our New England 
soil, attract thither our fortune-seekers,—New 
England, by her teeming population, anil her 
numerous industries which always consume, 
and never produce, food, pays four times the 
price, as compared with the West, for agricul- 
tural produce. And if this does not sulticieiit- 
'y balance these supposed superior advantages 
there, -consider the disadvantages resulting 
from the scarcity of timber alone iu that re- 
gion : poor dwellings, and out-buildiugs almost 
none. Many families have we known, living 
iu quite elegant style here, line houses, and all 
the appurtenances of comfort,—go from our 
midst to these distant wilds, to be denied all 
these cherished comforts of horn c; and whose 
property rarely exceeds that of their former 
condition, though upon them such bounteous 
harvests pour. How many, indeed, wander 
sudly back to the scenes of their earlier and 
happier life, wait aud wasted in fortune and 
spirit I 
Those, therefore, who seek to fiud fortune 
by pursuing Iter from place to place, arc still 
performing the simple act of happy child- 
hood—chasing for the end of the beautiful 
rain-bow where a silver spoon awaits the lucky 
finder. 
To all those well-off fortune-seekers, wheth- 
er by changing places or business, especially 
all those who hope to find her in o_'Jlx-seeking,— 
we would earuestiy commend the Italian epi- 
taph : “I was well; wished to be better; took 
medicine, and here I am!” 
The same is true iu the investment of capi" 
tal. For, next to its getting, the hardest thing 
probably,is to know what to do with it, where to 
put it that it shall pay best. And here, as in the 
wages of labor, risk is a great clement. A safe 
investment at G per cent, would pay better than 
an unsafe one at 20 per cent; and as choosing 
a calling which promises large pay, but with 
offsets also, has sadly' disappointed the hopes 
of thousands,—so investing capital in these so 
promising directions, without considering t/teir 
offsets, has strewed the world thick with the 
wreck of what untold fortunes! Countless 
stocks, as banks, railroads, oil-companies, &e, 
1 while promising to the greedy large profits, 
1 how often have they like the poet's 
“Swollen bubbles 
llurst. and all is air.’’ 
To every young man seeking his fortune, 
whether by selling his services, or investing 
his capital, these principles iic deep down 
among the solid rocks upon which he must 
build, in our judgment, young friends, it mat- 
ters far less what you do, and where you are, 
than h«ic you do it. Fvery calliug is full of 
fortunes inviting young men of courage, with 
brave and iionest hearts, to come and take 
them. Next week, we shall try to show how, 
and where, to find them. 
DAUIIAS, 
The flower of flowers, l'or out-door culture, 
I we think, is the dahlia; showy, hardy as the 
potato, subject to uo insects, and a constant 
; bloomer from 1st of July till killing frosts. It 
is a South American plant, introduced into Eu- 
rope by the Spaniards in 1780, and derives its 
name from I he Swedish botanist Dahl. In its 
! culture, it requires much the same treatment 
as the potato. Now is the time to “sprout 
them.” Put them into a box of earth, moss, 
or any substance that retains moisture well, 
and keep them iu any warm place where pota- 
toes would sprout, watering frequently. When 
the new growth is an inch or two high, with a 
sharp, thin knife cut out carefully as large a 
piece of the root, with oue new shoot attached 
to it, as possible without injuring the others. 
Put each shoot with its root into a small box 
of pasteboard or birch bark; till with good 
j soil; water well every day, and keep them in 
; a warm sunny place. When all frosts are over, 
; and the ground is warm—not before the 1st of 
1 June in this climate—set them out where they 
i are to stand, the roots two or three inches be- 
low the surface. As their stocks are very ten- 
der, they must be constantly well staked. At 
llrst any light stick:- will do; but by the time 
they are in flower, as they will be three or four 
j feet high, with heavy, bushy tops, they must 
; be well tied to strong stakes, as firmly set as 
bean poles. To see a line dahlia all shattered 
by wind and storm is a painful sight—only ex- 
ceeded by that other sad and unnecessary 
thing—a line of clothes tattered by the wind, 
and draggling in the mud. 
! MOW ’£» ALiHP ( IIIUVI:VH 
Most people iu cleaning lamp chimneys use 
either a brush made of bristles twisted into a 
i wire, or a rag on the point of scissors. Both 
of these are bad; for, without great care, the 
wire, or scissors, will scratch the glass, as a 
| diamond does, which, under the expansive 
; power of heat, soon breaks, as all scratched 
glass will. If you want a neat little thing that 
costs nothing, and will save half your glass, 
tie a piece of soft sponge, the size of the chim- 
ney to a pine stick. 
Hi S'1C TV LA -VI PH. 
Extracts from newspapers aud advertise- 
ments relating to so-called “safety lamps,” for 
burning cheap kerosene or benzine, have been 
frequently sent to us with the request that we 
would express an opinion regarding them. Wc 
remark, in brief, that no lamp can be construct- 
ed in which these highly inflammable liquids 
may be used with safety. The “escape-valves” 
! and “side-tubes” usually employed are of no 
service whatever in connection with lamps. 
They do not. in the slightest degree insure safe- 
ly. Il>u.:ine is dangerous to harbor tn families. 
More deaths are caused by breaking lamps than 
by explosions. Very few lamps really explode. 
Men, women, and children arc burned to death 
by spilling tlie liquid upon the clothing, or up- 
setting lamps or cans; and most of the explo- 
sions reported are accidents of this nature. 
Exemption from danger is secured only by pre- 
venting Inflammable liquids from euteriug the 
dwelling—not by the use of “safety lamps” or 
1 vessels for holding the liquids. Have nothing 
i to do with these devices. Purchase and use 
only good kerosene oil, of legal standard, aud 
you are safe. [Boston Jour. Chemisty. 
!®rolT. Pjaislvv on Toliacco and Air. 
The celebrated l’rof. Penslee, in a lecture in 
New York, recently, said:— 
j “The use of tobacco interferes with dlges- 
I lion, causes disease of the throat, diminishes 
I virility, sometimes producing impotency, 
blunts tlie intellect and destroys the finer sen- 
sibilities. It never should be used for medici- 
nal purposes. Having said this much in regard 
: to the “fragrant weed,” the lecturer proceeded 
j to explain tlie use and effect of air on the hu 
man system. The vitalizing element of air, 
! oxygen, is essential to life and health. Ani- 
mals require it in order to exist aud enjoy the 
natural heat of the body. The lecturer de- 
scribed the action of breathing, and said it 
should always be performed through the uose, 
; ami explained the wonderful mechanism of the 
I circulatory organs. A grown person breathes 
from fourteen to eighteen times in a minute, 
I aud less when asleep than awake. Iu everv 
twenty-four hours ouc and a half pounds of 
: vapor arc exhaled from the lungs. The doc- 
tor spoke of the necessity of having pure air 
in our sleeping apartments, and recommended 
a careful attention to a proper ventilation in 
our dwellings as a matter of indispensable Hy- 
gienic importance.” 
Piiralysis from Excessive Nuioblng'. 
Impaired nervous energy, and even actual 
paralysis, produced by the excessive use of to- 
bacco, are more common than is usually sup- 
posed. All or most will probably endorse the 
j assertion of impaired nervous energy resulting 
from excessive smoking, but cases of actual 
| paralysis resulting from this cause must be 
very rare. We never remember seeing one 
which we could without any doubt assign to 
this cause. In the September number of the 
Lancet for 1804 there is a case recorded of par- 
alysis of the hand and forearm from excessive 
smoking [Journal of Health. 
MAP VARXMHES. 
A very good varnish for covering over archi- 
tectural drawings, maps, etc., can be made by 
dissolving one pound of white shellac, a quar- ter of a pound of camphor, and two ounces of 
Canada balsam in one gallon of alcohol. 
The following method affords also a good, quick-drying varnish: Thin down Canada bal- 
sam with turpentine, and add one fourth of the 
bulk of quick-drying, pale copal varnish; lay 
on smoothly with a flat camel-hair brush, and 
let the map lie flat for a few hours. [Boston Journal Chemistry. 
Running the Blockade. 
BY A BRITISH ENGINEER. 
“A southerly wind and a cloudy sky” 
may be a very pleasant theme for fox-hunt- 
ing squires in dear Old England, but when 
a man is under a cloud in in a foreign coun- 
try, with a southerly wind in his pockets, 
and Mary Thompson’s mark, k‘M. T.” on 
his clothes chest, then it’s quite another 
kettle of fish. This, however, was my sad 
case. Yellow Jack had laid me by the heels 
for six weeks. When I came out of hos- 
pital, my ship had left the port; tools and 
duds were soon obliged to go tor lodgings 
and food ; and now I, William Trereave, 
Cornishman and certitioated engineer, found 
myself iu James Town, Bermuda, with a 
lucky sixpence on a steel watch chain for 
my fortune. 
1 My landlady, too, old mother Che-Che, 
in whose house I had spent scores of dol- 
lars, had informed that as money and clothes 
were both gone, she would trouble me to 
lookout for other lodgings; so that my 
j thoughts as I sat on the wharf enjoying a 
j light breakfast—“a pipe and the sea breeze,” 
—were not by any means of a pleasant des- 
cription. Not one of the steamers then in 
the harbor required an engineer ; I might 
get a berth on board a blockade-ruuner, but 
none were expected for a week or ten days, 
and how was I to live iu the meanwhile? 
1 would have shipped as stoker, but iu my 
weak state it was just as likely I should 
pitch myself into the furnace as the coals. 
Sadly e-nough, the words of the old capstan 
song came to my mind, and I could not re- 
sist singing— 
“And when your money’s all gone and spent, 
And no more can be borrowed or lent, 
It's walk out Jaek, let John sir down, 
For your money's all gone and-” 
“That’s a mournful ditty, mate,” said a 
cheery voice behind me ; “what ship, eh?” 
“The song is true enough,” I answered, 
“and my ship, at preseut, is ‘hardship.’ 
Looking round, I found my questioner to 
be a tall, seafaring man, keen-eyed and 
black-bearded, evidently the first mate or 
captain of au English vessel. 
“That’s a ship I should give a wide berth 
to,” he continued. “Had the fever I see, 
and run aground, I expect. Well, who are 
you, aud what cau you do?” 
My position and wishes were soon told. 
“Lucky I stumbled across you,” he added ; 
“my uame is Adams ; I am chief officer of 
the Fauuy Flewker, a craft you may have 
heard of; we left our second engineer in 
Wilmiuglou, and if your papers are all 
right, I have uo doubt Captain Ford will 
ship you ; iu fact, I came ashore on the 
lookoet for one ot your sort. Hut bear a 
hand now, my lad, and we will have just a 
wee bite and sup, as old Sandy Cameron, j 
our boatswain, calls it, before we go on , 
board.” 
You may depend I followed my uew 
frieud with considerable alacrity, aud 1 
found that a good meal, with halt a bottle ! 
of claret enabled me to take a more favor- 
able view of my future prospects. After 
dinuer we went ou board the Fanny. Cap- 
tain Ford received me very kindly, declar- 
ed himself satisfied with my papers and re- 
plies, engaged me as secoud engineer at 
liberal wages, aud what was more kiud, 
advanced me twcuty dollars to redeem my 
chest and get a rig-out. In a couple of 
hours 1 had procured all 1 wanted, seut my 
chest ou board, aud regularly joined the 
ship. 
She was a long, low, twin-screw vessel, 
rigged as a three-masted schooner, with 
masts stepped so as to lower nearly ou 
deck ; her smoke stack, too, lowered tele- 
scope fashion, aud the lines of her hull 
were as tine as a yacht’s. What state her 
engines were iu I could uot of course see, 
on account of their sea-going jackets of 
white lead ; but she looked just the sort of 
craft you could get sixteen knots out of eveu 
in a seaway. She had originally beeu 
painted all white, out aud iu board ; but 
now I saw that whitewash was replacing 
paiut; rust marks, too, were visible ; and 
though everything looked serviceable, yet 1 
missed the trim smartness I had beeu used 
to in the lloyal Mail. 
1 had huishedf&y survey, and was going 
below, when Captaiu Ford hailed me. 
“What do you thiuk of her, Mr. Trereave ?” 
said lie. “We haven’t time to keep her 
man-of-war fashiou, and besides, owing to 
the peculiar nature of our coasting trade, 
the Fanny Flewker may suddenly change 
bauds any voyage. I wauted to say a few 
words to you,” be continued, “before you 
go below. Mr. Todd, our chief engineer, 
at the time of his appointment by the own- 
ers was without doubt competent aud use- 
ful, hut now a vile habit of tippling has 
destroyed him ; when sober, he is a poor 
trembling creature, without energy and in- 
capable of exertion, and when drunk, an 
idiotic braggart. It’s only about two hours 
in the twenty-iour that he is of the slight- 
est use, so that I shall have to place much 
reliance on you. I am not a teetotaler, Mr. 
Trereave,” lie said ; “indeed I hold that a 
sailor-man exposed to rough weather re- 
quires a glass of grog at proper times, hut 
it’s the habit of constant drams that at last 
grows into an everlasting aud never satis- 
fied crave for drink. But here’s your friend 
Mr. Adams ; he will introduce you to the 
chief engineer. Aud tell him from me to 
get up steam, lor we shall go out of port 
with the morning tide.” 
After a few words of welcome aud con- 
gratulation on Adams part aud of suitable 
acknowledgement on miue, I descended to 
the engiue-room, aud there found my future 
superior. Captaiu Ford’s words had some- 
what prepared me, but I did not expect to 
see so complete a wreck. Far above the 
average height with a line forehead and 
massive head, he had at one time been a 
strikingly handsome man ; but now, neglect- 
ed hair, sunken eyes, and his nervous and 
uncertain gestures, all betrayed his be- 
setting sin. 
“You are very welcomekMr. Trereave,” 
he commenced. “This excitement and re- 
sponsibility is killing me ; my nervous sys- 
tem, sir, is completely shaken. If it were 
uot for the stimulants I am compelled to 
take, I should sink under it; now, howev- 
er, I hope for a little rest. Let me offer 
you some refreshmentand filling a tum- 
bler two-thirds full of fiery whiskey, he 
added a little water, and swallowed the con- 
tents at a gulp. 
I wauted to obtain some information 
about the engines, so that I was almost com- 
pelled to sit down with him ; but before my 
glass was finished, he had emptied the 
whiskey bottle, and staggered off to his 
berth, declaring that his state was all ow- 
ing to the decay of his nervous system. 
Luckily, I found the leading firemau iotelli- 
gent and docile, and by the time Captain 
Ford wanted to get the ship uuder way, 
everything was ready in the engine-room. 
We left port in the morning, made Wil- 
miugton, and returned to Bermuda in safety. 
One or two of Uncle Sam’s blockaders 
chased us, but the Fauny Flewker showed 
them a clean pair of heels. She was a 
sweet craft—as handy as a river boat, and 
with a pair of engines that worked like a 
watch ; and well Captain Ford handled her. 
I have known him to lower the masts and 
run in the grey dawn into port almost with- 
in hail of the blockading squadron. We 
burnt Welsh coal, so that there was not any 
smoke to betray us ; our white hull and up- 
per works bleuded with the morning mist; 
and you may rely there was not much noise 
on board. Another of the skipper's tricks 
used to puzzle the Yankees. Of course 
there were pieuty oi spies in northern pay, 
i both at James Town and on the coast. We 
always left Bermuda as the Fanny Flew- 
i ker, but when we got out to a strip of 
cauvas with another name painted on it was 
nailed over the stern, so that we came into 
port as the Kate, perhaps, or the Daphne, 
or any other name the captain fancied. This 
ruse not only diverted particular attention 
from U3, but made the Yaukees believe there 
was a regular fleet running ; and didn’t it 
make the blockaders savage 1 
Well, we made twelve successful runs, 
and that’s a longlife for a blockade-runner. 
I had scraped together a good pile of money, 
for I received a gratuity from the owners 
each voyage, iu addition tu my pay, and, 
taught wisdom by experience, had invested 
it safely. I cannot tell why I dreaded the 
thirteenth run, but somehow I had afore- 
bodiug of evil, and could not help telling 
the chief oflieer of my idea, Of course I 
got laughed at for my pains. Adams wanted 
to know if I had taken old Todd’s com- 
plaiut; perhaps my nervous system was 
beginning to decay ; and a lot more of that 
kind of chaff. 
We started that voyage with a cargo j 
consisting of hospital stores, quinine, cloth- 
ing, &c., together with a battery of rifled 
field guns, all going on smoothly till we got 
off the mouth of the Santee River, South 
Carolina, and there a big lump of a paddle 
steamer lay right iu our way. Directly we 
sighted her, our course was altered, and we 
bore away to the southward full speed ; and 
as we wont about three knots to her two, 
it was not long before she was hull-down. 
Sharp eyes, however, on board that paddle 
had seen us, and it was evident by the dense 
smoke still visible ou the horziou, that ev- 
ery effort was being made to overtake, or 
at least keep up with us. Going, too, as 
we were, nearly before the wind, we could 
hear at regular intervals the dull “boom” of 
her heavy gun. Why they were wasting j 
powder, I could not make out, unless it was 
impotent rage at our escape. 
“D’ye hear them ?” shouted Adams to me ; 
down the hatch, as another report came up 
with the wind. 
les, i auswereri : “what eau it mean r 
! “Hardly know,” said he ; “1 don’t like 
the look of it; Nuuky does uot burn powder 
j without a purpose.” The words were bare- 
ly spoken, when 1 heard the look-out for- 
ward shout, “smoke, ho !” “Where away?” 
was the captain’s quick reply. “Broad on 
the port bow aud there, plainly enough, 
was to be seen the deuse column of smoke 
marking the presence of a hostile steamer, 
j That she was a foe was evident from the 
fact that all runners burnt smokeless coal; 
smoke therefore betokened danger. We 
could now detect the meaning of the tiring ; 
it was the paddle signalling our arrival to 
i her consort, and we were being hemmed in. 
Captain Ford was, however, equal to the 
emergency : our course was shaped for the 
laud ; preparations were made for lower- 
ing the masts ; and I saw that the manoeu- 
vre which had belorc stood us iu good 
stead was once more to be tried. The 
coast of South Carolina abounds in shoals 
and sand-banks, stretching out for miles 
* into the sea ; these are intersected by chan- 
nels navigable for vessels of light draught, 
like ours. Captain Ford knew the coast 
well, aud, moreover, we had a Wilmington 
pilot on board ; our course, therefore, was 
to stand iu for the laud as far as possible, 
and then, by threading the narrow, aud to 
them inaccessible passages, endeavor to 
double on our pursuers. 
We had been ruuuiug on parallel lines 
with oui paddle, she keeping as near in 
shore as she dared, with the object of driv- 
ing us to sea aud iuto the jaws of her cou- 
sort. As we bore up, of course the relative 
distance between us was lessened. It was 
evident they understood our tactics, for 
they favored us with a shell from their big 
gun. We could see the clouds of spray 
raised by the euormous missile as it bound- 
ed from wave to wave ; but it burst harm- 
lessly half a mile from us. Auother and 
another followed, but the saucy Fan Hew 
along under a full head of steam, aud soou, 
with two ineu at the wheel, and the pilot 
eonuiug her, we entered the only patch of 
green water iu a line of angry surf. We 
held on till darkness fell, and then we were 
safe from a boat attack ; and as there was 
a heavy sea running, aud no moon visible, 
it was not likely either the paddle or her 
consort would risk their men. A single 
anchor was let go with a hemp cable, axes 
being placed handy, so that iu case of need 
we could literally “cut aud run.” The fires 
were banked, tarpaulins placed over the 
deck lights, for fear a treacherous glimmer 
should betray us, double tooK-outs posted, 
aud all made snug. It is as!oni,slung how 
use reconciles us to peril. The first time 
I was iu a similar fix, 1 felt, to say the 
least, extremely nervous ; now I turned iu 
and slept till 1 was called. “Turn out, 
Mr. Trereave,” said the chief (who, for a 
wonder, was sober,) “day will break in an 
hour, and the skipper means to run past the 
Yankee in the grey of the inoruiug.” 
Presently the word w as passed to stand 
by the engines, and I saw, as I went below, 
that the cable was being sawn through to 
avoid the noise of the falling axe. 
“Keep her half-speed for the present, Mr. 
Trereave,” said the Captain ; and “don’t get 
too much steam ; I will not have any ‘blow- 
ing off,’ to let Uncle Sam know where we 
are.” 
Cautiously aud silently we sped along the 
opposite channel to our entrance, for we 
had taken refuge in a small bay closed to 
vessels of heavy draught by the triangular- 
shaped shoals in its centre. A narrow and 
tortuous channel ran round two sides of this 
j triangle., opening at the angles of the sea- 
ward base. Our point of entry was no doubt guarded by the paddle or her con- 
sort ; now we hoped that the outlet might be unknown, and that our low, white hull 
would blend with the waves in the grey morning light, and so escape detection. Each moment brought the thunder of the 
suit nearer, but safely we crossed the bar, and again felt the long roll of the open sea. “(jive her all you can, below there,” was the order now passed down. The stokers 
worked with a will, and soon the Fanny went at her best speed. I began to think 
i we should get clear off. Vain hope ! for 
I suddenly the morning fog lifted, and there, 
not three miles from us on the weather 
quarter, lay the paddle. There was yet a chance ol eluding them ; but no, they kept 
a bright look-out, and we could hear the 
beat to quarters. However, we were well 
uuder weigh, and she had to heave her an- 
chor and get up steam; but she was soon 
after us, playing up the same tune with her 
big guns. 
“Blaze away, Yank,” sung out the Wil- 
mington pilot; “once get round yon head- 
land, and I will run her slick into Santee, 
and I guess you may follow her thar, if 
yew like.” 
Swiftly we approached the headland, and 
its promised satiety was nearly gained, when from behind the low bluff appeared a gun- boat with the stars and stripes flying. The 
moment she sighted us, fire was opened from her midship gun, and I could plainly hear the hoarse roar of a Dahlgren shell 
as it passed over us to burst a hundred yards 
to windward. 
“Hard over with that helm,—hard over 
sir !” shouted Captain Ford. “See that the 
falls of those quarter boats arc clear, Mr. 
Adams ; and you men bundle up what traps 
you can—its good bye, Fannie Flewker. I 
shall run her ashore uuder the point if pos- 
sible.” F 
I hastily placed a few articles of clothing in my ditty-bag, which I deposited in the 
port quarter boat, and then ran back to my duty. I could not, though, resist the tempt- atation to ascertain our position before I 
went below, and I threw a glance round, ^es, there was the paddle steamer, there 
the gunboat, and there the angry surf beat- 
ing on the sands—each hungering for poor 
Fanny Flewker. Suddenly the whole hor- 
izou seemed filled with flame, and then all 
was darkness, and I became insensible. 
When I recovered consciousuess, I found 
myself stretched on a locker in the engine- 
room. My head seemed glued to the boards, 
but at last I managed to sit up. An ugly 
gash over my temple pained me horribly, 
and I was sore from sundry bruises. Struck 
by a fragment of shell, I had no doubt been 
knocked down the engine hatch, and stun- 
ned by the fall. But where was Todd and 
the firemen? The engines stopped too! and 
what a state the engine room was in—start- 
ing gear unshipped, the handle of the steam 
valve wrenched off and missing, the stop 
valve hove down, and the flooring torn up. 
My first impulse was to get on deck, but 
the hatch ladder was unhung and lying at 
my feet ; I tried to raise it, but the exer- 
tion set my wounds bleeding, aud a dreamy 
unconsciousness came over me ; life seemed 
ebbing ; then the events of my life passed 
swiftly through my memory till at last I 
was a child again, seated by my mother’s side. 
* * * * * 
Sick and faint, I awoke to the reality of 
my situation ; frantically I called for Adams, 
and hailed the watch on deck, but the fierce 
roar of the fires, and the low hiss of the 
pent-up steam trying to find vent, was my 
only answer. Mechanically I turned to the 
engines ; the gauge-glasses were all but de- 
void of water, and the gauge taps gave out 
little else than steam ; the blow-off pipes, 
too, were broken inboard, so that any at- 
tempt to ease the boilers in that way would 
have filled the engine-room with scalding 
vapor. I could see it all now. I had been 
left on board for dead when she was run 
ashore, and before the crew deserted the 
ship the fires had been made up to the ut- 
most, and the safety valves fastened, in the 
hope that she would blow up before Yankee 
took possession. 
Again and again I tried to raise the 
heavy iron ladder, for I would have jumped 
overboard at any risk, could I have reach- 
ed the deck; but each effort failed, aud the 
deadly faintness was again creeping over 
me. Then I fancied I heard the sound of 
oars, and the bump of a boat coming along- j 
side ;—surely that was the quick tramp of; 
feet and voices on deck ! My throat was ! 
parched aud dry, but I managed to hail,; 
“On deck there !” aud oh the joy of hear- 
ing an answer ! “For mercy’s sake,” gasp- 
ed I, as faces appeared at the hatchway, 
“Lower a line and ship the ladder !” down 
came a rope ; my trembling fingers eagerly 
knotted it to the topmost round, and soon 
it was in place. I darted up, but my way 
was stopped by a grizzled old quartermas- 
ter, revolver in hand, who drawled out, 
whilst he collared me, “Not so fast, Brit- 
isher. Wlmt’s going ou below here ?” “You 
are in fearful danger,” I exclaimed ; “let 
me get to the safety valves ; she will be 
blown up in a few miuutes.” “I’ll see for 
myself,” said the old fellow, retaining his 
grasp of my collar ; “guess if she blows, 
we’ll go together. None of your tarnation 
artful tricks for me, Britisher.” 
“What’s that going on below?” said a 
voice on deck, and looking up I saw the 
speaker was a naval officer. I hastily ex- 
plained the peril, and ho as quickly compre- 
heubed my meaning. “Can you save her?” 
he said. “I can, sir, with help,” I replied. 
“Give your orders, then,” he returned; 
“my men shall obey them ; but act in good 
faith, or you will repent it. Quartermas- 
ter,” he continued, “if you detect any treach- 
ery— “Aye, aye, sir,” replied the old man, 
coolly, pointing to his revolver. 
There was no time for protests or for as- 
surance of truth. I set one gang of men 
to draw the fires, whilst I with others en- 
deavored to free the safety-valves. It was 
perilous work, for the over-tasked boilers 
might give way any momeut. Chains had 
been twisted round the valve levers, and 
spikes forced into slots, so as to prevent 
the slightest upward movement of the 
valves ; but at last every obstacle yielded to 
stalwart arms and sledge-hammers, and a 
roar of steam from the escape-pipe told us 
that the Fanny Flewker had escaped at 
least that peril. 
I hastened below, for I was fearful somo 
of the men might, in their ignorance, ad- 
mit water into the heated boilers, a proceed- 
ing which would instantly cause the explo- 
sion we had just averted ; and there, from 
the increasing motion, I found that the tide 
had risen, and the ship was beginning to 
float aft. 
“Get her off, engineer,” said the United 
(states officer, “and I will guarantee you 
five hundred dollars in gold ; and as soon 
as you like, for your friends on shore are 
beginning to shoot.” 
Now when a man has to choose between 
five hundred dollars and a prison, it does 
not take much time to make up his mind. 
! I decided for the dollars. I had plenty of 
assistance, and soon got all right in the en- 
gine room. She had been run ashore on a 
sand bank, at low water, about a hundred 
rods from the shore. As the tide rose, she 
floated aft, and assisted by purchases on 
deck I backed her ofi, and took her outside 
into deep water. How they did pepper us 
from the shore 1 I could hear the ping-ping of the rifle bullets as they struck the ship, 
till the gunboat cleared the beach with her 
shells. Luckily, there were not any <*un batteries handy on shore, or we should have 
been sunk where we lav. 
Uutside, i gave up charge to the second 
engineer of the paddle. lie was a very 
decent fellow, aud by his advice I stuck to 
the ship after we went into Norfolk. 1 
got my live hundred dollars aud was made 
chief engineer of the Fanny Flewker when 
they turned her into the Nahobegah gun- 
boat, and attached her—only fancy—to the 
blockading squadron ! 
Nothing ot any importance occurred for 
some time, and then we were ordered round 
to New York on particular service. I had 
shore leave, aud was strolling up Broad- 
way, when I met a gauut-look-iug and rag- 
ged sailor whose face was familiar to me. 
“Surely you’re not Trereave?” said the 
man. “Aud surely you are not Adams?” 
| said I. “I am indeed,” lie replied, “but I ! left you for dead on board the Fanny.” 
And then came explanations ; that he had 
seen me struck down before Captain Ford 
ran the ship ashore : how the chief en- 
gineer had said I was dead aud cold, and 
that as the boats would not wait he was 
obliged to leave. “I have had nothing but 
bad luck since I left you, Trereave,” con- 
tinued Adams. “We got back to James 
Town all right, and the owners sent out an- 
other vessel; but she was taken the first 
voyage, aud I have been in limbo all the 
winter, They got tired of us, I suppose, 
for we were turned out of prison a fort- 
night since, aud told to go back to England. 
But then our skipper must fall sick, aud 
I could not leave him in a strange place. 
All our money went long ago, and it’s been 
hard times to get the old man food. 1 don’t 
often cave in, but this morning I felt in a 
i clench, for a man can’t always keep up his 
courage when there is a southerly wiud in 
the bread barge ! but now I’ve met you—” I and the poor fellow’s anxious eyes seemed 
to say, “Will you befriend me, or will you 
not ?” 
I “Cheer up, old lad,” said I; “it’s my 
turn now. I don’t forget that morning at 
SJames Town. Come aud have some diu- 
■ 
uer, and get a rig-out going along ; after 
that we will make the skipper comfortable.” 
“Heaven bless you, Trereave,” returned 
Adams ; “you are a friend and a man." 
i I found that anxiety and privation were 
the causes of Captain Ford’s illness. Care 
aud proper food soon restored him to com- 
parative health, aud J had the pleasure of 
getting him and Adams comfortable berths j 
in a vessel bound tor London. 1 paid their 
passage, aud persuaded them to accept an 
advance of a few dollars. 
Well, time rolled ou, and the war was 
ended. I had saved a tidy pile, so I thought 
I would take six months’ holiday and see 
my friends in the old country. 
You may be sure I called upon Bill Ad- 
ams. I found him doing well, aud I also 
found that lie had a remarkably pretty sis- 
ter—as good, too, as she was pretty. “I 
never mentioned her,” said Bill, “for she 
was a slip of a girl when I left, and I for- 
got that girls grow into women.” I staid 
a week with them, aud then went down to 
Cornwall ; but all my folks were dead or 
gone away, or changed, so that I came back 
to Bill’s, aud I can’t tell how it was ; but 
there—Bessie Adams is now Mrs. Tre- 
reave, aud it’s to please her I’ve written 
this long yarn. 
1‘E.VDLETO.l. 
.1 Frl«-n«lly Chut with Him iilianl drain, 
Cuba anil Southern Atfairu. 
Correspondence of file Montgomery Mail, 9tli. 
Cincinnati, March 4. 
I had the honor of an interview, this morn- 
ing, with lion. George II. Pendleton. As our 
conversation was purely upon topics of which 
he doubtless speaks publicly every day, I can- 
not see any impropriety in giviug the substance 
of it. Not only would it be uot improper, but on 
the contrary I think it would be highly proper 
for the people of Atlanta to know just at this 
juncture what is the animus of the grand party 
which represent a large majority of the white 
men of the United States, and of which Mr. 
Pendleton is one of the accepted leaders—the 
party which has now control of the great stales 
of Ohio aud New York, aud which must in a 
short time regain its old ascendency through- 
out the entire north. Mr. Pendleton is a hand- 
some man, of cultivated address aud captivat- 
ing manner. He shows no sign of age, but ap- 
pears in the hearty vigor and cheerful hopes of 
early manhood. He received ine most cordial- 
ly, and expressed the pleasure which he enter- 
tained at meeting last summer a number of our 
delegation to the New York convention. After 
inquiring as to the health of Governor Fitzpat- 
rick, Gen. Clayton, Colonel Lowe, of Hunts- 
ville, aud others, our conversation turned up- 
on the topic of current interest—the inaugura- 
tion. 
JOHNSON’S FAREWELL ADDRESS. 
“Mr. Pendleton,” I asked, “have you read 
this morning the farewell address of Mr. John- 
son?" 
He had uot had time to read it, but could 
well believe that the out-going president could 
not too strongly portray the deplorable conse- 
quences of yielding to the usurpations of con- 
gress. 
“Mr. Johnson refers to the steps by which 
Sylla obtained supreme power, and to the 
quiet submission of the people to every viola- 
tion of law.” 
GRANT—CUBA. 
“Have you any fear that Geu. Grant will 
usurp the one man power?” 
“GeneraliGrant,” said Mr. Pendleton, “il 
we may judge from his reticence thus far, un- 
der the most powerful pressure, is a man of 
most wonderful self-command and self-confi- 
dence.” 
“Is it uot more probable that he is simply a 
soldier of supreme indifference as to civil af- 
fairs, and that his silence is the result rather 
of carelessness aud stolidity than self-reli- 
ance !” 
“It is not probable.” 
“If not we may apprehend the greater danger 
to the liberties of the country’’ I replied : “it 
is already reported that Cuba and Canada are 
to be absorbed, and territorial aggrandizement 
is to be the order of the day." 
TERRITORIAL EXPANSION. 
“This feeling for territorial expansion,” re- 
marked Mr. Pendleton, “which is being foster- 
ed by the euemies of the old federal state 
rights system, is intended to distract public 
attention from the main points at which the ad- 
ministration will aim. In it consists one of the 
gravest dangers which our country will have 
to encounter. With power concentrated at 
Washington, the greater the territory the great- 
er the corruption of the people, and the sooner the falling to pieces of the empire." 
Cl’UA AND OTHER STATES. 
“But do you believe, Mr. Pendleton, that by 
a return to the pure lederul system of our fa- thers, the erection of states may be continued 
indefinitely without danger to the Union?" 
“Certainly; but until that return, I think it 
suicidal to add to the burdcu of powerless 
states. You in the south may want Cuba as a 
closer commercial neighbor, but do you want 
to see her erected into two more negro states ?” 
“The matter of the annexation of Cuba," I 
replied, “is a matter of supreme luditlerence 
to the southern people. The onlv interest we 
feel in the present insurrection is that it drives 
sugar planters to Louisiana. Ths south has 
not forgotten that the Cubans showed us no 
sympathy during the late war. We have no 
wish for any more negro states. Our one po- 
litical aspiration, at th_- present, is to once 
more give Alabama to the white people." 
THE SOUTH—RELIEF WILL COME. 
“That you will be Able to do,” replied Mr. 
Pendleton, “at uo distant day. You tell me 
hat your eoustitntioA canuot be changed ex- 
cept by two-thirds vote of the legislature, and 
that, by the apportionment, largely over one- 
third of the representatives will be controlled 
for an indefinite period by the negro counties. 1 
ouuuc-t tivll j-ou Jumv, uudor uuoii oirouaiotauood, 
you will be relieved, but that re-liel will soon 
pome, if you are only true to your race, is 
as certain as that the sun will shine to-mor- 
row. look at the case ot Mississippi. Who 
expected that she could defeat the constitution 
proposed for her? Look at Louisiana. Did any- 
one conceive of the idea that she would cast 
her presidential vote for Seymour? Look at the 
case of Georgia. Did any one expect that her 
people could so soon expel the negro from of- 
fice without raising as disturbance at homo and 
at Washington? Yet We see the negro acquies- 
cent, and we sec the vote ol Georgia counted. 
Besides that, we see what was hardly to be ex- 
pected; General Graut declaring to governor 
Boutwell that the reconstruction of Georgia 
should be respected. You say that those were 
cases in which the people were able, by direct 
action, to protect themselves; ami you inquire 
as to a case like that of Alabama where the 
outrage practiced upon you by congress lias 
tied the hands of your legislative power. Again 
Isay, the relief will come; but how it will 
come, no one can predict. Look at the case 
of Kbode Island, amt the circumstances which 
gave rise to the Dorr rebellion. That rebel- 
lion was to change a constitution which, by its 
own provisions, enabled a large minority ot the 
people to retain power indefinitely and exclude 
the majority. The rebellion was put down. 
Mr. Dorr was imprisoned, ami barely escaped 
with his life. 
The objectionable charter government com- 
pletely triumphed. Yet it was changed during 
the next year by a peaceful revolution which 
was irresistible. No oue could have predicted 
the mode of the change, for it was in itself un- 
changeable. Yet a governor was elected who 
took the responsibility of calling a state con- 
vention, without authority from the charter, 
and everybody acquiesced iu the power of the 
convention. Again, take the ease of Maryland. 
Iu ISC-t that state was completely iu the hands 
of the radicals, with a proscribing constitution 
and with wide disfranchisements; yet Mary- 
land to-day has no republican member iu either 
branch of the legislature. The result iu your 
state will be like that iu the states which 1 
have mentioned, if your conservative people 
will stand united and patiently bide your time." 
ai.aiia.ua must take coukaok. 
I have quoted almost the exact words of Mr. 
Pendleton. When he concluded, I thanked him 
for his words of encouragement, and assured 
him that his langu age would give new heart to 
our people, lie then continued : 
“I feel assured that free government in Ala- 
abama will not prove a failure so long as yon 
have such leaders as Fitzpatrick, Clinton, 
Winston, Forsyth, Houston, and others whom 
I could name. Oue thing must be kept in mind, 
however, if you would not introduce an element 
of discord into your ranks. Make no promises 
to the i.egro. If you make him promises you 
will be in honor bound to keep faith with him. 
Keep aloof from that entangling alliance. The 
questions before you demand no pledges from 
you to the negro race. Do not be impatient if 
the return to a white man's government should 
be delayed louger than you expect. A few 
years are nothing in the life of a government. 
Look how the years of Cromwell and Napoleon 
were crowded with new and unexpected 
events.” 
“BIDE YOUK TIME.” 
At this point I suggested to Mr. Pendleton 
that impatience and desperation, no doubt, had 
driven some few gentlemen of our state to ac- 
cept the existing state of affairs as a thing to 
be maintained and supported, and in that con- 
nection alluded to a strong expression made 
use of by Mr. Toombs in a conversation last 
summer with General Gordon. The remark of 
Toombs was : “Gordon, the truth is that the 
radicals have accumulated their outrages upon 
our constitutional rights witli such startling 
rapidity that they have fatigued the indigna- 
tion of our people.” 
Mr. Peudleton smiled at the force of the apo- 
thegm, and continued: 
“Do not stickle upon questions of policy. 
Your people need to stand united, and you 
should not permit more questions of policy to 
divide you. Of course I, woh am sitting here 
iu my ollice in Ohio, with all of my rights of 
person and property guarded by a white state 
government, cannot presume to advise you 
whose condition is so different, but let me beg 
you to remember what 1 have said about mak- 
ing no pledges to the negro race. In tile past 
few years, incredulous as you may be, the peo- 
ple have beeu arousing themselves against the 
oppressions of tin: republican party, and iu a 
few years, if uot sooner, will assert the man- 
hood of the white race. By patiently biding 
your time you will ride on tbe wave of success, 
but if you complicate questions by making im- 
prudent pledges through despair or impatience, 
you strengthen the enemy and postpone the 
hour of deliverence.” 
My interview with Pendleton has done more 
to encourage me in the course we li ive marked 
out than anything that iias recently occurred. 
I feel continent that his language will animate 
the readers of the Mail. Let our motto in 
anticipation of the next presidential canvass, 
be “Fatieuee, Prudence and Pendleton.” 
Epitaphs. The following is on a tomb- 
stone in San Viego, Cal. 
This year is sacked to the memory of 
William Henry Shraken, who cam to his 
detli being shot with Coil’s revolvers—one 
of the old kind, brass mounted, and of such 
is the Kingdom of Heaven. 
The auuexed epitaph is on a young wo- 
man who gained her livelihood by selling 
eggs, and from the tenor of it we judge her 
brother must have erected the stone to her 
memory : 
Here lies the body of Mary M’Groyn, 
Who was so very pure within, 
She broke the outward shell of sin, 
And hatched herself a cherubim. 
N. B.—Her brother made of sterner stuff, 
Adds to her business that of snuff. 
To show how our oceau commerce Is dwind- 
ling away, it must be stated that In 1853, out 
of a value of §530,000,000 carried to and from 
our domestic ports, only §131,000,000 went un- 
der a foreign flag, whereas, iu 1857, out of 
§874,000,000 at all the ports, §577,000,000 were 
carried iu alien vessels, and last year the pro- 
portion ugaiust us was still further Increased. 
Great joy was manifested, recently, by 
the miners at White Piue, over the birth of 
the first native of the region. They made 
up a purse of several thousand dollars iu 
silver bars and gave it to the pioneer in- 
fant. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
l’.Y THE GOVERNOR. 
A. Proclamation. 
Acknowledging human dependence on Al- 
mighty favor, I do hereby, with the advice of 
the Executive Council, appoint 
Thursday, tho 15th day of April next, 
—as a day of— 
/'«•' lie UumUation, Fasting and Prayer. '• 
Let us as a people, ou that day turn aside 
h um our common cares, and meditate upon the 
concernments of our truer life, and conscious 
of our weakness and confessing our sins, so 
humble ourselves before God, that he may be 
pleased to accept our penitence and sanctify I 
our toils and trials, to our present and eternal' 
good. 
* liven at the Council Chamber in Augusta, this j 
twenty-seventh day of March, in the year of 
our Lord one. thousand, eight hundred and j 
sixty-nine, and of the Independence of the 
United States of America the ninety-third. 
JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN. 
By the Governor : 
Franklin M. Drew, Secretary of State. 
Washington Matters. 
From the Correspondence of the N. V. Herald. 
Lono streets Case. The case of General 
Longstreet was up again to-day in executive 
session, and gave rise to an animated debate, 
in which Senators Cameron, Robinson, Spencer 
and otliers participated. Cameron led off in a 
speech in opposition to Longstreet, almost as 
bitter as that of Mr. Brownlow yesterday. He 
denounced him as among the most cruel and 
relentless of the rebel generals, and dwelt 
specially upon his raid into Pennsylvania 
with General Lee, in 1304. Mr. Cameron said 
that. Longstreet’s corps was in the neighbor- 
t. ,rwl „f Vni*l' T»o ,)>nt Ko tb.M f... 
license to commit depredations upon the inhab- 
itants, although the majority of them were 
democrats. When somebody questioned Loug- 
sireet why lie did not devastate the whole 
country when he made his raid into Pennsylva- 
nia lie replied that the only thing that preven- 
ed him was the fear of demoralizing his troops. 
Cameron also referred to the fact that during 
the battle of the wilderness Longstreet had or- 
dered the woods to he set on Are, and that hun- 
dreds of the Union dead and wounded were 
aimed up thereby. He went on to denounce 
i lie policy of rewarding such men witli ofllce. 
it w< iu!d be an insult to the loyal people through- 
out tile country to confirm Longstreet. lie 
could speak for the people of Pennsylvania, 
and he assured the Senate that the republicans 
of that State were against the nomination and 
confirmation of such men to office. Mr. Dar- 
ns, of Louisiana, opposed the confirmation, 
contending that in the State of Louisiana plenty 
of good Union men could be found who had at- 
tesled their devotion through years of cruel 
mi'ering, and that, the government could do no 
better act loan extend some recognition of its 
gratitude to a representative of that particu- 
lar class. Mr. Waner spoke warmly in favor 
"!' Lougstreet, and argued with considerable 
logic that the rejection of these appointment 
would be a declaration that the government of 
the United States, in spite of all its previous 
professions, was determined to take no step 
towards cementing the Union for which it ex- 
pended so much blood aud treasure. If there 
no premium to be olfered for returning allegi- 
ance aud sincere repentance for past treason, 
out on tiie contrary, if an eflort is to be encour- 
aged to repel those who earnestly desire to re- 
establish their loyalty and promote the best in- 
terests of the South, how can Congress expect 
hi have harmony and good feeling in the recon- 
■t rated States? Mr. Sawyer was equally earnest 
in support of the appointment. lie thought 
the arguments of the Senator of Pennsylvania 
unworthy of the occasion. The very tact that 
Longstrcet was one of the most conspicuous 
rebel generals and the most determined in his 
destructive warfare against the government 
made his conversion ali the greater, aud his re- 
ward would be infinitely more of an incentive 
to loyalty and an example for others to follow 
than that of a hundred petty rebels that Con- 
gress has rewarded already. Mr. Yates also 
spoke on Longstreet’s side, and made his re- 
marks very emphatic. No action was taken, 
and the ultimate result is involved in much uu- 
-rtainty. 
1*1 SKI OFFICIAL Allis Ills DIGNITY OX THE 
I‘LOOK OF THE SENATE. 
Lieutenant. Governor Dunn (colored), of 
Louisiana, was on the floor of the Senate and 
House to-day, and was well received by sever- 
al of the Senators aud members. Sumner in- 
troduccd him to several Senators, and the dusky 
politician comported himself with remarkable 
dignity. Senator Wilson was completely taken 
with the colored Lieutenant Governor, and, in 
the exuberance of his emotions at finding his 
beam of days long vanished realized on the 
floor of the Senate, and a great stalwart Afri- 
can mingling on familiar terms with the Cau- 
casian magnates of the land, rushed over to 
the democratic side, and, singling out the ven- 
erable representative of the irreversible democ- 
racy of Kentucky, Garrett Dav>=, proposed to 
introduce him to the dusky Lieutenant Gover- 
nor oi Louisiana, and thus inaugurate the era 
•fl peace and political amalgamation. “Do 
oino,” implored Wilson, in his blandest tone; 
‘he is a good Southern man, though his color 
a little dark; and you might as well become 
acquainted with him now as wait until he is 
■ cut here to the Senate by the State of Louisi- 
ana." “No sir," sternly responded the dimin- 
utive but inflexible Kentuckian; “I want no in- 
troduction. Not that I have any objection to 
i.he nigger, for no man will extend him more 
protection Ilian I will when he is in his proper 
place. I don’t blame him, either, for being here on tills floor; but 1 blame those who in- 
; reduced him. You know well enough, Wilson, 
this is a piece of ostentatious humbug; but I’ll 
be no party to it," and saying so the immortal 
1 arret turned on his heel and left. 
IAHGK DEMOCRATIC GAINS IN INDIANA. 
The statement that Is circulating through the 
newspapers that one of the democratic candi- 
dates for the Legislators iu Indiana was de- 
bated is denied by Pan Voorhees. He states 
ihat Mr. Huey, democrat, was elected over 
s,e"le by six hundred majority, a large increase 
since ihe last vote. 
A indexation of tlio British Provinces 
to the United States. 
Mi u York, April 2. A Washington dispatch 
■ ays a correspondence has been in progress for some time between certain promineut°men 
iii the British Provinces and leading men in ibis country, relative to the prospective annex- 
ation of the provinces to the United States. 
Enough has been developed to warrant the be- 
lie!' among some members of Congress that if 
the matter could be reached in an official way, 
proposals would be made to the United States 
looking toward annexation. 
The following resolution was sought to be 
offered in the House of Representatives at 
Washington, but objections being made the ef- 
fort failed : 
"Resulted, That the committee on Foreign 
Affairs be and they are hereby instructed ”o 
inquire into the expediency of investigating ihe condition of our relations, present and pro- 
spective, with Nova Scotia, and that they be authorized to report to the House at any time.” 
A Caution. 
Mayor’s Office, ) 
New Y'ork, March 27, 1 SCO. \ 
To the Press of the United States : 
1 beg to caution strangers against New York 
circulars, tickets, shares, chances and pros- 
pectives iu co-operative unions or gift enter- 
prises, or dollar stores, or in any other possi- 
ble scheme whereby property or value is prom- Med greater than the price asked to be paid. I vory such an advertised scheme is necessari- 
ly a swindle and a false pretence. There does 
not. and cannot tangibly exist any such schemes in this city. Country newspapers which ad- vertise them simply aid in the swindle. If all the newspapers in the Union would now make 
n point of publishing and reiterating this infor- mation they will, I think effectually counteract file swindling intentions of those who use the 
mails for these false pretences, and will also 
save to the country hundreds of thousands of 
dollars. A. OAKEY" HALL, 
Mayor of the City of New York. 
Fires in Camden. 
Camden, April 5. 
Two Incendiary fires occurred here last 
night, each breaking out about 1 o’clock A. M. 
One was in a boat house on Sanford’s wharf, 
which was totally destroyed, and the other in a 
fish house, which, with its contents, was 
partially destroyed. Total loss about two 
thousand dollars. Partial Insurance. 
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One Month of the New President. 
After reading the inaugural address of 
Grant, we made the remark that it would 
impress the public as the production of a 
man who had assumed a high position, the 
duties of which lie did uot understand, and 
the responsibilities and dangers of which he 
did not comprehend. The whole history 
of the man justified ihe assertion, as well 
as the conteuts of the extraordinary ad- 
1 
dress with which he set out iu his official ca- 
reer. Apart from army matters, he seems 
to know but little. A taste for horses, a 
liking for dogs, perpetual devotion to his 
cigar, a faculty of appearing to be wise by j 
saying nothing, aud a dogged obstinacy, are j 
his main characteristics. From hisnomi-j 
nation to his election, aud from election to 
inauguration, where did an idea, a thought, 
or a uotiou, %ave it related to the subjects | 
uamed, struggle through the log that en- 
veloped this little great mau? 
Wheu the address was spread abroad, 
the couutry was tilled with wouder aud 
shame at beholdiug a document so egotisti- 
cal, so inelegant in language, aud so pover- 
ty-stricken in ideas. The radical press that; 
could find nothing in it to praise, could only 
claim that the new President was a man not 
l 
of talking, but of action, aud that his acts, 
would justify the estimation iti which his; 
party held him. 
llis first act was the creation of a cabi- 
net. lie appointed to the most important 
position a man who had spent money like 
water to secure his electiou, aud to whom 
lie was under pecuniary obligations. He 
; did not know that the law made the new 
j appointee ineligible; but wheu it was made 
apparent to him, he sent iu a demand for 
the repeal of the law. And finally he 
withdrew the name, and made another ap- 
pointment. He named as Secretary of 
State, his Galena neighbor, one of the most 
unlit men iu the country, whose brief reign 
was like that of a bull iu a China shop. His 
Attorney (teueral was one who had joined 
i in the costly presents made to the President 
| elect. Aud thus the farce went on. 
The performances of (Iraut, while they 
I amused the Democracy aud chagrined the 
| Radicals, created apprehension and alarm 
in the Senate, and a determination to hold 
on to the advantage conferred by the Tenure 
! of Office Law. That body, from an inclina- 
tion to be liberal to Grant, suddenly tiglit- 
! cued its grip. It determined not to loose 
its hold on the curb that bad served to re- 
strain Johnson, and that Grant must he 
forced to wear. They felt that even if his 
part) fealty was assured, his discretion was 
not, aud could not he. Aud so the curb 
remains. 
The President has filled many of the 
most important positions with his relatives, 
and the connections, near aud remote, of 
his wife. This unparalleled nepotism lias 
excited universal comment, and his party 
friends are disgusted with it. Iu fact the 
; bluuderiug imbecility, the nefarious nepot- 
; ism, and the ridiculous blunders of Grant 
have called down upon him the curses of 
i Radicals high and low. In Washington 
full vent is given to the rage aud disgust 
i of those who elevated him to the position 
J which he seems to regard chiefly as an op- 
portunity for enriching his relatives and 
paying off' old debts. The lip-loyalty and 
hypocrisy of the campaign is at an end, 
aud it is now as common iu Washington to 
hear Republicans abusing the President as 
it was to hear them indulging in fulsome 
praise of him a short month ago. 
Those who predicted that the new Presi- 
dent would disarm criticism by judicious 
action, who looked for a wise administra- 
tion of the government, who expected to 
see him take the lead in effecting reforms, 
who promised economy, who prated of the 
good time to come, when Grant should take 
the place of Andrew Joliusou, have all beeu 
sadly disappointed. The first mouth of his 
administration has beeu spent in petty and 
| disgusting squabbles over the spoils, and 
j nothing has yet transpired to encourage 
[the hope that Grant's administration will be 
productive of any good to the country. If 
we are to judge of the future by the first 
month, his entire rule will be disastrous and 
disgraceful. 
There never was a time when so many of our 
young men could pay up the debts and con- 
tracts by starting In business life, as since the 
Republican party has been in power, j Bangor 
Whig. 
If the Whig refers to the debt of nature, it 
is right. The Republican party caused hosts 
of young men to pay that debt, and Southern 
battlefields are full ot receipts in full, on the 
headboards. 
The Baugor Whig iu enumerating the many j 
virtues of the virtuous radical party, says— | 
“Taxation is adjusted in such a manner that 
the luxuries of life bear the chief burden of 
government.” 
As a convincing example of which common 
salt might be named—a rare luxury, that, poor 
men have no need to taste, and that, is taxed 
only about :’.00 per cent! 
What Happened on March Fourth. 
A little more than four week3 ago, at 
Washington, a new President was inaugu- 
rated. It was the third like occasion un- 
iler the auspices of the same party. The 
minds of thoughtful men, on the occasion,, 
went back over the long years of anxiety, 
privation, toil, suffering, war and death, 
since that party inaugurated its first Presi- 
dent—a party whose avowed purpose was 
philanthropy—the great moral party that 
was to put out of existence all oppression 
aud wrong, and introduce the reign of 
righteousness and peace Eight years of its 
domination had passsed. It had freed the 
negroes of the South. We speak not now 
of the agonies of blood, of the slaughtered 
thousands, of the maimed hundreds of thou- 
sands. We speak not of the mountain of 
debt, or the curtailed comforts of the poor 
man. But the uegro is free. 
On that night festivity reigned. The 
ball rooms were filled with rich dresses, 
smiling faces, glitteriug jewelry. Feasts 
were spread, and wine flowed, aud exquisite 
music filled the air. Why shall they not 
smile, aud feast, aud dance? Is not the 
party of great moral ideas in power, aud 
has it not just put its chosen representative 
in the Presidential chair? Aud above all, 
is not the uegro everywhere free? 
Let the music riug out again ! Fill the 
goblets with rare wine ! Let men drink, 
and beauty moisten her red lips! It is 
glorious and- 
Let ns look on another scene of that 
Fourth of March night. Let us away to 
the north, into the heart of New England, 
into Vermont, and in the town of Peacham, 
among the mountains. It is bitterly cold. 
The ground is covered deep with snow. 
The road is lonely, deserted, bleak with the 
frosty wind, aud white with drifting flakes. 
Along the road that winter night move 
painfully ami wearily three females,—an 
old lady, her daughter, and a child of ten- 
der years. Thinly clad, hungry, poor aud 
despairing, they stumble along the dreary 
path, sinking down at last, benumbed with 
cold, they sleep the sleep of death. 
The story of this awful occurrence is 
told in a local paper. We do not wish to 
exaggerate. The truth is bad enough, 
therefore we copy it entire from the St. 
Johnsbury^ Caledonian— 
A widow, aged 74 years, and an unmarried 
daughter, aged 35, by the name of Emmons, 
and a child of another daughter, aged 8 years 
—very poor, but so far as appears, guiltless of 
all else, were ordered out of the town where 
they were living, a few miles from Peacham. 
probably to save that town the expense of sup- 
porting them. They started on the morning of 
the 4th of March, to go on foot, to an adjoin- 
ing town over the mountain, where a relative 
had offered them a home. The roads were 
very deep with snow, and travelling in any 
way difficult. In the afternoon they were over- 
taken by a Peacham man, going up the mount- 
ain. They begged the privilege of riding. IIo 
could not carry all of them, but offered to take 
tlie old woman; she, however, was unwilling 
to be separated from the others, and so the man 
went on. This was about 5 P. M., and the sun 
was then shining. Soon after they reached a 
cottage at the very foot of the mountain where 
they stopped and rested, and begged for the 
privilege even of sitting by the fireside during 
the night. This was refused them; aud they 
started again up the mountain. All along up 
marks were left, where the aged woman had 
sat in the snow to rest. 
While ascending, a violent snow storm over- 
took them, aud was raging fiercely when they 
reached the last house on the height. This 
was passed by the travellers without calling, 
the man of the house having met them iu the 
woods and forbidding them to call. It was 
now 5 o’clock. The next two miles seemed to 
have cost the poor family some three hours of 
painful toil, aud when within about half a mile 
of the next house, the old mother appears to 
have sank dowu and died. The daughter aud 
grandchild struggled on until they reached a 
fence, near a house in which a light was burn- 
ing. Here they both rested for a time; and 
then the lad made straight for the light, and 
had reached it within twelve or fifteen feet, 
when, with an expiring cry for help, he fell. 
The cry was heard; but in the raging storm 
was not supposed to be the call of a human be- 
ing. So nothing was done until morning when 
the child, first, then the daughter, and finally 
the old mother were found where they sank 
down aud died, within the sight ot aid. 
Dead ! Frozen to deatli on that winter’s 
night! Driven from shelter, like wild 
beasts, to perish in the highway ! Why is 
this? What manner of men are the au- 
thorities aud people of Peaclmin? To 
what church—to what party do they be- 
long? Who are their teachers and ex- 
emplars? 
Why, they gave their votes, six to one, 
for the man whose inauguration at Wash- 
ington is being celebrated with so much 
pomp. They are men of the great moral 
idea party! They are philanthropists! 
But these poor woraeu aud this child are 
white ! There is no Freedman’s Bureau 
to care for them. No clothing, no rations 
for their comfort. Only the cold shroud of 
the heaped tip snow, the dead faces upturn- 
ed as if questioning Heaven, and the piti- 
ful story of their struggles for life, told by 
the mute yet eloquent record on ffie wintry 
highway. 
Aud while the frost is stealing over their 
forms, freezing out their lives, the dance 
aud music aud feasting go on at the inaug- 
uration, aud congratulations are exchanged 
on the continued reign of the party of phi- 
lanthropy ! And on the Sabbath the full- 
fed political preachers will ask blessings on 
the new administration, aud return thanks 
for the continued ascendancy of the party 
of great moral ideas ! 
The United States Revenue Cutter Dobbin, 
stationed at Castine, has been cruising on the 
coast during the winter, for the purpose of 
assisting vessels in distress, and or attending 
to her usual duty of boarding ail vessels seen 
approaching the coast. She has boarded over 
three hundred vessels during the winter, as- 
sisted some four or live in distress, ami sailed 
about four thousand seven hundred miles. The 
Dobbin’s olllcers are S. S. Warner, Captain; 
E. L. Dean, 1st Lieut.; A. J. Melcliart, 3d 
Lieut.; G. R. Bakeman, 3d Lieut,; William 
Eaton, Pilot. 
Three vessels from Gloucester have been lost 
on the Georges Banks this season with all their 
crews, consisting of 31 men. It is a sad story 
of the sea—a melancholy commentary upon the 
perils of those who wrestle with the waves 
and the storms for their dally bread, with sud- 
den death all the while staring them in the fare. 
The Knox and Lincoln Patriot. 
We are sorry to learn that this sound 
Democratic sheet, which has been publish- 
ed for the past year at Rockland, has been 
discontinued, the Messrs. Noyes finding 
the business unremunerative. We regret 
this, because the Patriot has beeu an effi- 
cient worker in the cause, and especially 
for the reason that Knox is a reliable De- 
mocratic county, ar.d should have a local 
organ. The Democrats of the counties of 
Knox and I^ineoln are noble and true men, 
who amid all the discouragements of the 
past have never forsaken the faith, but have 
kept their armor on and the watchfires 
burning. And when the State returns to 
Democratic rule, as it is certain to do at 
no distant day, theirs will be the proud 
consciousness of having led the way to 
victory. 
By an arrangement between the publish- 
ers, the subscribers of the Patriot have beeu 
transferred to the Augusta Standard, which 
will be sent to those who have paid in ad- 
vance, and to all others who wish to con- 
tinue it. In announcing the tiausfer. the 
Standard makes the following judicious 
and truthful remarks upon the general sub- 
ject of increasing the circulation of Demo- 
cratic papers: 
“there uever was a time when the circula- 
tion of sound conservative papers was more 
necessary than now. The business interests 
of the country are iu a deplorable condition, 
resulting from misrule and mismanagement of 
public affairs, ami the only hope of relief is in 
the enlightenment of the masses, and there is 
no way that this can be accomplished at so 
iittle expense, and so well, as by circulating 
reliable newspapers. The conservatives of 
Maine have bees remiss iu their duty in regard 
to this matter. Radical success iu this State 
aud iu the country is largely due to the great 
circulation given to radical papers. We firm- 
ly believe a revolution iu public sentiment 
would speedily result from a general circula- 
tion oi more conservative papers among the 
people. Why, then, should not every true 
friend of the country aud its prosperity inter- 
est himself in extending the circulation’of such 
papers ? There is not a laboring man in Maine 
who does not pay many times the cost of a 
good paper in a year, iu the way of taxes rob- 
bed from him by corrupt men in office, to say 
nothing of the immense losses sustained in 
consequence of the depression of various in- 
dustries of the country and consequent want 
of employment and lack of energetic times.” 
These are wards that ought to make an 
impression upon every Democrat, aiul that 
lie should bear continually iu mind, with a 
view to acting upon them as occasions may 
offer. 
The circulation of the Journal in the 
counties of Ivnox and Lincoln is large, and 
we shall continue to devote a portion of 
our space to the affairs of our Democratic 
friends iu that section. A little exertion 
on the part of leading Democrats will serve 
to make our list still larger, so that, with 
the Standard, the Journal, aud other pa- 
pers, they may be well supplied with sound 
reading, even though they are to have uo 
local organ. 
Somi R.umon Kchoinos. The radi- 
cals are iu a sweet pickle about the failure 
of the State Constabulary law. It was de- 
feated mainly by (lie party fttgler- about 
the capital, led by Stevens, who feared its 
effect on radicalism in the future. The 
genuine, dyed-in-the-wool lamrods, who 
have homo the heat and burden of the day, 
and laid the foundations of the party in the 
State, are indignant at their betrayal, and 
denunciatory of the authors of the scheme 
for selling them out. It seems that one of 
the Kennebec Senators went a little too far 
in manufacturing capital against the Con- 
stabulary. and got brought up with a jerk. 
The following is from the Riverside F.eho, 
one of the ramrou organs : 
In accordance with tho request, of James 
G. Blaine, please publish the following letter : 
•‘House of Representatives, ? 
Washington. March 2J. $ 
Joshua N'ye, Esq., Dear Sir-I find the fol- 
lowing somewhat extraordinary statement iu a 
communication published over your signature 
iu t.he Riverside Echo of March 20 : 
“I was told by a Senator at Augusta ou Thursday last 
that he had just had telegrams from several Congress.’ 
men, urging a defeat of the State Police Bill. Why 
Because it would injure the Republican partv." 
T have personally conferred with ihe entire 
delegation from Maine in both Senate ami 
House, and 1 am authorized by them individ- 
ually to say, as t say for myself—that no tele- 
gram or letter, or message of any kind was 
sent by an\ one of us, at any time, to any per- 
son in Augusta or elsewhere, in regard "to the 
State Police bill. 
The Senator therefore who made the state- 
I ment quoted by you was guilty of a deliberate 
falsehood. In order to protect your own good 
name, T am sure you will perceive the necessi- 
ty of making public the name of this Senator, 
for I cannot believe that you will consent to 
stand as the endorser of his gratuitous and 
groundless accusation. You will please pub- 
lish this letter, and oblige. 
Yours, very truly, J. G. Blaine.” 
The name of the Senator who made this 
statement to me, is Hon. T. S. Lang of Ken- 
nebec. Joshua Nye. 
We wait patiently to see where this kind 
of lightning is going to strike next. Per- 
haps Lang will start lor Washington, to en- 
quire whether Blaine really means him or 
not. Let us have peace ! 
A diligent render of Scripture has discover- 
ed that the velocipede, and the one-wheeled 
variety, was predicted more than 2000 years 
ago. See Ezekiel i, 15—21. [Gardiner Report- 
er. 
Upon reference to that excellent hook, which 
we always keep at hand, we discover that the 
verses alluded to read as follows— 
“Now as i beheld the living creatures, behold one wheel 
upon t lit? earth by the liying creatures with his four faces. 
When tiiose wont, these went; and when those stood, these stood; and when those were lilted up from tin; 
earth, the wheels were lilted up over against them; tor 
tlie spirit, of the living creature was in the wheels.” 
That is pretty good, but the machine is much 
more appropriately described in Isaiah, 21, 7 : 
"And he saw a chariot ot asses, and lie hearkened dil- 
igently, with much heed.” 
As a prophet we put our faith in old Isaiah. 
The Bangor Whig, in glorifying the Repub- 
lican party, says; 
“Saddled with unusual dillictilties and duties, 
it lias yet found means to uphold the cause of 
labor, making many discriminations against 
capital. 
We don’t want to be tuo inquisitive, but it 
would be gratifying to know whether taxing 
the poor man’s farm, cattle and carts, and not 
taxing the rich man’s bonds, is one of those 
many discriminations? Ami if it isn’t, which 
way do these things discriminate? The Whig 
can answer leisurely. 
By reference to our advertising columns it 
will be seen that Dr. Clarke’s Sherry Wine 
Bitters is highly commended as a valuable 
Spring medicine. A perusal of the advertise- 
ment will show certificates of remarkable cures. 
The Tenure of Office Law. 
The anti-repealers have achieved avic-: 
tory. The conference between the House 
and Senate Committees resulted in agree- 
ment upon a bill, that has passed both 
houses, and which wofully disappoints the 
members of the lower branch and friends 
of Grant who desired to have an absolute 
repeal. The whole bearing of the matter 
was not perceived until the bill had been 
agreed to and passed. It really gives the 
Senate greater power than it had before- 
Under the former law the President could 
only remove for special cause, and must 
represent that cause to the Senate. This 
was to fetter Johnson, who would else re- 
move radicals and appoint conservatives. 
But if left in force, no “new deal” could 
take place for the benifit of the friends of 
Senators, or general rotation. 
The President now can remove without 
cause, and suspend while the Senate is not 
in session, as many as be pleases. But, be 
must send in nominations within thirty days 
after the Senate convenes, and if rejected, 
he is required to nominate ‘‘another officer,” 
aud the Senate can reject until satisfied. 
Under the old rule, the President could re- 
nominate the same officer, until he had tired 
out the Senate—now the Senate can tire out 
the President. The Senate is master of the 
situation and has got the President hard 
and fast. 
P. S. Since the above was written, 
Grant lias swallowed the dose and sigued 
the bill. 
The Bangor Whig lias its bowels of com- 
passion moved by the condition of things 
in ITayti, where the negro reigns supreme, 
with no white trash to interfere. In this 
exclusive negro paradise it describes the 
following state of things— 
It does seem as if poor ITayti is destined to 
political annihilation. Lawlcss violence reigns 
everywhere in that unfortunate little State. 
According to olflcial reports, the revolution, 
or whatever it may be called, is conducted in 
the most barbarous and inhuman manner,— 
outraging all the usages an 1 laws of civilized 
communities aud converting what claims to be 
a war into a savage butchery. The contend- 
ing parties seem to vie with each other in the 
daily massacres Prisoners of war are shot in 
: cold blood; women are butchered for being re- 
! latives of their opponents, and all conceivable 
I atrocities are freely employed in furtherance 
j of what claims to be tlie cause of liberty. Cou- 
1 sidering this state of things, our Government 
j is being pressed to interfere to stop these pro- 
I erodings, on the ground that tile parties put 
themselves outside tlie pule of international 
law and ought to be restrained in the name of 
humanity. 
This description from a radical source is 
very timely. It well illustrates the eapaei- 
ity of the negro for sel.-government. Just 
; now the prominent question in the politics 
i of this country is “ shall Congress have the 
j power to force negro suffrage on all the 
States ot this Union, against their wishes?"’ 
■This delicious bit of .lescriptioa is no doubt 
truthful. Aud the proposition to interfere, 
we suppose means to set up a branch of the 
Freedman’s Bureau down there, with large 
i supplies of rations. We would suggest that 
just across the ocean is a whole continent 
■ tl Africans who are engaged in .slaughter- 
ing each other, as they have been from time 
immemorial. Why not include them also? 
Connecticut Election. 
The election in Connecticut, on Monday, re- 
sulted in the election of Jewell, the radical 
candidate for Governor, over English, by a 
small majority, projablv .'>00. This is a large 
falling off from Grant’s majority iastfall. The 
Congressional delegation is divided- the Demo- 
crats ciei ting llabcock and Barnuui, and the 
radicals Strong aud Starkweather. Ex-Seuator, 
James Dixon, who so recently left the Republi- 
can party, is defeated. All the appliances which 
could lie brought to bear were employed to ef- 
fect his defeat. Tlie legislature is very close, 
and it is hoped enough Democrats and conser- 
vative republicans have been clooted to defeat 
the Constitutional amendment. 
Railroad Mooting. 
At a meeting held at Pease’s Hail, McLain's 
Mills, March -7, lSli!>, the meeting was called 
to order by Thomas G. Messer. .1, S. Uusiice 
chosen Chairman, O. iv. Butler, Secretary. 
Voted, that this meeting be a free meeting 
open to discussion. 
Tlie sentiment was unanimous that tlie St. 
Georges river valley has superior advantages 
as a railroad route, that tlie abundance of 
lime stone and slate in this valley and tlie un- 
surpassed mill and factory privileges that St. 
J George river affords, imperatively di-maud that I a railroad should run from Warren to Belfast 
through this valley. 
The following Resolution was passed Re- 
j solved that it is the voice of this meeting that 
I tlie town of Appleton pledge all that the law 
1 will allow for the building of a railroad from 
; Warren to Belfast through the St. Georges 
valley. 
Voted,to choose a committee to consult with 
Warren, Union, Searsmout and Belmont, in re- 
gard to having a railroad through this valley. 
The following were chosen on said commit- 
tee, C. M. Johnson, C. II. Wentworth, Nathan 
Ilawkes, A. I). Wiley, O. K. Butler, J. A. Gusii- 
ee and J, S. Gnslice Adjourned without date. 
Kuox County Items. 
I ho following items oi news in Washington 
name to hand too late for publication last week : 
Oil Thursdiy the or.th, iust., while Richard 
Piorpoint, son of .John PierpointEsq, was trim- 
maig stave timber in the woods, his axe glanc- 
ed receiving tin: full blow in the upper portion 
of his foot, severing the artery and bones of 
tlie loot, and dividing tbe second toe longitud- ingly in two portions directly through the bone 
and joint, making an iueision the length of the width ol the blade of the axe. Although at lirst very painful, we learn that he is very com- 
fortable, and his wound doing well under Dr. 
\ oung’s judicious care. 
On Thursday week, about noon, while the 
inmates were absent at a neighbors, a few min- 
iPcs the dwelling Bouse of Rev. Aaron Clark j caught lire, and before aid arrived was wrap- ped in llames. Although in mid-day and in a 1 
thickly settled neighborhood but little was sav- 
ed. Doss about £.">00, no insurance. 
Small Pox is raging iu tbe southerh part of I Somerville. There are already some six or 
eigut cases with a prospect of more. 
A change of Proprietors has taken place in 
the Boston Daily Herald. E. C. Bailey, who) 
has conducted the paper with great ability and 
success lor the past llftceivyears, retired on 
the Hist ol April, and is succeeded by a firm 
consisting of R. M. Pulsifer, George G. Bailey, 
Justin Andrews, Edwin B. Haskell and Charles 
11. Andrews. The Herald is an excellent daily 
vivacious, newsy, interesting and popular. 1 
Letter from Boston. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Ailrertialntc-Tlir Hor«e-Car£—Mocietr for 
the Prevention of Cruelty to .4mninU— Cordova’s Mjertnrc—W <*a t ii «» r -fc ;i i n : lashions. At ., Ac. 
Boston. April Ml., isG'j. 
Some one has said that “Advertising i- the 
life of business,” a saying which has com*- to 
be an accepted fact, and it is really cut ions to 
observe, iu a large city, the many devic es, in* 
dependent of the press, to which men of busi- 
ness resort iu order to let the public know 
that they have this or that article for sale. 
Sometimes you are met with au inverted no- 
tice with the significant words ■■Don* read 
this,” and you are sure to twist your neck near- 
ly off iu the attempt to peruse it. Again while 
walking along with downcast eyes, deeply 
meditating upon the wickedness of the pr; sent 
administration, and wondering when me good 
old days of ‘‘Hard Cash and Democracy are 
to return, you suddenly once enter a painted 
strip upon the pavements, which mutely in- 
forms you, that if you buy S-Bitters you 
will surely get well. ■■ Tis the same old story 
and oft repeated," you think, and walk along 
to see newer and stranger word-, all testifying 
to the fact that the expediency ot advertising 
is universally re oguized, ami furnishing an 
ample illustration of the trit.- saying, ■ there's 
nothing new under tile sun. I remember, 
some months ago, the curiosity tbs' was ex- 
cited b'- the word ■Tux," which appeared in 
huge staring capitals iu every part of the city. 
Go where you would, upon whatever mis-ion 
intent, you was sure to Lit- ecu,I’ronn ! with 
this mysterious word It was a dent nine ami 
perfume for the teeth and breath. 
The latest novelty which 1 have noticed is 
that of a strange looklug individual who iailv 
parades Washington street, arrayed in a loose 
robe of white, and upon hi.- head a cap of the 
same ghastly color, gaily decked m I a n eed 
with bands and streamers of red and blue, 
whilst passing overhis shouldcis. r.mUh seend 
lag for equal distances, both up thu front and 
back of his robe, D a ladder coin] nsed of cor- 
set springs upon which is ingeniously posted 
strips of paper announcing that the •■On ■. l’wo. 
Three Store” is opened. In his hand lie ear- 
nes a package ot bills winch li ■ unceasingly 
distributes to the living throng winch surges 
past him. Possibly some of your readers will 
be interested to know the meaning of the One. 
Two, Three Store, and to gratify t' ••in uriosi- 
ty, 1 will state that, it signifies the one. no. 
three dollar store, and is an extended pi.;:, of 
the celebrated one dollar store- v.id. I at',, 
flourishing so extensively in our ■ 
Joachim leading the van. 
Ilorse-cars are an institution, as any ..i.e 
much accustomed to riding in them wit! itn: 
Running at. all hours, and in all s.vlion tin 
city and its surrronndings, t: y form at in 
the cheapest, and most convenient un i, 
travelling. And to him who is in the in d ■; 
observing, are a source of much a aa-cm 
of curiosity, of interest, of deep specui.i', o 
thought, and sometimes of . ad. sorrow (Vi 
flection,—according to the incident whit it i .11s 
under his notice. They are also a leveller ol 
aristocracy, for the rich, and the poor, the 
high and the low, here meet upon equal terms. 
I have seen one ol the Nation's Representa- 
tives, a man of wealth and standing perusing 
the morning paper, sitting by the side ol a 
ragged wash-woman conveying her basket ol 
clothes to or from iter employer, and irawu 
from thence a lesson. Here is the "man ol 
business” with his package of letters —there 
the literary lady who is always reading Here 
a couple of girls discussing tin: ail ab-orbing 
question of dress, and in • ■■ ,, 
individual who is so far iutoxieab-d. as to make 
it safe to say that lie lias a comfort aide sized 
“brick in his hat." 
Occasionally one sees a guardian of the 
city” taking some culprit to the station house, 
and now and then, to purify this worldly taint- 
ed atmosphere, a meek eyed si sit r ot charity 
comes into the car with her saintly, holy air: 
and a thousand and one other incidents too 
numerous to mention, which it collected to- 
gether and written out. would birm quite 
presentable hook. i dout propose to write 
such a volume. I saw the other day. in fe- 
cal's not, exactly the -Three blind mi. e. at 
one hundred and sixty-seven white mi c it a 
basket, which a lady was taking qqv ■ 
be sold as pets, it. was a eurioii-- -mb!, m l 
afterwards formed a snbj.-< f ->in ■• ry 
and guessing to my trieiids 
The Massachusetts Soci: fv lor : hi* p,v.. n- 
lion of cruelty to animals, held its first annual 
meeting in this city during tin- pa-t we. k. and 
the reports show that eomniw. l.ibk progue-s 
lias been made in their work, is w<dl as the 
necessity of such labor tu behalf ot the dumb 
creation. Notwithstanding all their elforts, 
however, tyrannical men still abuse whit they 
arc pleased to term “their own proper! \.” 
Of all the brute creation, perhaps the tin r 
worked and under-fed hor.-c lias tlm mo-t i. a 
son to complain. 1 chanc.-d to s not. long 
since, an enraged driver whipping a hoist 
so inliumau and unjust a maun, r as !•> exi ite 
in me a spirit of vindictiveness. !!,- appar, ul 
ly whipped him not only for whal he had done 
but for what lie thought he migh' ,i >, much 
after the maimer of the Uulcli -ehooi- m ist<• i■, 
wlio, when lie had punished a l.ov for -,m 
misdemeanor,, asked, “What vki links mm. 
Hans?" “Notin’!" Von lie. you links .lame. 
Now 1 vips you lor dat!" 1 am gl el > hi 
that through the instrumentality >i !..■ > 
ciety such instances arc becoming rare 
Mr. Cordova’s lecture upon “Courtship and 
Marriage,” at Trcmout Temple, last week, at- 
tracted a large and enthusiastic audience, lie 
skillfully ami interestingly portrayed many in- 
cidents peculiar to courtship, deseriiu I the 
deceptions which an engaged e npin pi. i.. 
upon each other, glowingly and ei. yacidly 
pictured the marriage ceremony, the i id., 
tour, and the final coming home to mnueiic, 
life, lie indulged in many sharp witii -isms, 
and depicted many ludicrous incidents in a 
manner peculiar to Cordova, wlii* ii ■ 1 
shouts of laughter from his audio.. a d aim.. 
drew tears from their eyes by the sp.-akin ol 
a few simple, earnest words, l iu- a mi 
was held entranced and charmed lor an h.mi 
and a half by the wonderful versatility the 
speaker, lie will, at the mpiest of a ::nb 
of literary men, deliver his lecture upmi "Tim 
Laws" involving the case ol 'Midge versus 
l’idge,” nest Tuesday evening. 
Spring is really upon us with im y m'lful 
sunshiny days. The robins have come, am! 
the Common is putting on ils robe of gr. mi. 
The shop windows are full of pretty and new 
fashions, but I have not the space to lalmrato 
upon them. The hats are low crowned, with 
wide flat brims, slightly turned at the sides, 
and vastly more Decoming than those (,; |.lst 
season. A new ribbon is so woven as p, have 
a double fringe on both edges, ami is found in 
all desirable shades. White gloves are no 
longer admissible for evening wear, not even 
In full dress. They are replaced by a light, 
shade of huff or cream color. 
Au Ohio man who wants an oillee, ha sent 
Grant a cigar siv feet long. He’ll get it. 
GENERALITIES. 
1 lie rush to the new White Pine silver min 
ing regions, in Navada, is beyond all precedent. 
Ten thousand persons are already there, amid 
the discomforts and perils of a new country. 
Incredible stories ace told of the wealth of the 
mines. 
I)nnu. the molasses colored Lieut. Governor 
of l. Hiisiaua, has had a long private conference 
with Grant He wants to 1111 a Federal office 
down there. 
A Georgia minister has discovered that the 
fruit that live gave Adam was tobacco. 
lie should now further enlighten the world 
bv Gating whether i! was natural leaf or fine 
cut. 
A ciltleiy ill in ;i* Sheffield. Knglund, have sent 
ex-See rotary Seward an elegant penknife with 
a star for each State of tiro I'uion in gold up 
on the ivory handle. 
Parties arc tearing down the old army earth 
works in Virginia to get tin- lead and old iron 
they contain. 
\ Polish exile who has supported ids tamilv 
ot eight tor three years by sawing wood in the 
streets of l>ubui|ue, Iowa, lias just gone to 
l.ucope to claim a fortune ot sA.0o0.00o lett 
him b\ an uncle. 
W liilo M. (Tiaillu was travelling in Africa, 
a chief, as a mark of particular favor, present- 
ed him with s.',;; wives, all at. once I 
lien. Grant, on being remonstrated with tor 
giving Massachusetts so many offices, says lie 
will make the appointments jusl a- he tl n 
p!< a-cs. -Let ns have peace. 
i lie Augusta folks are blue about Sprague’s 
s| filches. They think that with such an opln 
ion of the country lie is not likely to build many 
factories. 
Here is an epitaph written on a stone on the 
'•aaksof the Sweetwater river "Here lies the 
on ly ol Teems Harabriek, who was killed by 
an oli] nisUioned brass-mounted pistol, with no 
stopper for the cock to rest upon, and of such 
is the kingdom of heaven." 
A sea gull has been caught in Kentucky. It 
W’li- probably lured to that whiskey region by 
misunderstanding the report that there is a 
was; of ivatei in that Stale. Boston Ad- 
vertiser. 
It is more probable that il appeared simult a 
neonsly with the tifieentli uuk-ndin• -1■ t. in order 
to m ike a pair of them. 
The Biddeford .Journal, in course ot a ins, 
lade at 1'v President. Johnson, says ‘Tie raked 
up with devilish malignity the smoldering ashes 
ot the rebellion. If the radicals don’t like 
‘-hal, they are pretty sure to go at last where 
devilish malignity won't, rake up the tire a I 
\ ft! ! wo ars sine, dames (,'ollins. a tvs- 
dcu of Great. Falls, N. 11 was bitten by dog 
dial Whs either in a tit or rabid condition. Mr 
Hollins experienced no particular trouble from 
: wound inflicted until Tuesday, when he ex- 
hibi1 ed y idem symptoms ot hydrophobia, and 
pidi y came worse and almost unmauagea- 
>'• an 1 in the evening Inri nisiy attacked ami 
everely bit a neighbor who was called in to 
is-is; in aking care ot him. It is feared that 
the 1- will result fatally. [Biddeford dour 
mil. 
\\ hile Mr. Bean, ol Sutton, N H., was shoot 
ing ;tt a target, tile breech-pin til' his gun blew 
out and entered his forehead. He is still alive 
Ai a recent, election in Vineland, N .1 the 
women voted in a separate box 'They east 
i'1' vole-. A paper published at Vineland 
mentions as an incident of the day that while 
one oi these women was at the polls voting 
her husband was at home doing the family 
ironing. 
One ot the latest New York mysteries is the 
finding of the cor] se of an unknown man 
float iti tee it at it .r vx till a kittle -t irk ittg In It Is 
heart. 
The average yield of rye in this Si lie fot 
1‘fls was 1". bushels p, r acre; ylel.I ol earn In 
the same vear .'n bushels, and of wheat I" 
bushels per acre. 
I.ongstreet is a relaliveol Mrs. iiraut. whbdi 
arc mitts for the milk in that coeoa-nut. 
Mayor 1 ox, oi Philadelphia, lias given no 
I tier to Ute citizens that one thousand sparrows 
1 have been imported from Kurope and let loose 
in tin’ public squares to destroy the worms 
amt other insects, am! lie asks' that they be 
protected. 
I’lie longest frame building in the world U 
th:it biii.f over tin- track ot the i nion I’aciiJ, 
•il"i 1 through t ho mount .uu ?o keep the 
simwoii. 1 milt's h»u^. 
i rn ■—•“.ill1, the brilliant Frenchman, otlce 
■seiiii'. n' In m J.oui-iana is hopelessly insane 
Thciv are ! Went) two vessels at Portland 
»l»*nt. i uly to la It Bank tlshet v 
1 .amarline was asked l>y a friend If be did 
not spend too much money in advertising 
\", ’.vis bis reply, ‘'advertisements are ab 
-olulely necessary. Fven divine worship needs 
to be advertised Kbe what Is tlie incanlncnf 
rflmrch lielis ?" 
liimwtit.iu opposed I.. s eOtlftejm 
: I ion. 
(Irani ha appninte.l a colored Individual 
1’o-tmastc!' at ('liarleston, and another to a 
reveuue a-ses-orshlp in l.otilsiaua tiuess he 
has seemed “de sulfrage ftf their friends 
A humpbacked man lately deceased in 
France, has left annuities of forty dollar- to 
eight humpbacks of his town. 
Nan 1-rancisco had a shock id' an earthquake 
April lit-!. and there was no fooling about l! 
either, 
A traveller registered himself as >•(• Van- 
derbilt, New Vork city. at a Columbia, S 
hotel, and was having a tine time until the 
lauudress found the words “T \V Walkin'' 
on the tail of liis shirts. 
The Bangor fair for the beueilt of tlie ifliihi 
reus Home resulted in gross receipts ot over 
s.'.qqo. One of the features of the lair was a 
paper tilled with tlie contributions of literary 
ladies and gentlemen of the city. 
I'he.N. a. Central Railroad is afflicted l>v 
robbers yvho hoard the freight trains, throw 
goods from it, while running, yvlileh are after 
wards secured by the rogues 
loan the astute Journal man -‘git his foot 
Ini! l’rog Age. 
* 
v '-nt we didn't know you were so handy 
wipe h oil with. We’ll remember the fa -1 
ii similar leridents happen in future 
the Journal man says loves are plenty here 
abouts. Perhaps he lias crossed a fox track 
yvho knows! l’rog. Age. 
Perhaps we have the fox that lias been 
jumping after the -ntr grapes of the Custom 
House. 
I In-!' is a church in Washington, the altar 
an I pulpit furniture of which are mad ■ ol wood 
‘’fought from Jerusalem. 
i’lie iiiddeford Journal says Andrew Johu- 
m lias been at once a nuisance and a curse. 
then is a proverb that “curses come home 
to roost." We hope yet to see \ .1 in the 1 
S Senate. 
('apt. J. F. Nickels of He.arsport, recently in 
the employment of the F.mperoi of llayti, in 
command of the war steamer Petion, basic 
tired from I hat service. 
The Camden Herald learns that a Post unite 
route from Camden via. Centre Idncolnville, 
and Hall’s corner, lias been recently established 
by Congress. 
I’he proper abbreviation of Alaska is said to 
[.. S. the place of the seal. 
I ll,- Skowhegan Reporter thus compliments 
throng of loyal patriots that are besieging 
lie White House- 
More hungry and persistent than the dirty, 
:sed ‘-rebs" of Leo’s army in July, lsiH, 
■ sore numerous than the garrison of the cap!- 
at, that period, and iViore clamorous than 
.>ih put together is the army of patriots call- 
I otHee-seekers” that now throngthi n.itioii- 
capital. 
an’l we have an equally disinterested opin- 
,n. i.f tlie present office holders; 
flu iron steamer, Marmora, from Cardilf. is 
Winterport, with a cargo of iron for the 
opeau and North American Railroad. 
1'he Rev. Mr Trash writes that “there are 
ine dozen tobacco antidotes going the 
mods, and for sale in my name. My antidote 
nsi.sts of three tilings, resolution, gentian 
and the grace oft loci, in due proportions. 
,sk nothing for it.’ 
iieii. Neal Dow, at the recent Massachusetts 
ate Temperance ('onvention, said that he. 
was surprised that any Republican politician 
lOUlel favor grog shops, or try to prevent the 
ullou of laws against them, for every one 
Mein was a Democratic rille-pit to kill of 
Uican voters." 
total, however, as the pit which the 
n. was engaged in excavating when the 
Mired him near Baton Rouge That 
alw:n ■ i’ii a very deadly eontrivam e. 
Camden abates the poll-tax of all liremen in 
egular standing. 
II ,’if decline l to receive Mrs. Dr. Mary 
Walker while slu ■, ce M.nvscr lb pis ferred 
let' in iinoliiie. 
Mr. i’. H. Drake, the propi ietor of Drake’s 
■ rid renowned Plantation Bitters informs ns 
,i| ."it of over two thousand papers in which 
advertises, the Maine Democrat is the 
..iiiit-i ,,i|,|*-t paper lie receive-;. ! Biddelord 
I Mil. 
I q,| it. urto \ "i d mid, t hat I> ike 
.\ 11.i i- a duck ie a man. is a trill,- given to 
Jtiruev 
An imposter stopped at Nevybnryporl, s.o 
i: tins i" .mating tile Mayor of Biddeford. 
i!.- was dined, wined. Invited to parties, and 
,-nle inii' li .-!. lb- gave an entertainment at 
hotel to ids new a- quaint anees and left 
-mi paving the bills. The landlord has a 
thick pair of boots in readiness for hi 
■ coming. 
.’•.me," said a wag “it's all over town." 
U fiat’s all over town’:' “Mud Jane’s 
dropped. 
Ih- Portland Press is troubled about the 
rea Its party to its promises, ind heads 
i, .l,-i I lie Constitutional amendment in 
•anger That's certainly good news. 
It is i- Miniated lhat-there are 22.'»,00f> thresh- 
n.: machines in the United States, wit lion L 
muting the school manns. 
The Bangor Whig, in a strangely frank in- 
11. ah told the truth about the Democratic par- 
cut took it all back the next. day. 
The remains of two Indians hate been ex 
aimed in digging a cc Uur in Lynn. They were 
a a sitting posture, and probably had been 
Ming tin-re two or three hundred years. 
Tile following advertisement from tlu- Bun- 
Whig indicates that Ben. Butler may have 
nily passed through that city, and droppe 
■ ill let li i iig 
bpoou round. 
j^N.iriia' ai tin- ..Hkv. ..pc 
\ person on trial in Duluioue, t In- other day, 
1 tli asLicehr lied. Ills Honor descended 
mi Hie bench, and, with a scientific punch in 
the head, convinced tile contemptuous culprit 
.1 the Court's venc ify. 
\ n <■ is! \:r heel made separate t'.lllec- 
:i !>.-•; ml I.lewellyii Powers, 1".-■ |. ol 
lloiittoii. appointed Collector. 
iftcr a long discussion over the mattei in 
Senate, 1. iiiastreet. has been confirmed as 
orveyor of the Port of New Orleans. 
\ppletoi)- new weekly Journal is out, in 
.'intifnl workmanship, and ctnhellisdied by 
lacings. Washburn has it. 
Wilson ,■ Clarke's Dramatic Company Is per- 
lining at St John, New Brunswick. 
It is now a law in New York that any mm 
who will keep and maintain a public watering 
rough on the highway shall have all abate- 
ment of s.t from his taxes. [ Exchange. 
A initial' law has long existed in Maine, 
-etialor sprague contemplates buying th<- 
i National Intelligeu. or, it is said, and running 
newspaper of his own. 
Hood news for office seekers. The late dis- 
m-cry that Jesse Grant's great, grandmother, 
\ his mother's side, married a Smith -John 
mlth ! N. (i. Times. 
l'hr- State Department, has the record of, 
.no vessels destroyed by English veliel 
i-itlsf is, worth more than isl:;,iui0,00(). 
Air 1 1 sii, Secretary of State, says that be 
ioes for “the cessation of all partisan stritv. 
n- us your riin on that, Kish. [Prentice. 
One of the Halifax papets, that don’t ap-prnve 
annexation to the l sited Slates, is iutiiing 
in- State of Maine to annex itself to the Do. 
i.t: li iOU 
Idle celeb rat (1 Pearson’s Bakery, in New- 
iryport, a very extensive roneern. was burn- 
■ I on Saturday night, last. 
The liadieal party has disfranchised millions 
white men not shown to have done any 
vll. and enfranchised millions of black ones 
,,-M known to have ever done any good. I.on. 
lour. 
Brig Georgiaiina, of Harrington, from St.. 
Mini for Havana, arrived at Townsend on Sun- 
lav. in distress, having been knocked down 
ml dismasted in a gale March Till. 
Judge Samuel S. Gardiner, who was shot re- 
nily at Greenville, Ala., is a brother of E. 
I’ Garduer of Bucksport, and formerly resid- 
in Bangor, being a graduate of the Semin- 
ary. 
large batch of nominations for the South- 
ern uml Western st, it.es has been sent, into the 
emit'-. The axe will fail in this direction soon. 
Mrs. Jane A. Howard, u ife of Charles Ilovy- 
1 of Hrooksvillc, on the PSlli ult., presented 
■a husband with three children at a birth— 
wo girls and a boy. 
Grant has appointed a couple of his colored 
In duds to ollloe in the District of Columbia, 
in sides one loan important fostofficc In South 
aroltnu, and another Assess rof Hevemie In 
Louisiana. Sambo is looking up. 
We send to each of our subscribers this week 
an extra sheet containing the laws passed at 
Hie recent session of the Legislature. 
The Bangor Whig says that, “The Republi- 
< an party Is cmeuenlly the party of intelligent 
industry." That may he so—hut the reader Is 
at a loss to know whether it is best shown by- 
Butler among the Louisiana spoons, Cameron 
the War Department, or Grant in pocketing 
presents and hunting tip his wife’s relations. 
Fire iu Biddoford. 
lSiuiJEKouii, Ai'Uit. \i. A lire broke outabout 
!:'o'clock last night in the livery stable of (t. 
!.. Foss, on Alfred street. The horses and har- 
n.isses were saved. The stable and other con- 
tents are a total loss. Adams’s l’ish Market, 
adjacent to the stable, was badly damaged. At 
o’clock another lire was discovered in a barn 
'oi (Jreen street, owned by George Scott. The 
barn was entirely consumed; insured. Soon 
idler this, still another (Ire broke out in the 
lumberhou.se occupied by Dearing & Pilsbury, 
■ offln makers. This was extinguished without 
damage. All three tires were thought to be In- : 
crndiary. 
Local Items, &c. 
We wasn’t there, but we heard about it. The party set I 
out for the fishing-camp ou the shores of the pond, go- 
ing in sleighs, two by two, as the creatures went into the i 
;,i k. Tiie treacherous ice was rotten and broke through. 
The mm of hardware was dumped headfirst into the wa- ; 
ter He kicked, and splashed, and blowed like a por- 
poise I He was fished out by his sympathizing friends, j 
an<i betook himself 10 a neighboring farmhouse, with 
pensive streams running oft his coat-tails and squirting 
from his boots at every step. The kind-hearted man of j 
the house loaned him the suit in which lie sot” in the j 
Legislature, and which proved an exceedingly tight fit. ; 
He dared not sit down lor fear of a disaster. Arriving j 
at the camp, those legislative clothes, froffi force of habit, I 
impelled the wearer to address the oldest member of the ! 
association as *• Mr. Speaker,” aud to m-kc three set 
speeches—one on the slaw of the country, one to make 
valid the doings ofschooi district No. d, and another j 
advocating An act additional loan act, forbidding the 
taking of pickerel weighing more than eight pounds in 
any of the Lineoluville ponds.' The clothes then moved 
an adjournment. This is the story as we had it from the 
party generally, ii not correct, the true version can be 
had at No. 1 l’henix Row. 
We desire to warn the public against a party of royster- 
ing fellows that are cruising in the bay in the steamer 
White Fawn. They left tills place on Wednesday, and 
had the impudence to send to this office a dispatch from 
1 
Searsport, announcing their arrival there, short of stores, 
and with two of the crew in irons! There is no doulq 
that they all ought to be. If they had borrowed Dr. 
Pendleton's dunijohn probably their stores would have 
held out. 
Fatal A« < mkn r. Alexander McDonald, a Nova. 
Scotia min, was fatally injured by the explosion of a 
!>l.t-1 on the railroad works in this city, on Wednesday o* 
ii-! week. IF* was engaged in drawing a charge, when 
ii exploded, driving the tamping info his forehead, mak- 
ing a hole so .h it the brain ran out. II ■ died next morn- 
ing. No other person was injured. 
The steamer J.ewiston has discontinued her landings at 
this place. The steamer City of Richmond .will coin- 
men her regular trips from Portland to Bangor, or as 
far as the ic>- will permit, o:i Monday next. She will Con- 
ner! with th rvenin.*? train for Boston, 
Tin '»• are progress a limes. Coming to our office one 
veiling last week, n found in the door way a very inde- 
pendent specimen of young America, at the utmost not 
over i \ years old. calmly puffing a wav at an enormous 
cigar. 
Dr. N 1’. Moaroi:, who lias been seriously ill with ery- 
ij is roco\ ring. This disorder is very prevalent in 
till." vicinity, amounting almost, to an epidemic. Twenty 
>«*ars ago it also prevailed in a similar manner 
Al’er this week,our city subscribers who have received 
their pipers at the store ol YV. T. Colburn, will lind 
them at the he o’: store “l \y r. Whtslib urn, where single 
copies ot the paper will also be k pi for sale. 
Tin First o! April wa.- observed in the time-honored 
vv i here \v..s a great prevalence of enticing packages 
and well-filled pocket-books on the sidewalks, from which 
not much was realized to the finders. 
The little side-wheel sreamer White Fawn, from Rhode 
island, arrived in our harbor last week. We learn that 
she will run from this place to some of the islands in the 
bay during the summer. 
A gentleman ol this city, with a taste for anim.tied nu- 
tar-. encourage- weasel to stay about his premises, on* 
.•ring its innocent gambols ns well as its fatality to rats. 
Tie. steamer Cambridge will make two trips a week, | 
commencing next .Monday. 
('m v A 1 a 11: •. In Board ot Aldermen, Monday, 
April.*. Mayor absent: Alderman Sibley chosen Cliuir- 
m.:u : Roll of Accounts .No. l.viz: Contingent, SIP.'.-F; 
Schools, *h4..V>: Highways, $■>S3; Fire Department, 
sir.;::'. Lupior’s, $(•(*»'.*.Kh Total, Si,2t»2.(’>l, was read, 
allowed and ordered paid. Petitions of S. S. Lewis, to 
oxaipy Street while building, read and accepted. Beamier 
Mor-f, and m vou others, to be set ofi‘ from School Dis- 
trict No. lo. to District No. 1l’. If of erred to Committee 
on Sch.oo'is. L. I.. Sherman and seventeen others, for 
repairs on Walk on upper Bridge Road. Referred to 
Committee on Walks. Reports of Superintending School 
Committe*•. Referred to Committee on Schools: of 
<'.umniue-.- ...i B;-L:-\v<; on order No. 10, for Street 
:' immi-sioners: That the Statute Law eontlicts with 
them hr. Read ami in Hi on the table uutil next meot- 
:eg. Orders parsed, granting leave to S. S. Lewis to 
>• portion ot Rear! and Court Street. No. I j, for 
* > ■ i.- to m die a e<mfra; I for supporting poor lor a 
term of years, if deem- d for he interest of the city. No. 
authorizing city Treasurer to make temporary loans 
lbr p.iyment <-f the ssessmems on the Citv Railroad 
stock if for the interest of the oil y. No loan to be made 
for a larger sum than the amount clue on the assessment, 
except by order of the Board of Aldermen. Bonds of 
T. Thorndike, fieasui\.r, and 1. W. Smalley, constable, 
were approved. 
Th" board adjourned for one week, for election of the 
remaiiid r of the city ollicers. 
Ex President Johnson at Knoxville. 
Knoxvii.i.k, April 
Amly Johnson addressed a large crowd of 
citizens of tills city and vicinity today. He 
thanked the people for their welcome, and said 
he tried to protect the Constitution, lie in- 
tended to devote remainder ot his life as a priv- 
ate- citizen to the vindication of his official life. 
11;.- bad;, though bent, was not broken by the 
stearin which had nearly wrecked the Ship of 
Stale1. 
In inclusion, bespoke of Grant without re- 
s< v>-. characterizing him as a bundle of pre- 
judice-- iltd his Cabinet a “G ift enterprise Cab- 
inet.” 
Mr John-on -poke about two hours. 
Si lie in- vi.. \Ve have been ,-howu by Dr. 
Rouse of New Brunswick, formerly of this 
city, an entire upper jaw, which was removed 
; by him from the mouth of a Mr. Brown at New 
Brunswick, who was injured about three years 
ago by being struck in the mouth by the bolt 
from a circular saw, which so injured the bone 
that it would not heal, and commenced to decay 
and to save his life the whole jaw and palate 
■ bone was removed, and as soon as healed suf- 
1 Union1. !y a vulcanized rubber jaw was substitut- 
ed and i he man is able to talk and eat. as well 
as ever. We are informed that this is the first 
time that the operation was ever successfully 
pel pirmed .and much credit is due to the Dr. 
for the skillful manner in Which lie performed 
< he operation Rockland Patriot. 
\\ understand that the Doctor has perfonn- 
i-it nmr, skillful operations in Rockland and 
vicinity, and is frequently sent for in difficult 
cases among hi- former acquaintances and pa- 
tients. 
-\Ii' nxv ox Boaito a Maim: Sum. A private 
| letter states that a mutiny occurred at the 
(Jhincha islands previous to March on board 
the ship I,. 15. Gilchrist of Thomaston, Oapt. 
Watts. The ringleader of the party attacked 
the officers witli a razor, when he was shot and 
killed, and .with the assistance ol other officers 
belonging to the ships lying near by, the muti- 
ny was quelled. An investigation of the aflair 
: was subsequently made by the authorities, who 
fully exonerated the officers of all blame in the 
! matter. 
The language of nature anil experience demon- 
strates that whoever would enjoy the pleasures of 
food, the beauties of landscape, the joys of compan- 
ionship, the riches of literature, or the honors of 
station and renown, must preserve their health. 
The effect of loul, injurious food, entering the 
stomach, is to derange Hie digestive organs and 
produce headache, loss of appetite, tmrefreshing 
sleep, low spirits, feverish burnings, etc., which 
arc the symptoms of that horrid disease, Dyspepsia, 
which assumes a thousand shapes, and points to- 
ward a miserable life and premature decay. Plan- 
tation Bitters will prevent, overcome and coun- 
teract all oi these effects. They act with unerring 
power, and are taken with the pleasure of a bev- 
erage. 
Magnolia Water. Superior to the best im- 
ported German Cologne, and sold at halt the pi ice. 
Veterinary Suraeons all over the country are 
recommending Sheridan's Caved ary Condition 
Powders for the following trouble in horses—Loss 
of appetite, roughness ot the hair, stoppage of 
bowels or water, thick water, coughs and colds, 
swelling of the glands, worms, horse ail, thick 
wind, and heaves. 
A friend of ours who is chief clerk in (he Gov- 
ernmental Dispensatory, says that no medicine 
chest is uow complete without Johnson’s Ano- 
dyne Liniment. Wo always supposed it was pre- 
scribed by law ; if it is not, it ought to he, for cer- 
tainly there is nothing in the whole materia med- 
ica oi so much importance to the soldier and the 
sailor as Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment, 
HEEtMMT PRICK CURRENT. 
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Hour, $7 to l.> 
I Corn Meal, Kioto 0.00 
KyeMeal, 2.00 to 0.00 
By«\ 1.75 to 0.00 
Corn, 1.15 to 0.00 
Bill ley, l.lOto 1.50 
Beans, :i.uoto ::?5 
! Oats, 75 to 00 
Potatoes, 05 to 00 
Dried Apples. 12 to 14 
I Cooking, 50 to 75 
Butter, 12 to 4H 
| Cheese, 22 to 25 
Eggs, 21 to 00 
Lard, 22 to 24 
! Beef, 12 to 14 
| Apples, Baldwin, l.*5 to 1 51 
Round II o^r, 13 to 15 
Clear Salt Pork, $35 to 37.00 
Mutton per lb, 7 to 8 
Lamb per lb, 8 to ‘J 
t urkeys, per lb, Xu to 25 
Chickens per lb, 17 to 20 
Ducks, per lb, 25 to 00 
Hay per ton, $12 to 15 
Lime, 1.50 to 0,00 
Washed Wool, 38 to 42 
Unwashed Wool, 28 to 30 
Pulled Wool, 45 to 00 
Hides, 9 1-2 to 00 
Calf Skins, 17 to 00 
LambSkins, 75 to 1.25 
Wood, hard, G.OOtoS.OO 
Wood, soli, 4,00 to0,00 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Wharfage and Storage, 
On the principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable 
terms. Inquire ol 
13tf W. H. SllfIPSOW. 
Kchenck's Pulmonic Sjrup, 
Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consump- 
tion, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, if taken according 
to directions. They are all three to be taken at the same 
time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put 
it to work ; then the appetite becomes good: the food 
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to 
grow in tlesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs, 
and the patient outgrows the disease and gets. well. This 
is the only way to cure consumption. 
To these three medicines Dr. J. 11. Schenck, of Phila- 
delphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of 
pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens 
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it otf by 
an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is 
ripe a slight cough will throw it otf, and the patient has 
rest and the lungs begin to heal. 
To do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills 
must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so 
that the Pulmonic Syrup and the lood will make good 
blood. 
Sclienck’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, removing 
all obstructions, relax the ducts of the gall bladder, the 
bile starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools 
will show what the Pills can do; nothing has ever been 
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is 
very dangerous to use unless with great care,) that will 
unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions ol the 
liver like Schcnck’s Mandrake Pills. 
Liver Complaint is one of the most prominent causes 
of Consumption. 
Schcnck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and 
alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this 
preparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out 
the gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic 
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermenta- 
tion or souring ot the stomach. 
The great reason why physicians do not cure Con- 
sumption is, they try to do loo much; they give medi- 
cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night 
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the 
whole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and 
eventually the patient sinks and dies. 
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, docs not try to stop a 
cough, night sweats, chills or fever. Remove the cause, 
and they will all stop ol their own accord. No one can 
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, 
Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and 
stomach are made healthy. 
If a person has consumption, of course the lungs in 
some way are diseased, either tubercles, abses.ses, bion- 
chial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass 
of inflammation and fast decaying. In such cases what 
must be done? It is not only the lungs that arewa ling, 
but it is the whole body. The stomach and liver have 
lost their power to make blood out of food. Now the 
only chance is to take Dr. Schenck’s three medicines, 
which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient 
will begin to want food, it will digest easily an«i make 
good blood; then the patient begins to gain in tlesh, and 
as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence 
to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well. This is 
the only way to cure Consumption. 
When there is no lung disease and only Liver Com- 
plaint and Dyspepsia, Sclienck’s Seaweed Tonic and Man- 
drake i’ills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.— 
Take the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints, 
ns they are perfectly harmless. 
Dr. ‘Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for 
many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wast- 
ed away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage ot Pul- 
monary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced 
his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate. He 
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his re- 
covery many thousands similarly afflicted have used Dr. 
Sclienck’s preparations with the same remarkable suc- 
cess. Full directions accompany each, making it not ab- 
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients 
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is 
professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every 
Saturday, where all letters lor advice must be addressed. 
He is also professionally at No. 32 Rond Street, New 
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street, 
Roston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice free, 
hut for a thorough examination with his Respirometer 
the price is *5. Ollice hours at each city from A. M. to 
3 P. M. 
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each 
f-1.50 pi r bottle, or $;.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills 
25 cents a box. (I. ('.GOODWIN & CO., 3s Hanover 
Street, liostou, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drug- 
gists. Iy2u 
“ OUT OF SORTS.” 
Take DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S SHERRY WINK 
RlTl'ERS,—the most medicinal in the market. Estab- 
lished in 1808. -1 m30sp 
Ituy me anil fill <lo you C*ioo«!.”—Now is 
the time to use the Great Spring and Summer Medicine, 
DR. LANGLEY’S ROO T AND HERR RITTERS, com- 
posed ot Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Y'ellow Dock, Prick- 
ly Ash, Thoroughwrort, Rhubarb, Mandrake, Dandelion, 
&c., all so compounded us to act in concert with Nature, 
and their effect is truly tvonderful. They absolutely cure 
Liver Complaint, .Jaundice. Costivenesr, Headache,'Piles, 
Weakness, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dizziness, Heart- 
burn, Flatulency, Loss of Appetite, all kinds ol humors, 
and every disease arising from a disordered stomach or 
bad blood, GEO. C. GOODWIN CO., Roston, and all 
druggists. Htvv3i»sp 
1o. ft Kiihiiuh Street. 
(Opposite Revere House,) BOSTON 
r|liiK Trustees of this institution take pleasure in an* nouueing that they have secured the services of the 
eminent and well known Du A. II. HAYES, late Sur- 
geon U. S. Army, Vice-President of Columbia College ot 
Physicians and Surgeons, &c. 
This Institution now publishes the popular medical 
book entitled “Xlir Science of Xifo or fcirlf- 
I* reservation,” written by Dr llaycs. It treats upon 
the Errors of Youth, Premature dkclineof Man- 
hood, Seminal Weakness, and all Diseases and 
Abuse.-* of the Generative Okoans. Thirty thous- 
and copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book for ev- 
ery man,—young men iu particular. Price only $1.00. 
This Institute lias just published the most perfect treat 
ise ol the kind over otiered the public, entitled, "Me\- 
iiul l*liy siology of Woman, atul IIor Wi*.- 
«*a#o#." profusely illustrated with the very best, en- 
gravings. mis book is also from the pen of Dr. llnyi s. 
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The Mys- 
tery ot Lite,—Beautiful Offspring,—Beauty, its value to 
Woman,—Marriage,—(jener.il ilygeine of Woman,— 
Puberty,—Change ol Life,—Excesses ot the Married,— 
Prevention to Conception, &c. In beautiful French cloth, 
$g.00; Turkey Morocco, lull gilt, $:».5(). Either of these 
books sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on re- 
ceipt of price. 
The "Peabody Journal of Health," a first- 
class paper in every respect,—S pages, 3i! columns,—pub- 
lished on the 1st of February, and every month during 
the year. Subscription price per year only 50 cts. Spec- 
imen copies sent free to any address, on application to 
the Peabody Medical Institute. 
Albert 11. H a yes, M. D., Resident and Consulting 
Physician. 
N. P*. Dr. II. may be consulted in strictest confidence 
on all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience. 
I n\ iolahle Seuresy and Certain relief. 
sply!1 
GREAT BURGLARY. 
The storehouses of Nature have been entered and rob- 
bed of some of their choicest treasures, to procure the 
ingredients used in SONOMA WINE BITTERS. Try 
them, and you will acquit the burglars. Sold everywhere. 
1>b Washington Street, Huston. 
lias long been a lavorite resort for country dealers who 
wished to purchase goods of acknowledged purity. C. 
A. RICHARDS & CO., call the attention ol all such to 
their SONOMA WINE BITTERS, which are having a 
! great sale, and are pure, agreeable to take, and beneficial, 
NOT A FEW of the worst disorders that atllict man- 
kind arise from corruption ot the blood. Helmboi.d's 
Extract Sarsaparilla is a remedy of tin- utmost 
value. 
VO l NO J- t 1) 1ES BE WARE 
OF THE INJURIOUS EFFECTS ol Face Powders 
| and Washes. All such remedies close up the pores of i the skiu, and in a short time destroy the complexion. It 
you would have a fresh, healthy and outhful appearance, 
j use II elm hold’s Extract sarsaparilla. 
Oil] THOV8A1D 
Cases of C. A. Richards’ Concentrated Extract of Rye 
on hand and l'or sale to grocers and druggists, by the sole 
Agents, C. A. RICHARDS & CO., !»'.» Washington St,. 
Boston*, larges Retail Wine and Spirit House in Amer- 
ica- 
__ 
ivl. OTJXjXjiNT^iNr, 
House & Ship Painter, 
j PAPER HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, WHITE 
| WASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNISHING, 
j Painting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors and Sit- I ting Rooms made a specialty. 
GRAINING WITH MACHINE,” IN OIL. 
! All work done in the best manner. Orders left on 
j Slate promptly attended to. 
Shop, in next building north of New England House 
dmspTi HIGH ST., BELFAST, ME 
4*0 1.1)12V SHEAF 
is the name of the very best Bourbon Whiskey to be had 
It is the best thing for a bad cold you can use, and is sold 
everywhere. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99 Washington 
street, Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House in 
America, 
THE IHFFESIEACE 
Between a good and a poor article of Gin is plain enough 
if you want the best, buy a bottle ot Dunster’s old Lon- 
don Dock Gin. Sold by most country stores everywhere. 
C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99 Washington street, Bos- 
ton, largest Wine and Spirit House in Americe. 
THOSE WHO DESIRE BRILLIANCY OF COM- 
PLEXION must purify and enrich the blood, which 
llKi,Miiou)’s Concentrated Extract Sarsa papil- 
la invariably does. Ask for ffel?nboUVs. Take no other. 
IIARK! HARK! 
HEAR YE AFFLICTED ! ! 
PROF. M. FERDENANDERZj a Regular Physician 
and Surgeon, and a man of integrity, deems it his duty 
to warn the peculiarly affiioted against the extortions 
practiced upon them, cases of which are daily brought to 
his notice. Dr. F. is remarkable tor his low charges and 
lor his speedy cures of any diseases of the urino-genera- 
tive organs. All weaknesses peculiar to ladies speedily 
relieved; and you can call on or address the Doctor with- 
out fear of monstrous charges. It is torthe iuterest of 
females to consult him, as his is a practice peculiar to 
France and Spain. 
Old chronic cases produced by malpractice of unprin- 
cipled nou u skillfully removed. Yuung men addicted to 
secret habits or suffering from seminal weakness can call 
and learn their case without intimidation. Good ac- 
commodations for patients wishing to remain in the city. 
All consultations free. Dispensatory and Office, corner 
of Howard and Somerset streets, Boston; entrance 40 
Howard street. Address L( ck Box ISOS, Boston. Office 
hours from 8 A. to 1) P. il. &isp 
QUANTITY r3> QUALITY. ID:lmhold’s Extract 
Sarsaparilla. 'l7ie dose is small. Those who desire 
a large quantity and large doses of medicine ERR, 
mSLIHBOlD’K 
CONCENTRATED FLUID EXTRACT 
SARSAPARILLA 
ERADICATES ERUPTIVE & ULCERATED DISEASES 
OF T11F. 
TJIRO IT, XOS/.', EYES, EYELIDS, SCALP, and 
SKIX, 
Which so disfigures the appearance, PURGING the 
evil effects of mercury and removing all taints, the rem- 
nants of DISEASES, hereditary or otherwise, and is 
taken by ADULTS and CHILDREN with perfect 
SAFETY. 
TWO TABLE SPOONFULS of the Extract of Sarsa- 
parilla, added to a pint of water, is equal to the Lisbon 
Diet Drink, and one bottle is c-qual to a gallon ot the 
Syrup ot Sarsaparilla, or the decoctions as usually made. 
AN INTERESTING LETTER is published in the 
Medico-Chirugical Review, on the subject of the extract 
of Sarsaparilla in certain affections, by Benjamin Trav- 
ers, F. R, S., &c. Speaking of tl^ose diseases, and dis- 
eases arising from the excess of mercury, he states that 
no remedy is equal to the Extract oj Sarsaparilla its 
power is extraordinary, more so than any other drug I 
am acquainted with, It is in the strictest sense, a tonic 
with this invaluable attribute, that it is applicable to a 
state of the system so sunken, and yet so irritable as rend- 
ers other substances of the tonic class unavailable or in* 
jurious. 
HKiNBOLlI ji 
CONCENTRATED EXTRACT SARSAPAR1LEA. 
Established upwards of 18 years. PREPARED BY 
If. T. 11 ELM BOLD, 
Obi Broadway, N. V. 
DEMPAlII MOf. lOT A HE NOT YET 
INC (RAH EE. llKIJEF IS AT HANO! 
ILSTEN TO TII E V< HUE OF EXPERIENCE. ONE J Word to the Dvixg should arrest the attention 
and wake the alarm ot Young Men in our community, 
where so many are sinking under that long array of evils 
that arise from that dreadful scourge, solitary vice, and 
other indiscretions and youthful indulgences. Listen, 
Voung Men, ere it is too late, and suffering in enervated 
youth a premature old age, arising from that secret habit 
which undermines the bodily health and the mental pow- 
ers. Remember amt seek the true physician, DR. FRED- 
ERICK MORRILL, of No. 48 Howard Street, Boston. 
Do not procrastinate, but go early,—go when unerring 
symptoms tell you your condition, when you are sensible 
ol‘ Weakness in the Back and Limbs, Loss and Prostra- 
tion ot the Animal Functions and Muscular Power, De- 
rangement of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments, 
General Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung 
Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such 
as Weakness of Mind, Alienation and Loss of Memory, 
Restlessness in Sleep, Confusion ol Ideas, Depression ol 
Spirits, Habitual Sadness anu Disquietude,a Longing for 
Change, Evil Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love 
of Solitude and Retirement, '1 imidity, Mental Uneasi- 
ness, Headache, and a degree or Insanity almost termin- 
ating in absolute madness. Go, young man, when nature 
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let 
no false delicacy deter you from the wise course, (io to 
Dr. Morrill, and he will give you restored health when 
the body is overthrown and the mind wrecked; he can 
and has cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission 
and other terrible inflictions from this fruitful cause ot 
disease. 
In cases, too, of Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, Venereal Com- 
plaiuts, and others of a similar nature, have no fears ol 
the result if you place yourself under his charge; his is 
the voice of experience, and he bus cured more cases 
than any other living physician,- he lias administered to 
every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure, 
safe, speedy and infallible. A pet feet cure is guaranteed, 
and a radical cure is always effected. 
The Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops are the only sure 
cure ior ad Suppressions and Irregularities that were ever 
offered tor sale in this city. These Drops are acknowl- 
edged to be the best in the world for removing obstruc- 
tions and producing regularity in all cases of Female Ir- 
regularity, Suppressions, &c., &e., whether originating 
from cold or any other causes. They are remarkably mild 
safe and sure, and the most convincing proofs of their 
virtues are the benefits which have been realized by the 
afflicted in their use. The Drops can be obtained at my 
office, No. 48 Howard Street, Boston, with directions for 
use. Ail letters attended to, and medicines, directions, 
&c., forwarded immediately. Iy4.r»sp 
A CLEAR, SMOOTH SKIN and BEAUTIFUL COM- 
PLEXION follows the use ol Helm hold’s Concen- 
trated Extract Sarsaharilla. 
It removes black spots, pimples and all eruptions of 
t lie skin. 
Jackson’s Catarrh Snuft 
AND TKOCIIE POWDEfi, 
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN 
(■atarrh, Headache, 1 hid Breath, Hoarseness, 
Asthma, Bronchitis, ('ovghs, Jhafness, Jr. 
And all Disorders resulting from COLDS in 
Head, Throat and Vocal Organs. 
This Remedy does not "Brr biji" a Catarrh but 
I. OOSETtfS it; frees the heed of all offensive matter, 
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays 
and woollies the l»u ruing' lient in Catarrh; is so 
mild and a^reealde in its olfects that it positively 
OO^Cures without Sneezing \^j\ 
Aa a Troflae Fonder, is pleasant to the taste, 
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly gives to 
the Tii no at and Vocal Durans a 
Delicious Sensation of Coolness anil Comfort. 
Is the best Vuick Tonic in the world f 
Try it ! Safe, Reliable, arid osly ’.5 cts. 
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, address, 
( OOPE1I. WILNOY & CO., 
B*roi»r,w. Fliiladelpliiu. 
Wholesale Agents :-G. C. GDODWIN & CO., RUST 
BROS. & BIRD, M. S. Bl RR & CD., WEEKS & POT 
1 ER, Boston. W. W. WHIPPLE & CD., W. F. PHIL- 
LI Ps &CO., J. W. PERKINS & CO.. Portland. 
l«'or sale by all Druggists in Belfast. lyspli 
IN THE SPRING MONTHS, the system naturally 
undergoes a change,and Hilmbolp’s Hhim.v (’on 
cknthatkd Extract ok S A USA t* a lit i. i. is an as- 
sistant ot the greatest value, 
II ELM BOLD’S EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA cleans- 
es and renovates the blood, instils the vigor ot health 
into the system, and purges out the hum -rs that make 
disease. 
HELM BOLD’S CONCENTRATED EX TRACT SAIL 
SA PARI LI. V, is the great Blood Purifier. 
*B»KZ\G F 1,0 WE St* 
Are not more delicately fragrant than the SONOMA 
WINE BITTERS, which all leading druggists and gro- 
cers sell. 
_ ______ 
.BIRTHS. 
In Somerville, 25th ult to the wile of Win. A Humes, 
a son and daughter. 
MARRIED. 
In this city, Feb, 22d, by the Rev. L. P. French, Mr. 
James Holbrook and Miss Mintie McFarland, both ol 
this city. Also, April 3d, Mr. John A. Briggs of Bel- 
fast, and Miss Nettie B. Daniels of Camden. 
In this city, 5th, by Rev. Wooster Parker, Mr. William 
II. Kimball and Miss Rosilla Ryan, both ol this city. 
In Liucolnville, March 27", by S. M. Dunton, Esq., Mr. 
John D. Pottle and Miss Mary I.. Patterson, both ot Bel- 
fast. 
In Marlow, N. II, March 10, Mr. John A. Wood, of I Stoddard, and Miss Rosina D. Richardson, of Alstead— 
! the New Hampshire giautess. The bridegroom’- weight 
is 1 to lbs., the bride’s weight is 4‘ju ! 
j In Appletcn, Mr. Scion W. Luce of A., and Miss S.i- I rah K. Sweetland of Searsmont. 
DIED. 
[ Obituary not ices, beyond the date, name and age, must 
be paid for. 1 
hi this city, April Cth, Mrs. Mary, wife of Capt. Isaac 
Clark, iiged 42 years. 
In Ilealdsburg, Cal., Marcli 2d, Mrs. Mary II. Condon, 
wife of Isaac Condon, formerly ol Belfast, and daughter 
ot Elisha Philbrlck, of Thorndike, aged 15. 
In Liucolnville, April 1st, Bouj. Benner, aged 70 years 
and 3 months. 
In Knox, April 1st, Mr. John Brown, aged 70 years, s 
months and is days. (New Hampshire papers please 
copy.) 
In Bucksport, Marcli 31, Rev. James B, Crawford, 
Princip al ot the E. M. C. Seminary, aged 40 years. 
In Hampden, April 3d, at the residence ot Dr. Baker, 
Mrs. Eliza Thomas, aged 00 years, willow ot the late 
James Thomas, of Newburgh. 
SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
April 1st. Sell Ida Morton, Cottrell, Boston. 
2d. Sell Adaline, Ryan, Boston. 
3d. Sell Loochoo, Darby, Boston. 
4th. Sell Earl, Furgusoii, Boston 
5th. Sch James Jewett, Banks, Boston. 
0th. Sch Ann Carleft, Wescott, Philadelphia. 
SAILED. 
April 2d. Sells Mary, Gilchrist, Savuimh; Celon, 
Thomas, Camden. 
3d. Sch Eldorado. Thompson. Southport. 
4th. Sells North Cape, Crockett, Boston; F.Ha. Gray, 
Calais. 
5th Sch Loochoo, Darby, Mt. Desert. 
Oth. Sell Moses Eddy, Cottrell, Machias. 
_ 
Guardian’s Sale, 
rrnin undersigned, Guardian of Nettie M.and AddieC., X minor heirs ot William «). Newcomb, late of Burn- 
ham, in the county ot Waldo, deceased, hereby gives no- 
tice that by virtue of a license from the Probate Court, she 
will olFer tor sale, to the highest bidder therefor, at the 
j dwelling house ot David B. Carr, in said Burnham, on i the thirteenth ( 13) day of May next, at one o’clock in the 
I afternoon, all the real estate ot which said William J. 
Newcomb died possessed; including reversion of widow’s 
| dower therein. Said real estate consists of the home- | stead farm of said deceased, containing about eighty 
| acres, and an undivided half of lot No. s, on Gardiner’s anil William’s Gore, containing eighty acres, more or 
less. Said real estate is situate near Twitohell’s Corner, 
in Burnham aforesaid. 
SARAH NEWCOMB, Guardian. 
Burnham, April 1, 1809. 3w39 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
rpilE CORPORATORS of tlje above named Bank are X hereby notified, that their annual meeting will he 
held at their Banking Room, on WEDNESDAY, April 
21, 18(59, at 3 o’clock, P. M., to act upon the following business, viz : 
1. To choose corporation officers for the ensuing year. 
2. To see what change, it any, shall be made in the 
By Laws. 
3. To transact such other business us may legally 
come before them. Per order 
.JOHN H.QUIMBY, Secretary. Belfast, April 7, 1869. 2w39 
Here’s Health for the Million! 
DR.. OLAHKH’S 
VEGETABLE 
Sherry Wine Bitters! 
The Best Medicine in the World! 
Composed of l)oek Root, Sarsaparilla, Rock Rose, 
Wintergreen, Dandelion, Wild Cherry, Thoroughwort, 
Prickly Ash, Poplar Bark, Rhubarb, &c. For Weakness, 
Loss oi Appetite, Jaundice, Headache, Sour Stomach, 
Piles ot long standing, Humors, and all diseases which 
arise from an unhealthy state of the Stomach, Bowels 
and Blood. For which valuable Roots and Herbs, and 
the knowledge of their great service to suffering human- ! 
ity, man cannot feel too thankful to Him who provided 
us with all things. 
To all Persons both Sick and Well! 
If a LONG LIFE of HEALTH and HAPPINESS is 
desired, let these Bitters be taken, particularly in the 
Spring and Warm Seasons of the .year, and especially by 
the following classes of people: The MECHANIC, who 
from his constant in-door labors, not having sufficient 
access to the bracing and refreshing air out of doors be- 
comes weakened at the stomach, nervous, pale and sick- 
lv; his food not relishing nor properly digesting. He 
should take these Bitters, and freely, too, in order to get 
his system up, right and strong, and in prime condition, 
to go through the warm weather in good shape, with his 
constant daily 1 .bors. The exhilerating and cleansing 
power of the Dock Root, Dandelion, Poplar and Prickly 
Ash Bark is what will bring him up, and make him, 
physically speaking, once more a man. The MILL OP- 
ERATIVE will find this medicine the very thing to 
cleanse the blood and strengthen the system, and very 
mild and pleasant to tale. The PALE and once BEAU- 
TIFY L LADY has but to take this compound freely and 
she will be speedily restored to health, beauty and buoy- 
ancy. The HONEST FARMER—the CLERGYMAN 
and LAWYER, and MEN OF SEDENTARY HABITS 
—this is your medicine. After once using it, you will 
never be without it. It will improve you twenty- 
five per cent. The MARINER will find it the best med- 
icine in the world for his U9e. It makes him, while at 
sea, hearty and rugged, and capable of great endurance 
and exposure; and when on shore, it renovates his blood 
and restores and repairs his system. 
The largest bottle, the lowest price, and the most ef- 
fectual remedy in the world. 
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Charitable 
Mechanic's Association. 
Caution Extra. Owing to the great popularity and 
sale of these Bitters, worthless imitations may come up 
in the market, but as you value your life and health, be 
sure and got the genuine Dr. Clarke’s Sherry Wine 
Bitters. See that the portrait ot Dr. Clarke and my fac 
simile, signature are upon the label of each bottle. No 
other is genuine. L. M. ROBBINS. 
Weakness and Loss ol Appetite Cured. 
Melrose, Mass., July 10,1850. 
Die. E. R.Clarke—Dear Sir:—I haveused several bot- 
tles of your Sherry Wine Hitters for Weakness, Loss of 
Appetite and an unhealthy state of the stomach, and I 
consider them the best Bitters now before the public. 
They add new life and vigor to the system, and I most 
cordially recommend them to all that are troubled with a 
poor appetite, and a dull, sinking feeling which we are all 
subject to in warm weather. 
I remain yours most respectfully, 
J. W. ADAMS, Essex st., Melrose, Mass. 
A Case of Asthma Cured, of nine years’ standing. 
Du. E. R. Ct.arke—Dear Sir:—I feel it a pleasure to 
be favored with an opportunity to tender my thanks to 
you for the great cure I have received from your Sherry 
Wine Hitters of the most horrible of all diseases, the 
Asthma. When I first commenced using them in the 
month of .July, 1853,1 had been afflicted with the Asthma 
nine years, and had tried during that time all the various 
remedies recommended by my neighbors, lriends and 
physicians, to no avail, anti my family physician told me 
I never should get cured of the complaint, and that I 
would die of consumption. Each year I grew worse, and 
this season I was afflicted the worst I ever had been, and 
was despairing of ever being better, but fortunately I 
was recommended to use your medicine. I forthwith 
bought three bottles of yonr Sherry Wine Bitters and 
commenced using them. Before I had used one bottle 1 
was very much better; a second continued to improve 
my health, and a third bottle cured me entirely not only 
of the Asthma, but they restored ray general health. I 
| still remain well, and am willing, and feel happy to testi- ! fy to the world the great benefit J have received, hoping 
I that some one else similarly afflicted may be cured by the 
I same medicine. 
Yours respectfully, NANCY JENNINGS. 
Sharon, Mass., Dec. 1(5, 1858. 
L. M ROBBINS, 
Chemist Druggist, 
HOCKLCV1), MIHE, 
1’roprietor of Dr. E. R. Clarke’s Sherry Wine Bitters, 
j former y manufactured in Sharon, Muss. Sold by rc- 
j spectable dealers everywhere in city and country. 
7$k FORM.’ CLARKE'S SHERRY WISE BITTERS, 
I And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke 
j is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine. 
1’hey are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate. 3(Jtf 
Billiard Tables. 
tlESKTRY HEIMS, 
106 Sudbury Street, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
! Manufacturer of BILLIARD TABLES, with his I*<i 
lent Combination Cushions, superior 
to any now in use, at reduced prices, 
/JuTAU orders promptly attended to. Gmo.‘ilJ 
ynicM and Easiest Route to Boston! 
Through by Steamer & Railroad! 
—STEAMER— 
CITY OF RICHMOND, 
C'aiil. wn. E. 1IE.YYIMUY. 
riMli: STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND, having X been put in complete order the past winter, will 
i commence her regular thrice weekly trips between Port- 
land and landings on the Penobscot River and Bay, leaving Portland on Monday, April 12th, at 10 o’clock, P. M., or on the arrival of the Express Train from 
Boston. 
Passengers will be ticketed through to Boston and all 
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening. 
The Richmond is one of the strongest and safest boats 
j ever built, ot remarkable speed, clean and comfortable, i Passengers are assured that every pains will be taken to 
! ensure their comfort and safety. 
| Belfast, April 7, 1809. tf39 
TO’the" publicY 
vs THE Subscriber, at the Old Stand of 
TREADWELL & MANSFIELD, hasen- 
! gaged the services of a skillful horse- | -2^-— shoer, and is now prepared to do Shoe- 
ing and Jobbing, in ull its branches, as well as can be 
done in the county. 
Carriage Painting, Trimming and Woodwork, done 
j promptly and in the very best manner. 
A large lot of Team Wheels, Waggons, Buggies, &c., 
on hand to be sold, at prices to suit customers. 
:j»mos39 N. MANSFIELD. 
CARRIAGES! 
New Spiiii” Styles! 
\irj-: INVTITE the special attention of purchasers to 
▼ V our large and ellegant assortment ot 
COACHES, .CLARENCES, CLARENCE BRETTS 
LANDAUS, LAN DAL LETTES, BAROUCHES, 
COUPES, COUP LETTES, COPCUTTS, HALF- 
TOP AND SIX-SEAT PHAETONS, DOG 
CARTS. ROCK A WAYS, BEACIl 
WAGGONS, JUMP SEATS, CAB- 
RIOLAS, CARRYALLS, TOP 
AND NO-TOP BUGGIES 
BROWNELL STYLE 
WAGONS, BOSTON CHAISES, &c. 
VELO OTPEDES 
of all the different styles. 
WM. P. SARGENT & CO. 
CARRIAGE MANUFACTURERS 
DAT PDPnflMD P4 to 22 Sudbury Street. oALbOnUUMOj ( 155 Tremont Street, 
BOSTON. 
! March I, 18(19. J!til.‘14 
Notice. 
TITHE SUllSCKIBUIt JIAS REMOVED TO NO. 5. 
j X Wra. B. Swan & Co’s., (lately II. J. Anderson Jr’s.) | Wharf, where he will continue the business of Sailraak- 
I ing. An assortment ot Duck and sailtrimming constant- 
; ly on hand. :tw3S* C. It. THUMBS. 
Assessors’ Notice. 
j npHK SUBSCRIBERS, ASSESSORS OF THE CITY 1 of Belfast, hereby give notice to the inhabitants of 
I said Belfast, to make out and to bring in to them true 
} and perfect lists ot their polls and all their estates, real • and personal, not by law exempt from taxation, which 
! they arc or may be possessed of on the first day ot April, 
A. D., 1899, and that they will be in session at their office 
over the store of Oakes Angier, in said Belfast, from the 
1st day of April to the loth day ot April next, for the 
purpose of receiving said lists. • Highway Surveyors of the several districts are request- : ed to bring in their several tax books of 1808, after the 1st 
day ot April. 
Agents of the several school districts are requested to 
make returns in writing to the Assessors, of the number 
ot scholars belonging to each family in their school dis- 
tricts, their names and age, together with the names of 
the heads of the family as soon as may be after the first of 
April next. 
Any person who neglects to comply with this notice 
and who thus assigns the Assessors the unpleasant duty 
of dooming him, will thereby be debarred of ills right to 
make application to the County Commissioners for any 
abatement of his taxes, unless he makes it appear that he 
was unable to offer such lists at the time appointed as 
aforesaid. 
CHARLES MOORE, 
GEORGE WOODS, 
NOAH M. MATHEWS, 
Assessors of the City of Belfast. 
March 24,1809, 37 
BANKRUPTCY NOTICES. 
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. 
THE next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County ol Waldo, will be held at. the office of the Register of 
Probate, in Belfast, on the twentieth day ol April, 
A.D. 1869, at 5 o’clock, P. M. 
PETER THACHER. 
Register in Bankruptcy, 5th Cong. Dist., Me. 
Belfast, March 4, 1869. 24tf. 
District Court ok the United 1 , 
States. District ot Maine. j 1N bankruptcy. 
in. the matter of GEORGE YV. COLLINS, Bankrupt 
rpHIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been 1 presented to the Court, this twentieth day of March, 
A. D., 1809, by George YV. Collins, of Deer Isle, in said 
District, a Bankrupt, praying that lie may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under 
the Bankrupt Act, individually, and as a member of the 
firm ot Collins &, Co., consisting of the petitioner and 
John K. Collins, and also as a member of the firm of E. 
K. Collins & Co., consisting of the petitioner and Elvira 
Iv. Collins, and upon reading said petition, it is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had upon the same, on the 
lirst Monday of September, A. D., 1809, before the 
Court in Portland, in said District, at 10 o’clock, A. M., 
and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland Free 
Press and the Republican Journal, newspapers printed in 
said District, once a week for three weeks, and that all 
creditors who have proved their debts and other persons 
in interest, may appear at said time and place, and shew 
cause, if any they have why the prayer of said Petition 
should not be granted. YVM. P. BREBLE, 
3w3S* Clerk of District Court for said District. 
District Court ok the United \ , States. District of Maine. j Bankri m \. 
In the matter of BENJAMIN LANE, Bankrupt, 
THIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition has been presented to the Court, this twenty-third day of March, 
A. D., 1.809, by Benjamin Lane of Vinaliiaveu, in said 
District, Bankrupt, praying that he mav be decreed to 
have a full discharge from all his debts,'provable under 
the Bankrupt Act, both as an individual and as a mem- 
ber of the firm of J.& B. Lane, consisting of the peti- 
tioner and Joseph Lane; and upon reading said petition, 
it is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had upon the 
same, on the first Monday ol June, A. D., 1809, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at ten o'clock, A. 
M.,and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland 
Free Press, and tire Republican Journal, newspapers ] printed in said District, once a week for three weeks, and | 
that all creditors who have proved their debts, and other 
persons in interest, may appear at said time and place, : 
and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said 
petition should not.be granted. YVM. P. PREBLE, 
3w38 Clerk of District Court for said District 
Administrator’s Sale. 
WILL HE SOLD AT IH HI.TC AUCTION by vir- tue of a license from the Court ot Probate tor the 
County ot Waldo, on Saturday, the eighth day of May, 
A. L)., 1809, at two o’clock P. M., at the office of N. II. 
Hubbard, in Wintcrport, in the (’ounty of Waldo, so 
much of the real estate of Francis Cullen late of W inter- 
port, In said County, deceased, intestate, as will produce 
the sum of one hundred and titty dollars for the payment 
of the said deceased's justNUbls, charges ot administra- j tion and incidental charges; said real estate consist s ot 
one undivided half of about eleven acres of land with a 
House and Barn thereon—situate in said Wintcrport on 
the back road to Hampden. .JAMES REILLY, 
March 25,1800. ;.u .s Administrator. 
Lake Superior & Mississippi 
Railroad Co. 
Seven per Cent. Bonds. 
T H 1 It T Y Y K A K S TO RT J N. 
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST PAYABLE IN GOLD. 
FREE OF V. ». I I X 
AMOUNT OF ISSUE $4,500,000. 
They are a First Mortgage Sinking Fund Bond, secured 
by a land grant of 1,032,000 acres, and by the railroad, its 
rolling stock,and the franchises of the Company, an in- 
vestment yielding in currency 
TEN PER CENT. PER ANNUM. 
PRESENT PRICK. 
Par, and Interest in Currency. 
Gold, Government Bonds, and other Stocks, received in 
payment without commission charges. 
Pamphlets and full information given, on application to 
LEE, HIGGINSON & CO. 
AGENTS FOi; NEW ENGLAND, 
40 Stale SI reel Ho*l«»it. 
Infir 
AUCTION. 
Valuable Farm, Stock, Hay, Carriages, fanning i ten 
sils, and Household Goods by Auction. The subscriber 
will sell by Auction, on Saturday, April lu, ISO1.*, at ten 
o’clock, A. M., the Farm on which he low lives, situated 
in Unity, on the road leading from Freedom Village to 
Unity Village, 2 miles from former and 4 miles from latter 
place. The Farm contains 15U acres ot first-rate 1 tnd suit 
ably divided into mowing, tillage, &c.; cuts 4;'. tons of 
Uav, good Farm House, Wood bind, Wagon House, 
good Shop and Barn 52x42 with shed attached. 
Also at same time 2 Horses, 1 Cow and Calf, 1 yearling 
Bull Calf, 0 Sheep, 23 tons pressed hay, Wagons j Sleigh, 
Sleds, Double and Single Harnesses, Hors,- Bake and oth- 
er farming toois, Household goods, &c., &e. 
This sale oilers great inducements to purchasers, who 
are invited to examine the property, pryor to tlie day ot 
sale. This sale is positive and without Reserve. 
Terms at sale. JTA.VI Kft Bl i THU V, 
Unity, March P2, lb69. 4\v3d C. C. C1IABY, Auc’r, 
The subscriber hereby gives public NOTICE to all concerned, that he has been duly ap- 
pointed and taken upon himself the trust of Adminis- 
trator of the Estate ot Mary Cilley, late of Brooks, in the 
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bind as the law 
directs; ho therefore requests all pFr.sons wh<» are in- 
debted to said deceased's estate to make immediate pay- 
ment, and those who have any demands thereon, to e\ 
Dibit the same tor settlement to him. 
3w37 PETER CILLEY 
Belfast & Moosohead L. R. R. Co. 
AT A MEETING of the President and Directors of said Company, held at their office In the city o 
Belfast on the 27 th Inst., it was voted, that an assessf 
ment be made of five per centum on each and all of the 
shares in said Corporation, and that the same be paid to 
its Treasurer, at his office in said city, oil or before the 
first day of May next. W. T. COLBURN, Treasurer. 
Belfast, March 29, 1809. 3w38 
Freedom Notice. 
'VTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that I have relin- 
J31 quished to my son, Frank B. Thompson, his time 
during the remainder ot his minority. I shall claim 
none ol his Gainings nor pay any debts of his contracting 
after this date. THOMAS THOMPSON.' 
Attest— R. Elliot. 
Montville, March 9th, 1809, :iw;tS* 
A Valuable Improvement 
For Old or New Feathois, which have become FOUL, 
MATTEL) and INJURIOUS to HEALTH. 
MR. J. S. PEASLEY’S 
FEATHER RENOVATOR! 
Clears the Feathers of all impurities, nnil makes them as 
buoyant and elastic as when new. Scientific men and 
Physicians have decided that it is the best plan yet made 
known lor the purpose. This process Is NOT INJURI- 
OUS to FEATHERS 1 For it is done entirely by steam, 
and it proves to be exactly what all conditions and quali- 
ties of Feathers, from an entirely new to the old and much 
worn, need to render them as perfect as age, quality or 
condition will admit of their being made. By this proc- 
ess nil animal matter, and ALL MOTHS AN 0 WORMS 
ARK DESTROYED and removed, the Feathers cleansed, 
the libres relieved from their matted position, and giving 
to a bed an astonishing increase of bulk, often more than 
ONE-HALF! also removing all disagreeable scent, which 
is so common to new Feathers, and relieving them from 
all liability to Moths or Worms by the removal of all 
gummy aiid glutinous matter from the quill. When Feath- 
ers smell, worms make their appearance, they lorm in 
the end of the quill, and come out and live upon the 
j libres of the Feathers until they are entirely destroyed. 
Head tl»«* following- fertificafe from Gen- 
tlemen for tvlioin M urk Itu* been done in 
Belfast. 
A New and Valuable Improvement. We the 
undersigned, having had Feathers renovated by Mr. 
i*E AS LEY’S NEW PROCESS, would cheertully recom- 
mend it as the best method for tfie purpose designed, 
arc willing to testify that the improvement made is much 
f[renter than would be expected. The Feathers are ro- leved from their matted condition, cleansed from all im- 
purities, and rendered much lighter, more clastic, and 
more wholesome: 
Rev, Mr. BAILEY, Rev. Mr. FRENCH. Rev. Mr 
THOMAS, Dka. KINGSBURY, Ex-Mayor PITCHER, 
H. H. FORBES, C. D. FIELD, H. CHASE, Dr. W. 
O. POOR & SON, Capt. C. H. WORDING, W. II. 
SIMPSON, Mr. HOLMES, N. E. House. 
A Specimen of work may be seen at A. I). Bean’s store, 
No. 0 High street, where all orders left will receive 
prompt attention. 
Prices of Work. 
Beds, called for and delivered, $2.00. if you pay your 
own trucking, $1.50; Bolsters 50c; Pillows25c. 
The machine is in operation daily in the Langworthy 
building, opposite Court House. 
Satisfaction given on trial or money refunded. 
Belfast, March H, 1SG9, C BEAN & CO., Prop’rs. 
NATIONAL 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
—OK TIIK— 
[JNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
mmm m a special act of combs. 
Al’PROVKI) .11 r.v 18*!'. 
CASH CAPITAL,-$1,000,000. 
rim ix full. 
lilMAKII WllHC. 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING 
PHILADELPHIA, 
iVhere the general business of the Company is transacted 
mdi to which all general correspondence should be ad 
1 leased, 
OFFICERS. 
LAKKXCK U. CLARK, President. 
JAY COOKE, Chairman l-lnance and Kxoeutiv.'com- 
mittee. 
HENRY" L>. COOKK. Viee-Presidi-nf. 
EMERSON W. PEET, Secretary and Actuary 
This C'oniiiau.T offerv tli«* fulluning aJDau- 
t«igr«*w 
■ t ii a National Company chariereit l.» 
ipeeial act of Congreii, 1*1^. 
It Inii a4pui<l-up capital of $1.000 000 
It otter* loir rate* of premium. 
It furni*lio* larger iit*uraiico thuii oihei 
L-ompaiiie* for tli<- niiiie money. 
It ■* iletiiiite and certain in it* term*. 
It i* a home company in every locality 
It* policie* are exempt from' attachment. 
The re are no uniiecesian restriction* in 
tlie policie*. 
Every policy i* non-forfeital»le. 
l*olicit** may lie taken «liicli pay to (lie 
iu*ured tlieir full amount, and return all 
(lie premiums, so that the insurance cost* 
only the iuterest on the annual payment* 
lNilicies may he taken that uill pay to the 
insured, after a certain number of year* 
during life, an annual income of one-tentli 
the amount named in the policy. 
iHo extra rate i* charged for risk* on the 
live* of female*. 
It insures, not to pay dividend* to policy- 
holders, hut at so loo'a cost that dividend* 
will he impossible. 
Circular*, Pamphlets and full particular* 
given on application to the Branch tidier 
of the Cuuipaiij nr to 
ROLLINS & CHANDLER, 3 Merchants' Exchange 
State Street, Boston. 
General Agents for New England. 
,J. P. TUCKER, Manager. 
-63T LOCAL AC. EXT* ABE WAXTEII in 
every City and Toon: and application* 
from competent parties for such agencies, 
with suitable endorsement, should he ad 
il rested to PEI ILO II E It* E \ 
Belfast, .Ti*, 
Special Agent for Waldo Countv. is31 
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO VEST MAKERS. 
THE UNDERSIGNED having sold out their vest Lu sincas in the towns of Winterport, Frank!, rt, Mon- 
roe and Hampden, together with all tlie debts due them 
on their Books at Winterport and Monroe Stores, would 
respectfully say that it is very important that all should 
call and settle before the accounts go out of their hands. 
4w3G* DILLAWAYS & POTK 
;Formerly DILLAWAYS & SON. 
Belfast City Bonds. 
WHAT GOOD REASONS CAN BE GIVEN, why 
the Citizens of Belfast, and of Waldo County, who have 
capital, and won <1 wish to make a permanent investment 
should not buy City ot Belfast Bonds, at ninety cents on 
the dollar? What net ter investment can they ask loi 
l will say to those, who prefer to invest in real estate, and 
take their chances of an advance in value on the same, 
that I will exchange all of my real estate in Belfast, for 
said Bonds, allowing ninety cents on the dollar, and ba- 
the price on the real estate so that I will guarantee tin- 
parties who make the exchange, can lease the -aid prop 
erty it they wish, to responsible parties, for three years, 
at 7 310 per cent., per year,) on the investment. M> 
real estate is so well known, being so near tlie centre ot 
the city, that a description of the same is unnecessary. 
Belfast, March 19, 180th ::\v .' H. E. PEIRCE 
FARM FOR SALE 
Containing about fO acres of good land 
•situate in Belfast, about *3 miles from 
tli Post Office, on road leading to Hall 
_2 Corner, lias good Buildings, Wood 
Loi and urcm.rd : eats about It. ton- of hay : is pleasantly 
situated. Will be sold on reasonable terms, a- the occa 
pant wishes to change his husinc». L. T. < uTTREl.I 
on the premises, or W. P. I1ARRIMAN. 
Marcli "J, ISO1.*. 
FURNITURE! FURNITURE! 
FIELD i MATHEWS 
No. 1 1. PHENIX Hi >\Y, 
BELFAST, 
Have a Splendid Assortment of Superior WAI.NLI 
PARLOR FURNITURE, covered with Jlair Cloth. 
Repps, &e., Dining Room Furniture, Cottage Chamber 
Furniture, Extra Hair Mattresses, .Spring Beds Solas 
Bedsteads, Chairs of all varieties In fact ever;, tiling in 
the way of Furniture. 
We manufacture most of our goods, and employ ti. 
best ot workmen, which enables us to oiler great induce 
meats to all who want really good Furniture it low prices. 
All goods ot our own manutnctuie are warranted. A:; 
sold to go into tin* country will be packed with cure and 
dispatch. Call and see. Ship Cabinet Work and turning 
of all descriptions done to order. Work shop at Bclfuc 
Foundry. 
0. D. FIELD. tfA. B. MA PilKM 
Notice of Foreclosure. 
WHEREAS, SAMUEL TREADWELL, oi Swan- ville, in the County ot Waldo, on the thirteenth 
day of May, A. D. lsi>0, by his di ed ot mortgage of that 
date, recorded in the Waldo Registry, Book loj, page » 
conveyed to George A. Peirce, ot' Frankfort, in said 
County, trustee for Catherine Peirce, tw<. certain parcels 
of land situate in said Swan ville, being t lie line premise* 
vvhidi ivere on tlie s; me day conveyed to him b> said 
George A. Peirce, In his said capacity as trustee, and tin- 
same conveyed to said Peirce by Ephraim McKeen, In 
his deed recorded in-..id Kejristry, Book 111, page 
and to said McKcen by Rufus IL Allyn, by his deed re 
corded in said Registry, vol. -page 1;. to which deed* 
and the registry thereof reference is had lor a description 
and whereas said Geor-p* A. Peirce, trustee, by bis us 
signment, recorded in said Registry, Book M", j age 161, 
and Charles II. Peirce, Administrator of the .-state oi 
said Catherine Peirce, deceased, by his assignment, r 
corded in said Registry, Book H h page 11r, assigned and 
transferred said mortgage to me,and whereas tin* condi- 
tion in said mortgage is broken, by reason wnereot 1 
claim a foreclosure. 
Dated, at Belfast, this twenty-third day of March A. D. 
18G9. MERCY A. COL’11.LARD, 
3\\38 By Joski-ii W ti.mammon, her \tt'y 
Farm at Auction ! 
rpiiK SUBSCRIBER WILL SELL AT PERIL 
A- AUCTION, on the premises, on Monday, April 2«»th 
the following property : 
One Farm, situated in Waldo, six miles from Belfast 
and two miles from Patterson's JUills, on the road from 
Belfast to Waterville, said farm contains fifty acres u 
good laud under good cultivation, good for early crops, 
and has a good pasture; also an orchard with 130 apple 
trees commencing to bear; the farm cuts twenty tons oi 
hay and lias two wells of good water. On the farm i- 
a story and a half house well finished, and with an L aua 
two sheds ; also two barns—the whole being well arranged 
for the convenience of the occupants. 
Also, one double seated express wagon, two single 
truck wagons, one sleigh, farming tools, one horse, one 
yearling colt, one yoke two years old steers, one shot- 
and two cows. 
WM. F. SHELDON. 
Waldo, March 27, 1809. 3wJ8* 
Seed Potatoes for Sale! 
11A It It ISO Y, UAEANOY, CALICO. 11 »l* 
AY' MCIBFC. ft' A It A1' <»001»It l< II, 
A YU CLNCO. 
Price for Ilio above varietieM, OO centi p**. 
peck, $l.riO per butliel.*M.OO perbarrel. 
A few Early Rose, by the pound only, at 7"* cents 
per lb. The Harrison has a smooth, white skin and flesh, 
having no hollow at the centre, and is perfect I v hardy, 
very free from rot, y ielding immense crops, front .300 to 
500 bushels to the acre, oi smooth, handsome tubers, of 
excellent quality. This variety sold readily last year lo: 
$5 per bush. Two or more kinds sent in barrel bv rail oi 
express. Address MOSES H. HUSSEY, 
Ev38 North Berwick, Me. 
FOR SALE. 
SOUR. “EBF.N HERBERT,” about 11* 
fctons, old measurement, carries MO .Yl lum- 
fber, well found in Sails, Rigging, Chains, 
Anchors, &c. Enquire of 
_ S. H, JACKSON, Tenants Harbor. 
Jauuary 5, 1869. tf2u 
A SPLENDID STOCK OF 
ROOM P ll* HRS 
just opened at J. C. THOMPSON'S and will be sold a s 
low as the lowest. 2m3? 
March 23,1869. 
0drg. 
hi; 4he (.ltownii old. 
Wo are growing old—how the thought will rise 
When 21 glance is backward cast 
< >n some long remembered spot that lies 
In the silence of the pj;st; 
it may be the shrine of our early vows, Or the tomb of early tears. 
But it seems like a lar o!F isle to us, 
In the stormy sea of years. 
Oh : wide and wild are the waves that part 
Our steps from its greenness now, 
And \v.' miss the joy of many a heart, 
And the light at many a brow; 
'• or deep o'er many a stately bark 
Have the whelming billows rolled 
1 ha? steered with us from that early mark— 
Oh. friends! we are growing old! 
(»!,j in the dimness and the dust 
< >i our daily toils and cares, 
»>!d in the wrecks of love and trust 
Which our burthened memory bears. 
Kaeli form may wear to the passing gaze 
The bloom of life’s freshness yet, 
And beams may brighten our latter days 
Which the morning never met. 
But, ah ! the changes we have seen, 
In the far and winding way, 
The graves in our paths that have grown green 
And the locks that have grown gray! 
The winter still on our own may spare 
The sable or the gold; 
But wc see their snows upon brighter hair, 
And. friends, we are growing old I 
We have gained the world’s cold wisdom now, 
We have learned to praise and fear, 
But where are living founts whose flow 
Was a joy of heart to hear? 
We «ave heard the wealth of many a clime. 
And the lore of many a page; 
But where is the hope that saw in time 
But its boundless hcritiige < 
Will it come again till the violet wakes, 
And tin woods their youth renew ? 
We have stood in the light of sunny brakes, 
Where the bloom is deep and blue. 
And our souls'might joy in the spring time then, 
But the joy was faint and cold; 
F <t it could never give us youth again 
< ■! hearts that are growing old. 
The Return of Dr Mudd. 
Dr Mudd is described as a little above the 
middle height, with a reddish mustache aud 
chin whisker, a high forehead aud attenuat- 
ed uose. He is thirty-five years of age and 
penniless. On a recent interview with a 
V V. Herald reporter he narrated the story 
of Booth’s corning to his house on that fatal 
April night, saving that he represented 
himself as on a journey from Richmond to 
Washington. The Doctor was first intro- 
duced to Booth in November, 18G4, and 
did not see him .again until the following 
Christmas when tfie latter called upon him 
aud desired an introduction to John H. Sur- 
ratt. lie says: “Booth and I walked 
along the avenue three or four blocks, when 
ve suddenly came across Surratt and Weiclr- 
man. aud all four having become acquaint- 
ed we adjourned to the National Hotel aud 
iiad around of drinks. The witnesses in 
my ease swore that Booth and I moved to 
a corner of the room and were engaged for 
an hour or so in secret consultation. That 
was a barefaced lie. The whole four of us 
were in loud and open conversation all the 
time we were together, aud when we separ- 
ated we four never met again.” During 
bis call at the Doctor’s house, Booth men- 
tioned the route he intended to take, but 
afterwards altered his mind. The Doctor 
told the soldiers what Booth had said, aud 
was accused of seekiug to lead them astray. 
lie is very bitter in his denunciation of the 
military commission before which he was 
tried. "The witnesses perjuredthemselves, 
and while I was sitting there in that dock, 
listening to their monstrous falsehood, I 
felt ashamed of my species aud lost faith 
forever in all mankind. That uaen could 
stand up in that court and take an oath be- 
fore Heaven to tell the truth, and the next 
moment sot themselves to work to swear 
away by downright perjur the liie of a 
fellow man was a tiling that I in my inno- 
cence ot the world never thought possible. After 1 was convicted and sent away to the 
)>iy 1'ortugas, a confession was got up by 
Secretary Stanton, purporting to have been 
made by me to C’apt. Dutton on board the 
steamer, and afterwards appended to the 
ollicial report of my trial. This was one 
of the most infamous dodges practiced 
against me, and was evidently intended as 
a justification for the illegality of my cou- 
\iction. 1 never made such a confession, 
and never could have made it, even if I 
tried. I lie Doctor talked at considerable 
length on many other topics connected with 
his imprisonment. In replying to the re- 
mark that his feelings must have been great- 
ly exercised at coming within sight of his 
"Id home and meeting his wife once more, 
lie said with visible tremor, that words were 
entirely inadequate to express the over- 
whelming emotions tliut tilled his mind. 
from Arequipa, Peru, which was de- 
-troyed by the great earthquake, we learu 
tlm; at times a most ominous subterraneous 
rumbling noise is heard there, and that the 
reconstruction of the ruined dwellings is 
making but slow progress, on account of 
the many strong earthquakes happening 
daily and frightening the people to an ex- 
tent that quite a number coutiuue camping 
mit in the fields, even in this inclement sea- 
son. sooner than trusting themselves with- 
in town. 
An irrepressible boy of five years, who 
was always compelled to keep quiet ou Sun- 
day, having grown weary toward the close 
of a Sabbath day, frankly and honestly ap- 
proached his excellent hut rather strict fa- 
ther, and gravely said; “Pa, let’s have a 
liitle spiritual fun.” This was too much, 
not only for the gtavity but for the strictness 
of t he father, and tor once be “let natur ca- 
per” until bedtime. 
Josh Billings was asked, “How fast does 
sound travel ? and his idea is that it depeuds 
a good deal upon the noise you aie talking about. “The sound of a dinner horn, for 
instance, travels half u mile in a second, ''bile an iuvitashuu to git up in the morn- 
ing i have known to be 3 quarters uv an 
hour goiu up 2 pair of stairs, and thou not 
hev strength left to he heard.” 
Gen. Dent is American Lord Chamberlain of 
tbe White House, under Grant. Gen Badeau 
opens Grant’s letters, and two other epaulettcd individuals are; on duty at the Whito House. 
We beat Mexico and the South American Re- 
publics all hollow in the way of epauletes. 
A Cleveland (0.) woman has had seven hus- 
bands in eight years. One was kilted in the 
army, and another was killed In a street fight, and the balance are alive, four of them hiving been divorced. A seventeen years old daugh- 
ter of this woman has been twice married and 
divorced, and is now ready for more matrimo- 
nial experience. 
A wretch, who claims to know the rich men 
1,1 Cincinnati and St. Louis, says that the great want of each city is about thirty-live drst class luuerais. 
Kansas farmers are afraid of another grass- hopper plague, as large numbers of eggJliave been deposited in many places. 
The “Bread and Butter Brigade” is rapid- ly moving on the Government works. These 
hungry fellows are determined to “con- 
quer or die.” 
The most extraordinary circumstance con- 
nected with the appointment of Surveyor aud 
Collector of New York is, that neither of the 
appointees is related to either Grant or Wash- 
liurne. 
The heirs of Noali Webster receive #25,000 
annually from the sale of his Dictionary. 
Ita 5,bb trtt s ent cuts. 
%*** r*> v1** 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ «$ ^ 
To the Working Class:—I am now prepared to 
furnish all classes with constant employment at their 
homes the whole of the time, or for the spare moments. 
Business new, light and profitable. Fifty cents to $5 
per evening, is easily earned by persons of either sex, 
and the boys and girls earn nearly as much as men. Great 
inducements are offered those who will devote their whole 
time to the business: and, that every person who secs 
this notice may send me their address and test the busi- 
ness themselves, I make the following unparalleled oiler: 1 To all who are not well satisfied with the business, I will 
send 81 to pay for the trouble of writing me. Full par- 
ticulars, directions, &c.. sent free. Sample sent by mail 
for lucts. Address E. C. Allen, Augusta, Me. 
JLOEMTS WAITED FOB THE 
BLUE-COATS 
And how they Lived, Fought and Died for the Union■ > 
tcilh Scenes and Incidents in the Great Rebellion. 
1 Comprising narratives of Personal Adventure, Thril' 
ling Incidents, Daring Exploits, Heroic Deeds, Won* 
derful Escapes, Life in the Camp, Field and Hospital, 
Adventures of Spies and Scouts, with the Songs, Ballads, 
Anecdotes and Humorous Incidents of the War. 
It contains over 100 fine Engravings and is the spiciest 
and cheapest war book published. Price only $2.50 per 
copy. Send for circulars and see our terms, and full 
description of the work. Address NATIONAL PUB- 
LISHING CO., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Acsexts w aited for goldei SUEAYEM.-This work abounds in thrilling 
sketches, moral tales, strange occurrences, gems of 
thought, strains of eloquence, stirring incidents, rich 
repartees and choicest specimens of the purest literature, 
pleases all, offends none. Price very low. Address ZEIG- 
LEK, McCUKDY if Co. Philadelphia, Pa. 
GLEIWOOD LADIES’ SERII4RY. West Bnittlelioro. Vermont .—William 
A. Kinnk, M. A., Principal. Prof. Cii. F. Sciiusler, 
Instructor in Instrumental Music. Instruction given in 
Vocal Music, Drawing. Painting and Gymnastics. Able 
Assistants arc employed in every department. The Spring 
Session begins Monday, April 19, 18G9. The Fall Session 
begins Monday, September 20, 18(10. The building* will 
be open for summer boarders and for a class in Dr. Lewis' 
New Gymnastics, Monday, duly 19. 1809. Address R. E. 
IIOSFOKD, West Brattleboro’, Yt. 
THE DOLLAR SUN! 
CUARJLEM A. DAIA'.§ PAPER. 
The cheapest, neatest, and most readable of New York 
journals. Everybody likes it. Three editions. Daily, 
8emi-Weekly,and Wei xly, at $0 $2 and $1 a year. 
Full reports of markets, agriculture, and Farmers’and Fruit Grower*’ Clubs, and a complete story in every 
Weekly and Semi-Weekly number. A valuable present 
to every subscriber. Solid for specimen, with premi- 
um list. 
I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher Sun, New York 
EiTABI,fi$lBEI> 1830. 
Saws! Saws ! 
Saws gaws 
Saws Saws 
WELCH & GRIFFITHS. 
MANUFACTURERS, 
Also New England Agent? for the 
CELEBRATED 
“ RED JACKET AXE,'’ 
(Collmrn'A l'uteiit. Cannot l>e excelled. 
Will cut 25 per cent, more than any other, with less labor. 
OFFICE ANI) SALESROOM, 
WANTED, AGENTS., 
where, male and female, to introduce the GENUINE 
IMPROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING 
MACHINE. This machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,' 
quilt, cord, braid and embroider in a most superior man- 
ner. Price only $lfe. Fully warranted lor live years. We will pay $1000 tor any machine that will sew a strong- 
er, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. It 
makes the Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch 
can be cut, and still the cloth cannot be pulled apart with- out tearing it. We pay Agent? lrom ^75 to $200 per month and expenses, ora commission from which twice 
that amount can be made. Address SECO MB & CO, 
Pittsnuhuh, Pa., Boston, Mass, or Sr. Louis, Mo! dilution.—Do not be imposed upon by other parties palming olF worthless cast-iron machines, under tin same 
name or otherwise. Ours is the only genuine and really practical cheap machine manufactured, 
Rose Potato. 
ONE lb. CHILI sont by mail, post-paid, $1. « d:.-. 
EAKL^ KOSE, scut by mail, j.-j- 
paid, on. Host Spring Wheat in 
the world; the earliest and must, pro- ductive Corn; wonderful vi< ldiug (.fats 
—while and black—weighing l.‘> pounds 
to the bushel, Spring liarlet ; Grass 
Seeds; Fowls ; Eggs Hogs; the great 
w-u tuner. X liUJor tin* E.\ PERIMENTAL FARM JOURNAL—wos/ valuable MagtrJaeissucd in thin coun- 
try-only $1.60 jut year. .Subscribe if you want to make 
your farm pay. Address 
CEO. A. DE1T/, ClIAJIliKUSUL'HG. I'A. 
(tin * WAV to agent.- selling Sii.vlh's Patent *9 Elastic Blooms. Horace Creety <avs '• I pro* diet its success.” CLEGG Sc CO., 3s Cortlandt st., N, Y. 
$3000 Salary. Address l .S. Piano Co., X. Y. 
NEBRASKA, its soil, climate, people, Sec. A pampb- let tor 35c. Address Cr.orsv & Bain, Lincoln, Neb. 
\ VI AWTEW lor the only steel engrav- 
-L.V. ingot Wen. <«ian! and his lainilv, published with their approval. .‘Size 15x10. Address GOODSPKKD 
& CO., 37 Park Row, New York. 
ft it A VS 
N. E. Real Estate Journal. 
Published at No. 4 Scollaj’s Building, Boston, contains I matters of interest to the Owners, Purchasers, and Sell- 
ers ot every description of Real Estate throughout the 
country. Issued semi-monthly, on the 1st and 15th ot 
every month, at $1 per annum. Send 5c. tor specimen 
copy. 
Vinegar from Cider, Wine, 
IWLOE ASSES 016 SOIUrlBi S'.tS 
In ten hours, without using acids or drugs. For terms and other intorm uion. address 
SAGE \INEGAR WORKS, Cromwell, Conn. 
W ANTED AGENTS 
TO.sell Tin.: aju:hk n\irm(, .iV 1 * ] nc<- Die simplest, cheapest and best Knitting Machine ever invented. Will knit 20 ooo 
stitches per minute. Liberal inducements to Agents Address A M E it IC A N K N1T11 N (1 M A Cl 11N E CO 
Boston, Mass., or .St. Louis, Mo. 
ASM jour llodor or Drutrcl^t for 
SWEET RtTXlXE—it equals (bitter) Quinine. Is made only by F. STEARNS, Chemist, Detroit. 
TlIfHTl IE.ARM* Experience in the Treatment of t hronic aiul Sexual F»i«- 
««*<*»•—I’hysiolor/icni l ien: nr Mnrr'mqc.—The cheap- est book ever published—containing nearly MOO pages, and j 13u line plates and engravings of the anatomy oAlie hu- ■ 
man organs in a state ot health and disease, with a treat- j ise on early errors, its deplorable consequence upon the mind and body, with the author's plan ot treatment-the 
only rational and successful mode ot cure, as shown by a report ot cases treated. A truthful adviser to the mar- 
ried and those contemplating marriage who entertain j doubts of their physical condition. Sent free of postage j to any address on receipt ot 25 cents, in stamps or postal ! 
currency, by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden 1 Lane, Albany, N. \ The author may bo consulted upon 
any of the diseases upon which his books treat, either personally or by mail, and medicines sent to any part of ihe world. 1 
A Valuable Medical Book! 
Contain,?g imfoiitant m ysiological IJNbURMA 1 ION to young men contemplating 
« th° 
Comfort, Convenience, Safety 
TO THE MARRIED, 
OR those contemplating marriage, an indispensible ar- ticle will be sent by mail, securely enclosed without 
risk of detection. It can be washed when soiled and 
with proper care will last three months. Inclose fifty cents for one, or $1 for three. Please advise the sex tor 
which required. Address 1*. O. Box 1004, Boston, Mass. 
FOR 8100 PER LINE 
We will insert an advertisement in one thousand 
Bcwipaperi, one month. The list includes sin- 
gle Paper* of over 103,000 Circulation 
woelily, more than EOO llaily Paper*, in which 
the advertiser obtains 24 insertions to the month, and the 
leading Paper* in more than 300 differ- 
ent towns and cities. Complete Eiles can he examined at our office. Send Stamp for Cir- 
cular. Address GHO. I*. ROWELL & CO., Advertising Agents, New York. 
FOR SALE. 
THE SUBSCRIBER HAS ON HAND 200 BBLS. °7 ORGIE BAIT—late caught and In good order, Those, desirous of having good bait tor a Spring Trip, Id do well to call. ALVIN G. BEVERAGE. Pulpit Harbor, North Haven, March 10, ibdo. 3d 
LAZARUS & MORRIS, 
Pr ctical Opticians and Oculists, 
HARTFORD, CONN., 
Have appointed 
Mr. C. HERVEY, 
Jeweler and Watchmaker, 
1IEIFA8T, ME., 
Sole Agent for the sale of their 
Celebrated Perfected 
SPE€TA€L£S 
Which have been extensively used in the New Eng- land States the past eight years, and for which they claim the undermentioned advantages over those in ordinary 
use, the proof of which maybe seen in their constantly increasing business during a residence in Hartford of 
eight years, 
1st. That from the perfect construction of the Lenses, they assist and preserve the sight, rendering frequent changes unnecessary. 
Sid. That they confer a brilliancy and distinctness of vision, with an amount of ease and comfort not hitherto 
enjoyed by spectacle wearers. 
3d. That the material from which the Lenses are 
ground is manufactured especially for optic purposes, and 
is pure, hard and brilliant, and not liable to become 
scratched. 
4th. That the frames in which they are set, whethe gojd, silver or steel, arc* of the finest quality and finish, and guaranteed perfect in every respect. 
They are the only spectacles THAT 
Preserve as ivcll as Assisi the Sight 1 
and are cheapest, because the best, always lasting many 
years without change being necessary. One of the Firm will visit at the Store of their 
Agent every three months, tor the purpose ot fitting tlissc having difficult sights, where any spectacles sola by their Agent during the interval will be exchanged free ot charge if not properly fitted. 
f'#’ We employ no Peddlers ly40 
JO -Ft. COOK’S 
TOOTH ACHE AND AGUE CURE, 
TEN years ago my little daughter came into my office suffering intensely with tne Tooth ache, and im 
plored relief. Creosote and Oil Cloves, the usual rcme 
dies, were suggested to my mind, but these I judged were too harsh and unsafe lor her tender years, fortu* natelv a bott le ot this mixture which I had prepared es- pecially tor Neuralgia, Nervous Headache, &c., was at hand, I saturated a piece of cotton and inserted in the 
aching tooth, and to my utter astonishment, in 
LESS THAN FIVE MINUTES, 
the pain-was entirely removed. Since then I have pre- scribed it in quite a thousand cases, and in no instance- 
except in ulceration of the nerve, when relief was par t tally obtained—lias it to mv knowledge failed to trivu almost 
IM M E r> IA T E R E I I E F. 
In soreness of the gums or ague in the face, it is unex- 
celled. And added to all this, its innocent effects on the 
system, it will not injure an infant to swallow it, but on the eontrarv, it i» an admirable carminative. In cas- 
es of 
Neuralgia ant) Nervous Headache, 
apply to the parts affected with a sponge or rag. 
And now poor sufferer, with the most provoking of all pains poor human nature is liable to, try this remedy, and it you don t experience immediate relief from pain—If tne nerve is not ulcerated—account me an imposter and cheat. It, on the contrary, you get relief, manifest your gratitude to me in telling the fact to your neighbor, and 
your gratitude to God, that He graciously created the circumstances to develop this splendid remedy. 
Prepared solely by the accidental discoverer and pro- prietor, and tor sale by dealers in Medicine everywhere. 
CS-. G OOK, 
tli. 
Oily Drni Store, Rockland. Me. 
velocipedes! 
Of all the Various Styles, 
ARK BIANUFACTURKD BY 
WM. P. SARGENT A CO., 
CARRIAGE BUILDERS, 
BOSTON. 
Tlie Public ami the Trade can 
non be promptly supplied. 
S 14 Sudbury Street, 
(_ 155 Tremont Street, 
BOSTON. 
Mill ch 1, ISO'.'. 3m3-i 
Lessons in Wax Flowers. 
\ T I SS. K. B. PRATT will give lessons in the art of A_ making Wax Flowers to those desiring instruction Booms at Mrs. Walker’s, Cross street. .Specimens of her work may be seen at the stores ot Win, O, Poor & Son and Timothy Thorndike. 
Belfast, March 22, 180'.). 3W37 
FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE 
THE BEST FAMILY SEW 
INO MACHINE IN THE 
WORLD. Making four dis- 
tinct stitches. Each stitch be- 
ing alike on both sides ot the 
fabric. Jtis almost noiseless. 
The needle easily adjusted. It 
lias the celebrated rev< rsible 
Iced motion, which by simply turning a thumb screw the 
work will run either to the 
right or left, to fasten the end 
ot seams. It will hem, fell, 
bind, braid, gather and sew on a rullleat the same time, and quilt without marking. 
Also oil, rubber, needles &c. For sale by Mrs. C. F. 
MORISON, Belfast, who will be happy to show the ma- 
chine to all, who will call at her house, where thevare 
kept constantly on hand. 
Belfast, Feb! 10. 1S»*8. tf31 
s. 33. ailiLUM, 
HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE, 
SION & ORNAMENTAL 
HP a i n t e r . 
GRAINING, GLAZING, GILDING, auJ l’APER HANGING executed in the neatest style, SHIP’S CABINS Grained, varnished and polished in the most 
Modern and Best Style. BLINDS painted at a lower 
Price than can he done at any other .shop; if done belore 
till' 1st of April or May. Also, CARRIAGE PAINT- 
ING at the lowest CASH prices. 
K|g»|> on tVavliiuploii Nt. Ilelfum, Mo. 
ti'n-iO S. B. GILLUM. 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
THIS INSTITUTION is now prepared to receive De- posits in Sums of One Dollar and upwards, at the Banking Room, No. 18 Main St. (Formerly Bank of Com- 
merce Room.) 
Interest allowed on deposits of Five Dollars and over. 
ASA FAUNCE, President. John II. Qltjmbv, Treas. 
Belfast, Feb. 15, 1809. 4f,tf 
CAUTION 
To Females in Delicate Health. 
DU. now, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endi- cott St., Boston, is consulted daily for all diseas- 
es incident to the female system. Prolapsus Uteri or tailing of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new 
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a 
very few days. So invariably certain is this new mode 
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under it, and the aniictcd person soon rejoices in perfect health. Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the 
cure of diseases of women than auy other physician In Boston. J 
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment. 
Dr. Dow, since 1815, having confined his whole atten- 
tion to an office practice for the cure of Private Diseases 
and r emalc Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the United States. 
N. B—All letters must contain one dollar, or they will not be answered. 
Office hours from 8 A. m. to 9 I*, m. 
Boston, July 25,18C8, ly4 
jSimonton 
I 
BROTHERS & CO. 
TAKE pleasure iu announcing to the citizens of 
BELFAST AND VICINITY 
THAT THEY ARE NOW 
OPENING 
AN ENTIRELY 
NEW ANI> <1101(1: 
ASSORTMENT OF 
DRESS GOODS, 
WHITEGOODS, 
SHAWLS, 
Cloaks and Cloakings, 
HOSIERY, 
GLOVES, 
WORSTEDS, 
NOTIONS, &c. 
AT THE 
SPACIOUS and well LIGHTED 
STORE, 
FURNISHED AND FITTED 
Expressly for them, in the 
NEW AND ELEGANT 
I 
BRICK BLOCK, 
ERECTED THE LAST SEASON BY 
AXEL HAYFORI), Esq., 
ON 
Church Street. 
an inspection of our 
GOODS AND PRICES 
is RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED. 
SIMONTON BRO’S, & 00. 
Belfast, December 9th, 1868. 
Panora m a 
OF 
W ON D E RS ! 
J AM overwhelmed ! There is nothing, 
ancient or modern, to compare with it— 
nothing. I am overwhelmed with its vast 
pow'er, its extensive range, and the count- 
less wonders which it panoramas before me. 
For four years the uninterrupted stream has 
continued to pour iu upon me, daily in- 
creasing in volume and power. Here comes 
a letter from Jos. D. Ayres of East Greens- 
boro, Vt., telling me of the cure of his 
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Lung 
Troubles and Catarrh, dy the POSIT- 
IVE AND NEGATIVE POW- 
DERS; and here comes one from N. 
Church, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, saying that 
the NEGATIVE POWDERS have 
cured a child of- Deafness of six years 
duration. There is a letter from A. Ttile- 
brook, of Matagorda, Texas, who rejoices 
that the POSITIVE AND NEGA- 
TIVE POWDERS have cured his child 
of Cholera Morbus, his wife of Chills 
and Fever and Enlarged Spleen, and 
his neighbor of Neuralgia ; and there is 
one from Mrs. M. Calvin, of Dauby Four 
Corners, t., informing me that the POS- 
ITIVE AND NEGATIVE FOW 
DERS have cured her husband of Jaun- 
dice, and of that unmanageable disease, 
Diabetes, her daughter of Erysipelas, 
aud herself of Neuralgia. Iu otic case 
it is a lady iu Sacramento, Cal., who is 
cured of Catarrh by the POWDERS, 
and who straightway administers them to 
others and “cures up Spasms, Fevers, 
Measles, and fairly routs everything;’ 
in another case, as reported by Mrs. P. W. 
Williams, of Waterville, Ale., it is a lady 
whose eyesight is restored from a. state of 
Blindness caused by a shock of Palsy 
two years before. Away off iu Marysville, 
Cal., Thomas 15. Attkissou, who has the 
Chills, buys a box of SPENCa’S POS- 
ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POW- 
DERS of a passing tin peddler, and though 
having “no more conlideuce in them than 
so much dust,” yet they “cure his chills like 
a charm ;” aud John Wreghit, nearer by, at 
East \\ aluut Hill, Ohio, lias a great aild 
unexpected wonder worked on 
him by tho POWDERS, they cure him 
of :t Rupture of twen.y-five years dura-! 
tiou, to say nothing of Ins cured Rheu- 
matism, From the east, Mrs. X. S. Da- 
vis, of \\ est Cornville. Me., reports that 
the doctors declare that Mrs. Melvin Lin- 
coln must die in three days, nud 
thereupon she takes the POWDERS, and 
in four days is seated at the break- 
fast table, with her family ; from the 
West, 0. L. Child, of Decorah, Iowa, re- 
ports that tlie box scut to Mr. Moore put 
him on his feet again, and the box 
sent to himself cured his wife of Kidney 
Complaint, and his grandson o f Croup. 
On the one baud, Nelson S. Woods, of; 
Swan City, Neb., shouts that die POW- 
DERS have “have knocked his 
rheumatism higher than a kite 
on the other, a ueighbor of II. Webster, ot 
Last Pembroke, C. Y., declares that lie 
will not take one hundred dollars for his 
half box of Powders, because with the oth- 
er half he cured his Cough and Kidney 
Complaint of four years standing. Seth j 
I'obey, ot 1 uunel City, YY is., has his hear- 
ing restored ; and Jacob L. Sargent, of 
Plainview, Minn., has his sore lips Oi 
fifty years duration cured by a single I 
box of the POSITIVES. But enough. | 
The panorama is endless. The stream flows 1 
onward, a living, moving demonstration of 
the power of SPENCE’S POSITIVE 
AND NEGATIVE POWDERS, ami 
their mission of mercy to humanity. 
a host inn mari i, neiiiciiii. 
SO SltEST VET' SO KI I ICACIOI S A 
penetrating, deep-searching, irresistible curative agent, standing alone, unrivalled, without an ciiu.d. TI* I' 
POSITIVE AVIS VEI-ATTIK PO1« 
IS Eli* strike at the root of iliMuor: yet thy do no violence to tlie system, causing no purging, no vomiting, uo nausea, no narcotising. They Mooihe 
a»<l charm ami magnetite, and steal into tlie 
centres of vitality, flooding them with currents of new 
•tie, and bathing them in streams of magnetism'which give health, strength, vigor and elasticity to both body tind mind. 
XIIE POSITIVi: IMS WISE It* AHK 
*001111 V IS A V IS 1! At. V ETTt'. T hey lull 
ami hush the most sleepless and restless inind'or the 
most agonized body into the sweet slumber ol childhood 
and the gentle sleep of infancy. Tlie, are all povv- erful in controlling Spasms, Cramps, Convulsions, Fits, St. V ilus’ Dance and Colic. They allay Fevers 
and Inflammations acute or chronic. Tliry cui-e iilieu- 
tnatism, Bronchitis. Coughs, Colds, Croup, Diabetes, and I A flections of tile Kidneys. They put a vein on 
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, liowel Complaints, Nausea, Vom- 
iting. They charm away Neuralgia, Sciatica, Tic 
Douloureaux, Headache, Toothache, Earache, and l'ains of all kinds. They cure Indigestion, Heartburn, Sour Stowiaeh and Dyspepsia in every form. They arc 
a .ileuthiit sure sucres, in all Female Diseases 
and Weaknesses. Thousands of patients report them to be tlie he,t medicine ever lived in tlie above dis- 
eases, ns well ns in Catarrh, Scrofula, Erysipelas, Small 
Fox, Measles, Scarlet Fever, and kindred "Alfeciions. 
THE NEGATIVE PO IT IIE It * AUE 
STI.ntl.ATT.Vk AVI* EI.ECXUIC. They (give strength anil ftevihilitv to tlie palsied or paralyzed muscle or limb. They open the vision ot the blind amaurotic eye. They tinicken and electrify the paralyzed nerve, ami the lost sense is re- 
stored, thus causing the deaf to hear again, at d bringing back tlie sense of Taste, Smell or of Feeling. They 
rouse the vital energies of the patient in Typhoid and fyptius Fevers, and the prostration of death speed- ily gives way to the vigor and buoyancy of health. In Fever and Ague in all of ils forms, tlie IMS* ST- 
IVE AID NEGATIVE POWBERS know 
no such thing as fail—the Negatives for Hie Chills 
tho Positives lor tlie Fever. 
The magic control of the Positive and 
Negative Ponders over diseases of all 
kinds, is nonderfu! hevond all precedent. 1 hoy are adapted to all ages and botli sexes, and to ev- 
ery variety of disease, and in these respects thov are 
rill: kllEATEST l AIIILY IWEMCINE III' THE AkE. 
PIITSKT AAN extol them. Akl:\TS are de- lighted with them. 1C It t <„ <„ 1ST* tind ready s-ilo [or them. Printed terms to Agents and Physicians sen (roe. 
Full explanations and directions accompany each Itox. special written directions will be sent free, if a brief description of the disease is given. Circulars sent free. 
Hailed, postpaid on receipt of price. 
f 1 llov,4-l l*o». lNioder*, $1, 
J 1 44- I¥e$r. 1 
1 '£'£ «V BTee. 1. 
| lioxes, ....... 
IM “  
Sums of fb or over, sent by mail, should he either in die form of Post Olfice Money Orders, or Drafts on Mew ork, or rise the letter should be registered. 
Jlo««,*v uiuiiHl to UN In at our risk, 
OFFICE, 
NO. 371 ST. MARKS PLACE 
Now York.. 
iddrtnu, 
PROF. PAYTON SPENCE, M.D., 
BOX MW, SEW SOUK ( ITS. 
For sale also by Druggists gon- 
?£a j y°ur druggist has not the Powders, send your money at 
ance to Prof. Spence’s address, as 
above, and the Powders will 
oe forwarded to you, postpaid, by return mail. J 
ly« 
i WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr.. L.DIX, 
r if failing to cure in less time than any other physician, more effectually and permanently, with 
'loss restraint from occupation or less exposure to all 
weather, with safe and pleasant medicines. 
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS, 
j Their effects and consequences; 
| SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS, 
Incident to Married and Single Ladies 
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS; 
Mercurial Affections;^ Eruptions and all diseases of the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitu- 
tional and other Weaknesses ;n youth and the mon ad- 
vanced, at all ages, ot 
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE Oil MARRIED. 
I»R. li. Ill VS 
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE, 
*1 Emlicott Street, Bostou. X3 
I is 30 arranged That patients never see or hear each other. 1 Recollect, the only entrance to his office is Xo, n. hav- 
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no family interruption, so that on no account can :.n. person hesitate applying at his office. 
DR. D1 \ 
boldly asserts, rand it cannot be contradicted, except by quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them selves, to impose upon patients,) that lie 
IS THE ONLY KH(H I..IK <. i:.\ lit ATE FIIYCGA:,’ 
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON. 
SIXTEEN YEARS 
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well 
known to many Citizens, Publishers, M. Telia: Hotel 
Proprietors, &c., that he is much, recommended, and par- 
ticularly to 
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS. 
To avoid and escape imposition ot foreign and native 
quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other large 
cities, 
* 
DR. DIX 
proudly refers to Professor.-; and respectable Phvsiciuus- 
many of whom consult him in critic al cases, because of 
his acknowledged sk;iland reputation, attained through 
so long experience, practice,and observation. 
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE, be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being dece ived 
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, faDe'~promist and pretentions of 
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS, 
who know little of the nature and character of Special Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which never existed 
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas o! the 
Dead, how obtained, unknown: not onlv assuming and advertising in names of those inserted In the diplomas, but to further their impost: ion assume names of othi 
ebrated physicians long since dead. Neither b< deceive,l 
by 
QUACK NOSTRI M MAKERS, 
through false certificates and references, and recommend 
at ions of their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose 
or contradict them; or win besides, to further their im- 
positions, copy from medical books, much that is written 
of the qualities and ell* cts of differ,-nt herbs and plants, 
and ascribe all the same to their Fills, Extracts, Specilics &c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because 
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,*" but n iw 
known to kill more than is cured,-' and those not 
killed, constitutionally injured for life, 
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND 
NOSTRUM-MAKERS. 
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing 
no other remedy, he relies upon Mfuci'Hy, and gives p to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, itc., so the Nostrum- 
maker, equally ignorant, adds to Ids so-called Extracts, 
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its effetsin 
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various 
ways throughout the land; but, alas! nothing is ^aid of 
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse am! 
are left to linger and sutler for months or years, until re- 
lieved or cured, if posssible, by competent physicians. 
BUT ALL QUACKS ARK NOT IGNORANT. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to 
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless of the life and health of others, there are* those among them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving 
mercury to their patients, or that p is contained in their 
nostrums, so that the “usual lee" may be obtain, d foi 
professedly curing, or “the dollar.-’or fro tion of ,t," 
may he obtained for the nostrum. 1; i> tlum the many 
ure deceived, also, and spend image amounts bar 
ments with qua« kerv, 
DR. DIX’S 
charges arc very moderate. Communiv.iiions s.u-.'-dly confidential, and all may rely on him wit!i tin strii te.-'t 
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the dm e(,n 
ditio" or situation of any one, married oi singb- 
Medic’nos sent by Mail and Ex pro.- :all p.ir! d tin 
L nited States, 
All letters requiring advic*. mu.-t contain om do,; n-it 
insure an answer. 
Address Du. L. Dix, No. "i Endicott .St. Bust. M. 
Boston Jan. 1 ISO.'-I \ r 
LOMBARD, 
DENTIST 
OFFICE OVER II. H. JOHNSON’S STORE, 
PIKtATX 1IOU, DiELI lhT ys A ■ Xi K. 
Having bought out dr. burgess, he will be happy to wait on his old customers and the 
public generally. Teeth tilled and restored to rlieir orig- 
inal shape. Teeth with exposed ueives treated arid tilled. 
Artificial teeth of the best quality in-cried at reasonable 
rates. Gold and Silver Plate tak* n in exehnnge. Ail 
work warranted. Teeth extracted wit.hunt pain it desir< ■ !. 
G. F. I.OMBARD. 
REFERENCES. 
d«»ll.\ D. EINCOEN M. i »., Bnm- viek .!. !l. Id >.M 
BARD. Dentist, Bnm.-w u ■!. : \. V. MU' \El- 
eh uit Brunswick : A. G. TI.N'Md, l-.Gii.-r Bnm-vi.-k 
ielegrapli |{. 11 Cl A \ INCH \ .• I '! j. \\ 
OWEN St. C. O BRIEN. M. D •«,; U 
NOTI O 113 a 
ON AND AF 1 11K 
Tuesday, MbivIl 1-Vih, 
THE STEAMER 
C A. Tvl 33 Pc X ID 
r. jm. 
Ill ll’KMNG Wiii !. ,i\. I «>N -v.rv IKIDAV. 
at 5 o'clock, 1*. M. (ii-o, i;. H'KU,- 
Belfast, March J, 1 Sou \ 
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, 
For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, 
such as Coughs, Colds, Whooping 
Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma, 
and Consumption. 
Probably never before in tv wlmlr ; .■ 
medicine, has mi\ thing wn m> u id< 1.- mu! .> tied ;• 
upon tile confidence of mnnki id, ;tk n«,- «• \. i;. 
remedy lor pulmonary complain; riirou.ii a !• ,i.: 
series of years, and among m > -! of the race <>t 
men it has risen higher and higher in ilieir edmu. 
tion, as it has become better known, it' uniiwim 
character and power to cure the various affections 
of the lungs and throat, have mat ie it know n as a tv- 
liable protector against tlu-m. While adapted i.j 
milder forms of disease and to young children, ii i; 
at the same time the most effectual remedy that vm 
be given for incipient consumption, ami the dan- 
gerous affections of the throat and lungs. A' a pro. 
vision against sudden attacks of Croup, u -h '.. l 
be kept on hand in every family, and indeed a .1 
are sometimes subject to colds and com.h-, 
should be provided with this amidolo for thorn 
Although settled Consumption U thought in- curable, still great numbers or ca «■ where the d; 
ease seemed settled, have been e-»s:pletelv «*u«n•« 1, 
and the patient restored to sound health' by the 
Cherry Pectoral. So complete .s its music! ', 
over the disorders of the Lungs and Throat, th.it 
the most obstinate of them yield to it when m.;..- 
ing else could reach them, under the Cherry J\ 
tornl they subside and disappear. 
Singers and Public Speakers lind great pro- 
tection from it. 
Asthma is always relieved and often wh. 
cured by it. 
Jironc/iitis is generally cured by taking the 
Cherry Pectoral in small and frequent df-c-. 
J>o generally are its virtues known tha; we m-. d 
not publish the eertiilcates of them here, or do iv ■> 
than assure the public that its qualities are f..i:y 
maintained. 
Ayer’s Ague Cure, 
For Fever and Ague, Intermittent Fever, Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb 
Ague, Periodical or Rilious Fever, Ho., 
and Indeed all the affections which arise 
from malarious, marsh, or miasmatic 
poisons. 
As its name implies, if docs Cure, and does not 
fail. Containing neither Arscnit'.tjiiininc, Bismuth, Zinc, nor any other mineral or poisonous substance 
Whatever, it in nowise injures any patient. The number and importance of its cures' in the ague di s- 
tricts, are literally beyond account, and \n believe without a parallel in the history of Amu- medicine. Our pride is gratified by the acknowledgments v. r receive of the radical cures effected hi obstinate 
cases, and where other remedies bad wholly failed. 
Vimreliniated persons, either resident' in, or 
travelling through miasmatic localities, will be pro- 
tected by taking the .Kil l; ('mu; daily. 
For Liver Complaints, arising from liiriiidiiv 
of the Liver, it is an excellent remedy, stimulating the Liver into healthv activity. 
For Bilious Disorders and Liver Complaints, it is 
an excellent remedy, producing mnnv truly re- 
markable cures, where oltu r medicine.- had failed 
Prepared bv Du. C. AYF.lt & Co., Practical 
and Analytical Chemists, Lowell, Mas- ed ..old 
allround the world. 
piiick. $i.oo pi:it hottli:. 
F'or sab- by all Druggistsin Belfast, 
Boston and Penobscot River 
MERCHANTS 1JN E. 
T,u: Steamship 1* 7H T1 12IIETTM, 
will leave Rowe’s Wlni t. Boston, tor l'.an- 
yjiji—n ,i e*. yor every Thursday at r.' M., touching at 
Belfast, Sandy l’oint, Bucksport at .1 Winterport. Re- 
turning will leave W intorport ev« Monday, at t< 1j A. 
M., touching at the above ports. I n ight taken at rea- 
sonable rates. 
H. W. LE1VIN A « «>.. %»«Mit*. 
Ho. Wain Ailrvet. 
Belfast,.Oct. 20* ltltf 
FISHING SCHOONER 
FOR SALK LOW. The Schooner Sen- 
ator, 35 tons 0. M. in good order, well 
fouud in Sails, Cable and Fishing Goar. 
Apply to K. B. GAKDXBR, 
2Htt Bucksport, Me. 
| Speer’s 
Standard 
Wine Bitters 
I 
I FOR SPRING USE, FOR THE WEAK, FOR 
the pale, for the sickly, for 
THE AGED, FOR FEMALES! 
-Yu Hithrs to Equal Them 
Speer's Standard Wine 
BITTERS? 
MADE OF 
WISE. HERB* A.YII ItOOTM ? 
>PEI.IPS Celebrated \V INK, so much in use by physi- 
cians, j ut on 
1‘I P. t / /,/A’ PARK, 
I \fOMIU: FLOWER, 
SXAKF ROOT, 
Wl/.h CHERRY PARK, 
CIXGER, and such otlu r Herbs aid Roots as will in all cases assist 
digestion, and give 
1’ONE AND YKiOR JO 
THE YOUNti AND OLD, 
., 
male and femal* 
ah use it with wonderful success; brings ( OLOII the pule and white lips, ilh om and Bounty to th Him, wrinkh <1 face, and careworn countenance.* Curt s 
e and gives appetite. 1 rv them use none other 
Ask for Speer’s Standard Litter-. 
Sold by W-TI. <>. BMloa NO.H. 
I 
bee that my signature is over tlie cork of eacli bottle. 
A. SPEER, 
4* Brnailway, If. Y., and PaiNaic, X, J 
lyoO 
Ui:na( 41. IYS» M1JOK1 I. OFFICE 
Yo. i‘) Eiulirott Mtievt, Boston. 
DU. \N F. PA DEL FORD gives exclusive attention to diseases ot tliegenito urinary organs and all dis- eases ot a private natiir. in both sexes. 
1‘!‘ PADEU URD has gained a great celebiitv for the 
cn»eut the above diseased than any physician in America II i-great success in those long standing and difficult 
cas« -, such as were toi inerly considered incurable, is sul 
lKient :•> commend him to the public as worthy the x 
tensive patronage lie haa received. 
It is deplorable to witness some of the cases that an 
pic sen ted to him, where the di.-ea.-r has been driven i> the system by quacks, the abuse ot Mercury and Copaivu, tec., to break out again in the form of -puts and ulcers on the body, pain in the joints, sore throats, night sweats, and emaciation. 
Hardly a day passes but he has patient* recommended 
to In- care by physicians from the country, and this an t other cities, who have not the means of gaining sufficient experience to^enable them to cure the worst ot ill oi- 
eases. 
TO YOr.NG MI N. 
Seminal \V« akness, or < on-t.tmional Debilitv brought »n i-> secret habits indulged in by voting men. This is 
•Mic.,1 the great.--.-t rvii- that can' befal man. It begets t> -i p-* >t the Heart, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Emuci. 
d ion of the Frame, and tin ally ends in complete Idiocy. 
c.m-ing r ish of l-lood t th. head, it often termi 
‘‘•atI .- ill Apoplexy. 
P«T*ons sulleriug from NEli YoUS DEIII LI 1 Y, cap*- 
* iullv those contemplating marriage, should lose no time 
m making immediate application. 
10 FEMALES. 
Dr I’A DEI.FORD is admitted by the best mediou 
I dent ! Hie eountry to have no equal in the treatment 
■olemi! Complaints, and it is no unusual occurrence 
'”r pliy-i-ians in regular pnmtiet. to recommend patients hit: lor treatim nr when afflicted in his speciality. I. :di. s will receive he most s.-ientiric attention,’ both im-iiic :il) and a -.!. ■; dty, .1 with ole! and expert enced nur.-es, will be iurnished the se who wi.-li to re 
main in the city during treai ne ut. I’’Fetich sales tor sale, three n,, > i. mdei by mail. Patient- who cannot apply in person mav b> b iter Medicines sent to ail parts ot the country. Office open oil Sundays. 
__ __ai if. 
MANHOOD: HOW LOST, HOW EESTORED! 
/CSf&fSl ,,ist I’^hli-lied, a new edition of Cul»«*r 
4 "‘‘*1 ** < INiin on tin 
car- without medicine-of Sim naraeggay a v i-oiti:n«i a, or Seminal Weakness, ln- vuFr.iMr. seminal Lost-, Imimtin. v, Mental a: I * -: tacity, Impediments t<. Marriage etc 
'• I’unsi MiM-io.N. Lit ps\ and Fits, induced h'\ Vh 
lndulgeuee f sexual extravagance, 
lijj J’rice. in a -call'd nvi lope, only •'► eenfs. 1 lie elehraied author, in this admirable es.-ay, clearly duinoi-.: f.-. fr.-u. a thirty >..n -m ->fu! practice, that tiie darmuiL' con.-<-. ponce- "1 self-abuse may bo rad 
e. ill; in .'d wit hunt ill dangerous use ol internal modi 
•in or tli* ipplicat ion ot the knili■: pointing out a mod. 
ol n;r. :.t .uuc -iuiple, certain and effectual, by means ol 
w inen e\ei-y -ullerei ho matter what his condition may be. may cere himself cheaply, privately, and radically. it. I Ins Lecture should be in the hands of every 
youth and every man in the land. 
Scut under -ral, in a plain envelope, to any address postpaid, mi receipt <d six cents, or two post stamps! Ai~o. Dr. t ulverwell su .'Marriage (Iuide.” price Jo cent-. \ddress the I’ublishers, (’HAS. .1 c. KI.INK k <’(> 
« »5 Bowen Yew % orb. I’o.-t Oll.e Lex I jMi 
lyrdu 
P(> »H KADIKS. — Tin* celebrated DIt. I,, DI\ I particularly invites ail Ladies who need a Metical or "urt/i-'itl adviser, to call at his Looms,..'; Kndicott 6t., Boston, .Mass., which they will find arranged for their -penal accommodation. 
I'!.\ DI\ having devoted over tweutv years to this parurular branch of tin- treatment of all diseases peculiar nu n it ift- now conceded by all. (both in this conn 
am, rop! that he excels .11 other known practic 
:”IU n; h"‘ -l*‘«<ly and effectual treatment of all temale complaints. 
His meoieincs ar,-prepared with the express purpose 
7,‘;“ n# :l11 dl.-eusCf., such as debility, weakness, un inniral suppnysimn, ntargemenls of the womb, also all di-n.a.y- which flow from a morbid state of the blood 
“•V 1 ":l' I11".1 "-•! t" treat In tn. peculiar M>‘' medically and surgically, all diseases of the !‘ 1111,1 x. t,u> aie respectful l> invited to call at 
'•». -! HiMlicoil street. HoOon. 
A:, niters rt.miring advice must contain one dollar to* 
lti'itre n mswer. 
L -ton. dan. 1, 1609— lyr 
WHOA! WHOA! 
.M 'i imusr., VI- Ik- will ruu away aiul I shall have to g.» i- rank Perkins Jt < o’s, and get my earring-- I’epaired l<*r they m imilaetun- and repair carriages and ~ e g in as good style as any otlier linn in this \ Kin its anti tfiL-v keej constantly on hand carriage'ami sleigh-* lor sale at ill.- lowe-t rates. Call and bet..re pill ell 
lUg elsewi.cn*. 
<»ti il a’diiii^ton Atm-t, 
,,ni 1 Rear ol Woods vV C ouauts Store. 
I’l i TJ ! I SIC ! 1 >1 IT 1 ! ISIC’! 
t i:\Vim ali:i>K’ATKI> IMI AI.AM for Phthisic, is 
* A. t',‘‘ only rrr/itin u liel and probable cure ever ot lcred to tin public. Inhaled with Hie breath, ii goes ,li- r".llyr.> I be I,lings .111.1 relaxes the contracted nerve or mtiw b' w hu h encircle the air tubes, and the patient briathes free, easy and natural. Phthisio is brought oil by -u many diilrrml mimes tli it ii is impossible to adjust uy me rent-,tj ». u cure for .ill poisons thus antleted. 1 .y,'1 1 1 l'1' to itn 1" diatrly r. iicve all tvs.-- I.t 1 litliisiu irom whatever cause ii mav: have he.m brought mi; it is always -at, anil always reliable. 
•■c-m.'.. 1W mall $UHI. Sold' at wlmh sale nud 
Htc'iyy S. A. Ilovves & ... ItHlasl, M, Or.lvrd irom deali s in medicine, respectfully solicited. 
•!. V. 1 K\Y Is, Proprietor, 1111 licit;,st, lie. 
GOLD, SILVER, 
f oisi, lira fits ami llonris, 
l';l .-'''I .nl .-uM sm.l hiii!i»'st price by 
Uf 
S. A HOWES & CO.. 
Ki-:rr\ST mi iso vies! 
r onn.J'oi-Btoek in the Belfast and Mooaehead Lake 5 li:i i; 11 .1 it. I.mills run so wars, with interi .,t at .in,., 
«■. nt |.:iv:i!i|, s, ...I -annually. Nmvmteml lor sale. I li„ ... •!?• »> ani.ium lroin*lo.) to ilnfKi and upwards It 
. 
FISHERMEN ! 
PTIMIF.IIMI.N wishing to nark in Port hind will tlinl I, 1 to t in ir advantage to call on 
W. K. IIARRIMAX, 
1U End Lous Wharf, PORTLAND, UK. 
PORTLAND & MACHIAS LINE. 
i THE STEAMER 
la 3D "W ISTON, 
(’apt. ( II Mil I'd PFKUlNt;, will leave PORTLAND 
on Fill P A Y .March Mh, lor ROCK LAND, CAM PFA 
Pi'Ll’AS 1, 1 tsiixp and the usual I.anilines as far as 
MACHIAS. KFIt RM NO—Will reach BELFAST on 
TUESDAY alt.moon, and PORTLAND the same night 
For further particulars apply In 1>. p. PIN KHAM, tl:;l BKI.rAST, 
